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Darkly
ByWilliam B.Johnson

dnj FORREST C. CROOKS

IT
IS the night of the quarterly enter-

tainment program provided by our

Post for the Veterans' Facility. The
auditorium is crowded. Prom my

vantage point in the balcony I watch the

men file in. They come in groups of

various sizes, attended by the internes of

their respective wards. Noisily they

slouch along to the end of the row of

chairs, filling the aisles in a manner be-

speaking long training. They react, it

seems to me, somewhat mechanically.

Halfway down the auditorium is a row
tilled with women—the patients of Ward
Seven. They sit quietly, most of them
silent and expressionless. Only one, whom
I shall call Ann, displays animation. She,

without provocation, laughs long and

heartily. A note of hysteria is evident. No
one notices, and again all is quiet save for

the shifting in their seats of these eight

hundred men and women.
My gaze wanders around the audi-

torium and I see many apparent reasons

why these men are inmates of this

Facility, which houses and treats mental

cases. Some few sit there reading news-

papers, which they continue to read

throughout the program. Others make
weird gestures, repeating them over and
over again. Still others get up, walk up
and down the aisle, and finally sit

down again.

The lights dim, curtains part, and the

Master of Ceremonies for the evening

stands on the stage, bowing to the tu-

multuous applause of the eager assem-

blage. His jokes are received with hearty

laughter, high and above all others being

that of Ann. She pays no attention to the

somber visages of her companions. Some-
thing strikes her funny, and she laughs,

unashamed. Those of us in the balcony

laugh, too, but our tones are strangely

soft and we feel a sharp restraint to our

gay mood. The seriousness of the situ-

ation permeates our consciousness. We
remember the story of Ann. Once a

brilliant, nurse, decorated by King
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Permits his hand to

be held through-
out the afternoon

George. A brave woman, who offered and
gave her all.

The show goes on. Every act is received

with enthusiasm. The artists react most
favorably and give a splendid perform-

ance. I notice that not only comedy
strikes a responsive chord in the souls of

these men— deep drama reaches through

to the understanding of most of them. I

am intrigued, and determine to study

further the strange situation.

The show ends and the Master of

Ceremonies gets {Continued on page j8)
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THE Twenty-First Annual Na-
tional Convention of The Amer-
ican Legion will be in session as

this issue of the magazine is being

distributed. When the gavel has

dropped on the final meeting of the

convention, and the delegates and
visitors start homeward the editorial

staff of the magazine will be getting

together the material for the story of

what will have happened in Chicago.

It will appear in the next issue after

this one—November, 1939.

STEAMER NASON takes you back
to the A.E.F. and his experiences

therein, in Something to Eat. Clar-

ence F. Hofferbert's Ten Thousand
French Verbs is a fiction story of

France in that same hectic period,

with fact and fancy mingled together

to produce a pleasing effect. Albert

Thurston Rich's Better Than Bul-

lion, a true story that starts in the

Philippines and ends in this country,

will give you a slant on the Chinese
which you perhaps haven't suspected.

Those of you who know their old-

time Navy will get a thrill out of

Harry Albright's account of the U.S.S.

Baltimore, and every gob, as well as

landsmen all, will understand how
Jack Franklyn felt when the incidents

mentioned in See Yon in Jail were
in the making. General Summerall's
Ready at the Word tells you some-
thing about the Reserve Officers'

Training Corps, a mighty important

component of Uncle Sam's defense

forces.

OUT on a limb, in Get Your Win-
ning Colors!, goes Legionnaire-

Bill Cunningham, giving his ideas

about the order in which college foot-

ball teams will finish in various parts
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of the country this fall. Cunningham
knows his pigskin, for he was All-

America at Dartmouth, a great line-

man at Dartmouth after his return

from the A. E. F., and he's been

writing football, as well as other

sports, for the Boston Post, for a

good many years. But his heart be-

longs to Texas and in his forecast

you'll notice him pointing with pride

to the Lone Star State.

1ELAND STOWE'S Eyes Right in

J the June issue dealt in forthright

fashion with fascist and nazi penetra-

tion in South America. One of the

most interesting passages of his article

was that in which Mr. Stowe told

about how General Carlos Quin-

tanilla, commander-in-chief of the

Bolivian army, entertained him at the

German Club in Arequipa, Peru,

after the close of the Pan-American

Conference held at Lima early this

year. "He told me," the Stowe article

went on, "he was on his way to Eu-

rope; first, to pay a personal visit to

Hitler and then to Mussolini, after

which he'd also confer with General

Franco in Spain. The general was a

big, finely-built professional soldier

of fifty, and he came naturally by his

Prussian-like carriage, for he had

taken his commission in the kaiser's

imperial army just before the war.

Hitler, he said, was the greatest man
in the world. ..." When on August

23d German Busch, dictator of Bol-

ivia, died of a gunshot wound said to

have been self-inflicted, General

Quintanilla assumed the provisional

presidency of Bolivia, by "unanimous
determination of the generals, chiefs

of garrisons and members of the

Cabinet." Wonder what he thinks

about the Monroe Doctrine.
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Once a
Flagship—

By Harry Albright
EVEN as you scan the tired old

cruiser brooding at her moorings

just off the Pearl Harbor Fleet

Air Base at the mighty American

fortress of Oahu, the roar of naval artil-

lery seems to hang heavy over the green

clad heights of the sub-tropical island.

From those ancient decks and from the

gun ports in that now scarred and rusted

hull, there spoke the guns that in a single

day helped sink a Spanish fleet, win an

Island kingdom, and lift the United

States of America into the very forefront

of the world's family of nations.

For although today the U. S. S. Balti-

more is a ship without a crew, she is a

veteran of a glorious and glamorous era

in the history' of America.

It was she who led Dewey's fighting

line at one stage of the battle of Manila

A top-ranking cruiser of her day, she

boasted a speed of 20 knots, and mount-

ing four eight-inch and six six-inch rifles

and fourteen rapid-fire guns, she was a

potent unit in the then reborn fleet of the

United States.

But come aboard up the steel ladder

flanges on the side of her hull and have a

look at the ship close-to. Gaining the

main"deck of the Baltimore you look down
on the equally antique navy tug Navajo

which like the cruiser has been left here

to die. Picking your way along the deck

you go forward to the foot of the bridge

ladders, then climb gingerly up.vards

until you gain the chart room of the old

ship.

Here in the hot mid-morning sunlight

you pause for a moment to survey the

dismantled wheelhouse. Then as you

Bay ... It was she who carried the body
of the designer of the Monitor to its last

resting place . . . And it was she who
called herself flagship of three United

States fleets.

Ancient and obsolete, the once proud
cruiser that blazed across the headlines

of the world when Dewey made history

at Manila, the Baltimore seems even
more ancient when compared with the

huge modern naval patrol bombing planes

that roar above her, or when one gazes

from her to the powerful, sleek heavy
cruiser undergoing overhaul at the Navy
Yard across the channel.

But the Baltimore in her day was the

The U. S. S. Baltimore as of today:

At top, the bridge, from which
anxious eyes noted Dewey's prog-
ress at Manila Bay. At left, with
the tug Navajo. At right, fore-

deck of the historic ship, which
is now berthed at Ford Island,

Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

most modern fighting ship of them all.

As the Navy Yard's gas tug comes
alongside the old seafighter, you cannot

but picture her as she looked when she

joined the famed White Squadron back
in '88.

enter the captain's office and emergency

cabin, you think of those hot, tense nights

of '98 with Dewey's squadron approach-

ing Manila—steaming towards the Span-

ish fleet under Admiral Montejo and one

of the greatest victories in the history of

the American Navy.

You place a hand on the sprawling

wicker-bottom chair before the old

writing desk and recall cares weighing

like iron on Captain N. M. Dyer on those

tropic nights preceding that proud

powder-seared day at Manila Bay. Back

in the wheelhouse you try the engine

room signals which refuse to budge, test

the speaking (Continued on page 48)
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By Leonard H.Naso

IT
WAS in the summertime, and my

regiment had been at the front just

long enough for the novelty to wear
off and for us to begin to crab about

the chow. We were in some nice woods
up behind Chateau-Thierry, and life

couldn't have been sweeter, except for

this ding-donged goldbrick we had for a

cook.

"Listen," said I to him, "if you put out

any more canned termatters I'm gonna

take steps to have a couple of 'em shoved

down your neck. I'm rankin' sergeant

around these diggin's and by gad I'm

not gonna grow a termatter nose."

"I got to do somethin' with 'em,"

pleaded the cook. "They're issued to me.

I got a surplus of 'em. I can't throw 'em
away."

It seems that some wise guy with a

tomato farm on his hands had sold the

Government the idea that canned toma-

toes would be a joy to the hungry soldat.

Maybe so, but not every meal. I got into

such a frame of mind I slung my whole

messkit full of chow on the ground and
went off into the woods to curse.

It was a tough war we were fighting.

We were in a patch of woods just west

of Le Bocage Farm, and had for a view

the great wheat fields that swept north

toward somewhere, probably the Marne
valley. We'd been there ten days. I

think we saw a boche

airplane once, but that

was all. The boys on

the guns fired a few

Thought they
wouldn't shoot at

a lone man

HERBERT M. STOOPS

rounds a night and let it go at that. The
rest of the time we caught up on our

sleep, and lay around thinking how
swell it was not to have formations, and
no drill to do. If we had only had decent

chow, the front would have been heaven.

So 1 was in the woods, near where

there was a first-aid post. If you think we
were goldbricks, imagine a doctor and

half a dozen helpers in that place. He
didn't even have a boil to cut. If this was
war, no wonder this one had gone on for

four years.

"Ho, sergeant!"

Someone was calling to me with a

French accent. It was a young lad, a

marichal dcs logis, from a French bat-

talion that was in back of us. 214 R.A.

(truck drawn). They had a life. They all

lived in trailers, they had a couple of

cows, maybe fifty hens and ducks, and
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Peter's face went

white as he pointed

toward the bushes

all the eatable goods that a retreat

through thirty miles of rich farm country

yielded them. They had champagne and
wine stacked around like shell heaps.

"Sergeant," said this lad to me, "this

is the Fourteenth of July. It is our great

national feast day. I have been asked by
the sergeants' mess to invite you to din-

ner with us tonight, which we will have

for a celebration."

I could have laid down in the mud and
howled.

"Monseer the marechal des logis," said

I, "enchanted is the only word I can

think of to describe my feelings, but that

ain't the half of it. What time shall I

appear?"

"Oh, five o'clock. We will have to be

finished by dark. We have a stand-to

period. Finished to eat, that is. After

the stand-to, we can drink again."

"Fine."

So we strolled along a little path under

the trees and looked across the wheat

toward Bocage, and the other way where

there were some more woods. Petit

Bordeaux, I think, and we conversed.

He was the English interpreter for his

battalion and I was the French one for

mine. I was encouraged to know that

he couldn't speak any more English

than I could French, but between the

two of us the officers could get along. It

was nice of them to invite me to their

dinner, especially with all the stuff I

knew they had.

"Couldn't I bring over something

tonight?" I asked. "Some canned toma-

toes?"

"Aw," says he, "would you be so

kind? We'd like them immensely. We
have no conserves that are anything

like them."

"We got about fifty cases back o' the

kitchen," said [. "Bring over a detail and

you can have them. I'm rankin' sergeant

here; I'll tell the cook."

Poor sap, he was so tickled he almost

kissed me.

I was no man to hide my good fortune

under a bushel. I told the mess sergeant

I wouldn't be there to eat any of his bill-

sticker's paste that evening, account

I had been invited to the sergeants' mess

of the truck-drawn battery to eat roast

duck. A couple of pals of mine in the

liaison detail of which I was the chief

came hanging around with their tongues

out, and finally offered cigarettes against

whatever I would bring back to them.

Even the cook came creeping along, and

allowed that he had some canned peas he

had been saving for the officers' mess, but

that if I could get hold of a bottle of vin

rooge, the peas could be had as medium
of exchange, and that hereafter there

would be a little more attention paid to

my personal diet.

"The French are comin' over here

this afternoon after your surplus termat-

ters; be nice to them," said I. "When I

come back from the dinner, I'll bring you

a plate to lick."

Come four o'clock, I shaved, and put

on my clean shirt. I had a tailor-made

uniform 1 was wearing that I brushed up
and made snappy-looking, and I cleaned

and oiled my tin hat. At four-thirty the

battery commander came down the path

under the trees.

"The battalion commander wants a

sergeant that can speak French," said

the Old Man. "You'll report to him at

the battalion P. C. at once."

"Will it be for long, sir?"

".All night. The Seventh Infantry is

pulling off a private offensive tomorrow

morning and they want someone along

that can adjust fire. The French batteries

are going to back 'em up."
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So I went to the battalion P. C, just

taking time out to detour by way of the

French battery and tell them I wouldn't

be able to have dinner with them. On
the way from that battery to the bat-

talion I would have sold my share of the

A.E.F. and the World War for a plugged

nickel.

My regiment, the 76th Field Artillery,

was supporting the Fourth and Seventh

Infantries. The Seventh was up in the

woods along the Marne. That river made

a big horseshoe bend in our sector, and the

Seventh had the west side of the bend

to garrison. The hills on our side of the

valley rolled back from the river to the

plateau my battery was on, but across,

where the French seemed to think the

Germans were, the valley was steep, and

the hills went up almost like a cliff. This

liaison detail I had been ordered to join

consisted of a lieutenant (observer), my-
self, chief of detail, and four privates

for runners. I didn't know any of them.

They were kids, and green, all except one

bird that was a Pole, and had been fired

from a job as the adjutant's dog-robber.

I was green myself, or I would have no-

ticed that there wasn't a man in that de-

tail but what the regiment would be bet-

ter off without him. That's a dam' bad

sign in wartime.

It was still daylight when we got up to

the Seventh. Their P. C. was in a chateau

called Le Rocq. It was a swell place.

After a three-mile walk down the dusty

road it certainly looked as though a good

meal could be had.

"You boys wait here," orders the

looey, "while I go in and get my orders."

The minute he was out of sight I

turned the detail over to the brightest

looking kid and went to buscar some
chow. The stable was empty and so was

the big garage, but under the barn I

found a rolling kitchen.

"Chow's all gone," said the lone K. P.

"We eat early here. Five o'clock. So's

the chow details can git up to their out-

fits before it's too dark. Cheese, sergeant,

I'm tellin' yuh, food will win the war. We
got two companies in the front line, and

six in reserve to carry chow to the two."

"I ain't a company," said I. "I'm

only one man."

"Who's that with you?" asked the

K. P.

I turned. There was the Pole.

"What the hell is bitin' you, square-

head?" I asked.

"Peter my name," said he. "I know
sergeants. Where dey is sergeants, good

chow, too."

"I ain't got none," says the K. P.

"So help me. We used up our last scrap

tonight. We run on what they call a

ration, see? That's three meals. This

ration ended at supper tonight. The sup-

ply train is due in about midnight;

they'll bring us two more rations. Give

yuh a good breakfast, stirabout an' karo,

plenty of it, but I couldn't feed a rat

right now."

I went out in the yard of the chateau

and swore some more. There was still

some daylight left. I had just about time

enough to get myself oriented. I'd do

that and then see about supper. I was

glum, all right.

My job in the Army was to be able to

tell the battery commander or whatever

officer I was attached to where he was,

at any time day or night; where this road

went, where that one went, where all

the posts of command were, and what

their code names were. Daniel was the

Division, Brownsville the 30th Infantry,

Home Run our own battalion. Dragon
Fly was our regiment, and Havana the

Fourth Infantry. I never did know what
the code name was for the Seventh. I

tried to find out, but either these dumb
doughboys didn't know, or wouldn't

tell. Spy fever was pretty rampant
around there.

They wouldn't even tell a stranger

where the latrine was. So my orienting

had progressed just to the point where I

knew that the farm road east went to

a big woods called the Bois d'Aigremont,

and that there was a town over the hill

called Fossoy, when my lieutenant came
out picking his teeth and announced it

was now time to go.

"You haven't been fed!" he gasped,

when I told him. "What have you been

doing all this time, gaping at the scenery?

If you haven't got guts enough to rustle

some food, you won't last in this Army."
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I could have been shot for what I

didn't say in reply, but I was cheered to

the point of laughter by the look on that

Polack's face. Poor Peter. He thought I'd

been holding out on him, and sooner or

later I was going to dive into a steak and
have to give him half of it.

We went down through the woods

toward the river. The looey explained

to me what was going on. The Seventh

Infantry were going to raid Gland at

daybreak. Gland was a little town just

across the river. They were going to ob-

tain prisoners and destroy installations

and raise hell generally. The colonel had

applied to our battalion commander for

support fire, and had been told we
couldn't give it to him, account we
couldn't shoot without the brigade com-

mander's permission. So the French were

going to back up the raid, and I was
going to interpret for the observer they

were going to send with us. What the

rest of my looey's mission was, he was
vague about, but it was none of my busi-

ness anyway.

It was still light—barely—when we
got to our observation post. It was a

hole in the ground in an apple orchard

just above the Chateau-Thierry-Dor-

mans road, the so-called "Paris-Metz

Road" of the histories. We could see

(Hand quite plainly, Mont St. Pere, and
the church steeple in Charteves. The run-

ners were to take turns watching during

"Report we are under heavy

fire!" he yelled as he went by me

the night, two hours apiece, and the

looey and I were to sleep. I happened to

think I wouldn't be very sleepy, having

had nothing to eat since breakfast; then

I had the bright thought that as soon as

it got dark, I would wander around there

and maybe find a French outfit that had
some chow. The French always ate

swell.

"Here, sergeant," says the looey sud-

denly, "there are some French here in

the bushes. Go over and find out what
they are saying."

I WENT over and hollered. There was
quite a lot of low brush right there,

that reached way up as far as an aqueduct,

but though I yelled two or three times,

no one answered. The hell with them.

"I wouldn't yell too much around

here," warned the looey. "We're kind

of close. There is a war on, sure enough,

and they do shoot people up here. I saw
a man last week who had been shot. I

don't remember now, seems to me it

was an accident. Someone in his squad
was cleaning his rifle—anyway, don't

yell any more."

So it got dark, and I sneaked off to

look for chow. Sure enough, I heard feet

behind. It was Pete, the Pole.

"What the hell do you want?" I de-

manded of him. "Go back where you be-

long. You're not supposed to leave the

dugout."

"The fellar the lootenant hear," said

Peter, "he was no Frog. He was a Pole."

"What of it?"

"I think he's a chow detail. If he is, he

give me some chow! I give you! Me and
him Poles."

"Peter, you're a smart boy not to tell

the lieutenant. Lead into the bushes."

We went into the bushes a ways, along

a narrow path, with Peter calling gently

in Polish every few steps. Pretty quick

he got an answer. He and his buddy
hawked and spit (Continual on page 44)
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By Hugh S.Johnson

NO £tMM44??t^

FOR MANY years after the Civil

War, the Grand Army of the Re-

public was the strongest political

pressure group the country ever

knew. It was a Republican stronghold. It

dictated nominations in the States and in

the nation. Most of what had been feared

from Washington's veterans after the

Revolution, the G. A. R. did. The Re-

public took no particular harm but it

helped preserve disunion and to oppress

and retard the South for many years.

Washington's iniluence prevented such

a thing after the Revolution. The good
sense and patriotism of the founders of

The American Legion prevented it after

the World War. The Legion has never

"gone political" in a national partisan

sense. P^or the Legion's policy of restraint

in this regard it deserves the highest

honor and credit.

Yet, by its very restraint in this field

and its annual jamboree in reunion, it

suffers somewhat in popular recognition

of its strength and its importance.

FOR THE hilarious yearly renewal of

old comradeships and adventures we
have no apologies. War is rough stuff.

"Single men in barricks don't grow into

plaster saints." Anybody who wants to

rely for the defense of this country on an
army of psalm-singing eunuchs is court-

ing national disaster. Men of the Legion

are yearly approaching nearer to the age

of churchwardenly decorum. But once a

year they like to remember that it was
not always thus and that there is at least

a little juice left in the old lemon. Men
who cannot understand that are to be

pitied. They just never have been soldiers.

What passes unnoticed or is taken for

granted is the quiet daily work of the

Legion, year in and year out in every part

of the country. I have never been to a

local Legion reunion yet where the princi-

pal object of the meeting was not to

dedicate or install some kind of accom-
plished unselfish work for people who
needed it—additions to hospitals or

schools, establishment of little funds for

Whether or not the reader
agrees with General Johnson,
it cannot be denied that his ut-

terances in this article counsel
adherence to true American
principles. And his proposal to

make every Congressman and
Senator seeking re-election in

1940 answerable to his constit-

uents for his official acts is de-

mocracy at its highest and best

handicapped children or reports of aid to

unfortunate soldiers or their families.

Apart from this kind of thing, "they

also serve who only stand and wait."

There the Legion always stands with

Posts almost everywhere—mature men
accustomed to danger, discipline and
leadership and ready in any emergency
of fire, flood, storm or disaster to step

forward in organized ranks, as they did in

the world's greatest disaster two decades

ago. That is an intangible but it is of

incalculable value. It is a kind of free,

silent and effective national and local in-

surance that may be too easily over-

looked.

There is another priceless element in

these fluid days when among the very

highest in government there seems to be
questioning of the worth, the soundness

and the future of both the political and
economic systc s which made this

country great.

This is the gravest development of the

past few years. Neither the Legion nor

anybody else need take much concern

from the soap-box ranters bellowing the

doctrines of Soviet Russia and inviting

our people to overthrow their govern-

ment by force and let in on us the bless-

ings of Communism. We need worry even

less about the heiling posturing nazi-

bunders who want to deliver us all to

Hitler neatly wrapped in swastika-

decorated cellophane.

This approach to the destruction of our

American system we can see clearly.

Being clearly seen it reveals itself as so

silly that we need not fear it. All we have

to do is to laugh it to death. If it ever

carried itself to the point of outbreak any-

where, there would be a Post of the

Legion there to help take care of it if help

were needed—which is absurd.

No, these are not of the breed of cats

on which the Legion and all other sincere

Americans should keep an eye and these

are not the sort of preachments that are

even worth while debating. We need not

consider the courses of action proposed by
nazis and communists—for they are one

and the same thing—not the courses of

action but the ideas behind those pro-

posed courses of action.

Those ideas are essentially that govern-

ment is not the servant of free citizens

but that citizens are servants of the state.

The former is the idea on which our

country was built. The latter is the idea

of Hitler, Mussolini and Stalin. In order

to make their idea work, governmental

power must be absolutely centered—not

merely in a single all-powerful govern-

ment, but in a single all-powerful gov-

ernor.

Democracy, as they contend, is out of

date. It is too slow and too uncertain.

The people haven't got sense enough to

govern themselves. They must entrust

that job to experts.

"See," says Hitler in effect if not in

words, "we have no unemployment in

Germany. You have 12,000,000 jobless.

Germans work because I put them to

work. German money works because I

made it work."

IT IS true that there is no unemploy-

ment in Germany. But as has been

frequently remarked, neither is there any

in a penitentiary. The country is ex-

ternally bankrupt. Its food is rationed

out on a bare subsistence basis. Its wages
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IN SERVICE—NOW AS ALWAYS
DRAWING BY WILLIAM H EASLIP

in buying power are about half of

ours. There is no more liberty of

thought, expression or action

than there is in a chain gang of

convicted felons.

If we want to trade our Ameri-

can system for that we can do so

and out-Hitler Hitler in efficiency

of a goose-stepping government.

We know we can do that because

we did out-Kaiser the Kaiser in

[918. Will we ever do it? Not
while the veterans of the World
War arc still alive and able to be

about. They saw it in 1918. They
know what it means and they

won't have any, please.

NOW of course, there is no

voice in our Government
today nor in either principal

political party which is urging us

to do that—not in so many
words. But inwhat direction have

things been going in this country

in the past few years?

There can be no question or

argument about that whatever.

They have been going headlong

toward greaterandgreatercentral-

ization of power also not merely

in a single central government

but in a single central governor.

This vast outpouring of money
is taken from the several States

by a federal national tax net. It

is then redistributed to the

States—not as their people say

but as the federal Government
says—much of it through the

device of "lump sum" appropri-

ations is redistributed not as the

federal Government says but as a

federal governor says. Why, that

power alone is the strongest

imaginable influence to make
Senators, Representatives, Gov-

ernors of all States and Mayors of

all cities responsive to the will of

the federal governor.

THEIR political lives depend

not merely on patronage, but

on getting back for their own
cities and States their fair share

of the money that was taken out

of them. To do that they have to

go hat in hand to that federal

governor and if he doesn't like

what they have been doing he

can "purge" them by favoring

their opponents or refusing them.

This isn't something that might

possibly happen to weaken or

even destroy our old Constitu-

tional system of local self-govern-

ment and centralize power on the

European model. It is something

that h is happened.

Take the system of subsidizing

by annual gifts of billions both

agriculture and the unemployed.

Control (Continued on page 37)
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GENERAL. RslGajiA.

UNITED STATES ARMY

THE United States is said to be

the most insurance-minded na-

tion on earth. Statistics have it

that more per thousand of our

people hold life insurance policies than

any other nation on earth, and that the

average American policy is larger than

any other. Similarly, as a people we
believe in fire insurance, in accident in-

surance, in casualty coverage of every

sort. But, as a people, we stop just short

of the real thing.

Life insurance, as is well known, pri-

marily is an altruistic matter as far as

the policy-holder is concerned; for the

fruition of all the premiums he pays

comes only to those who live after him.

True, there are many kinds of policies,

providing benefits of all sorts to the

holder, but basically, life insurance is

meant for the benefit of one's survivors.

Similarly, fire insurance is intended to

reimburse the policy-holder in part in the

event his property is damaged or de-

stroyed by fire; accident insurance pro-

tects him to the extent of providing him

with part of what income he might lose

in the event he became physically dam-
aged by some unexpected disaster.

Ready
^sfeWORD

National Commander Chadwick, second from right, reviews the

cadet corps at General Summerall's college, The Citadel, Charles-

ton, South Carolina. In the reviewing group Department Com-
mander R. K. Wise may be identified by the white overseas cap

In other ways than in buying policies, surance-minded. Our police systems have

this country has shown itself to be in- become increasingly efficient, our fire
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A HAND PICKED BODY OF PROVED
ABILITY INSTANTLY AVAILABLE ON
UNCLE SAM'S CALL— THAT'S THE
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

departments better trained and equipped
than ever before; we have built roads

with safely banked, gentle curves, and
we have eliminated many grade crossings;

after a series of disastrous fires aboard

ship, we have passed and begun to en-

force laws regarding safety at sea; we
have attempted to prevent floods in the

great river valleys by systems of levees

and dams and basins; and in many other

ways we have tried to anticipate and
prevent loss of life and of property.

An underlying principle of society

is that the group is more important than

the individual; but we in this country

have not progressed to the point where

the protection of the people against the

OCTOBER, 1939

fact of disaster has overtaken the protec-

tion of individuals against the results of

disaster. In other words, our preventive

insurance, in all its forms, from safe

highways to education against disease,

still falls short of the highly important

matter of income for the individuals

hurt by untoward events.

Our system of national defense pro-

vides a bulwark against the waves of

disaster that might strike us if we were

entirely unprepared to protect ourselves

from brigand nations. Aside from the

fact that this country never has had any
definite foreign policy, an essential in

adequate planning and preparing against

the consequences of a definite policy, be

it what it might, we have the framework

of an adaptable defense set-up. As all

Legionnaires know, we lacked even that

until the passage of the Act of June 3,

1 016; the Act of June 4, 1920, with its

constructive amendments, went further

in the right direction. Our naval defense,

like our land and air defense scheme, has

suffered from the ravages of political

maneuver, so that it, too, is woefully in-

adequate; but the efforts of the present

Administration are aimed definitely to-

ward repairing the damage done to all

elements of our protection—our defense

against the fact of disaster. Mark well

the fact that there is no way on earth for

this country to provide itself with in-

surance against the results of disaster;

for no company exists that could issue

such a policy.

THE consideration of our lack of

adequate defenses is an unhappy one,

much like the feeling of a property

owner who has let his tornado insurance

policy lapse—and who then sees a

twister coming. Suffice it to say that it

will be marvelous good fortune if we are

able to place ourselves in readiness

against cataclysm before it strikes. The
international horizon is increasingly

foreboding in its signs.

To return to the happier thought of

what we actually have between us as a

people and our potential enemies, I have

analyzed our land defenses as a group of

insurance policies, considering each ele-

ment of our set-up as a separate policy

yet one inseparable from the others. Our
Regular Army, as always, is the first

line—the immediately available element

—and, if I may mix my metaphors

slightly without confusing the reader, it

is the insurance policy to which we can

turn at once when trouble looms. Right

behind it is our National Guard, now-

become a strikingly efficient force de-

veloped successfully from the traditional

militia; and we must regard it as scarcely

less effective than the Regular Army,

as an insurance policy toward which we

can turn quickly in case of trouble, as a

reinforcement for the Regulars.

Squarely behind the first two lines

—

the quickly available policies, so to

speak— is the great civilian army, to be

led by the present and future members

of the Officers' Reserve Corps. Since only

a tiny fraction of the enlisted personnel

are already enrolled as such, we must

look to the Regular Army and the Na-

tional Guard to bear the first onslaught

of the enemy, to neutralize his efforts

until the military force of the country can

be brought into active and effective

existence.

As feeders to the reserve officer com-

ponent of our defenses are two main

elements, the Citizens' Military Training

Camps and the Reserve Officers' Training

Corps, and it is the latter of these that

I shall discuss more fully, for it is with

an institution having two units of that

element that I (Continued on page 4^)
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Clarence F.

HOFFERBERT

w
who

HEN
m y

daugh-

t e r .

is thirteen,

came to me the

other night with a

book which she was

reading, and asked

me the meaning of

a French phrase
which appeared in

it, I caught myself

(after giving her a

clumsy translation)

drifting into a mood
of gentle reminis-

cence. Pictures
flashed into my mind
that had been in

storage for a goodly

flock of years and a

recollection came
back to me vividly

of a time when I

went in for the study

of French in a very

serious way. I really

applied myself. But

whether it was from

love of the language,

or something else, I

shall leave for you to

judge, buddy.

The outfit was bil-

leted in a hillside

Ten Thousand
village named Fresnes, in the Cote-d'Or

Department of La Belle France. The
Armistice was two months old and the

personnel was growing spotty with rest-

lessness. Landlubbers all, we were yet

filled with yearning thoughts of ships

and the sea—and Floboken. G. H. Q.,

mindful of these yearning thoughts, was

fretting and plotting in a strenuous effort

to devise plans for keeping the restless

hosts of its mighty A. E. F. out of mis-

chief and grumpiness. A soldier's mis-

chief usually hiked the reparations assess-

ment, and his grumpiness was a political

liability; cither way, it was a War De-

partment headache.

Our colonel, an old-timer, with the

regular army man's traditions and sense

of orderliness and discipline, decided to

do some devising of his own rather than

wait for orders from a tape-bound G.H.Q.
He was a man of action and had little

patience with the delay that marked
much of army procedure overseas.

Monsieur, the colonel, consulted with

Monsieur, the Honorable Mayor. His

Honor, after a spell of whisker tweaking

and brow wrinkling, bagged a thought,

"but why not the French class. Monsieur

le colonel'"
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"Stop right there, rookie!" said
Bleeker. "You've gone far

enough"

"Perfect! Perfect!" exclaimed the col-

onel, slapping his whipcord breeches with
his kid gloves.

The Mayor beamed. He stroked his

beard with a slow, caressing cadence.
"My daughter," he continued, "she

has the teacher permission; she will in-

struct the classes."

"This is the very thing the men need,"
the colonel enthused. "We will start

the project at once. I am sure that it will

prove of immeasurable cultural value."

Hooky Stern, the colonel's dogrobber,

gave us the gossip on this important

conference between the bigwigs. Hooky
had been held in attendance to give back-
ground to the occasion. Just a whim of

the Old Man's and no especial tribute

WALLACE MORGAN
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to anything very distinguished about
Hooky.

"The Mayor's a shrewd old frog."

Hooky informed us. "He'll collect rent

for the use of the schoolroom in the

Mairie, and his daughter will have the

privilege of collecting teaching fees."

Sergeant Bleeker, who was one of the

group Hooky was passing out the dope
to, cooed: "I'll pay that gal a fee without

even asking for change back. It'll be

worth beaucoup francs to get within

touching distance of that baby. She's

class—she's
—

"

"You said it, sarge!" chirped Eddie
Dubois. "When I think of her eyes, her

lips, her hips
—

"

"Stop right there, rookie," said Bleeker.

"You've gone far enough."

We all sighed. It was an hour before

we could get off the subject.

The following night, just as we were
about to be served with our supper,

Lieutenant Bush came into the mess bar-

rack and announced that Mademoiselle
I

)' \rlene "v as this \ en nighl inaugu-

rating a French class for any and all en-

listed men who cared to study with her

all men interested, to report in the class-

room at the Mairie, promptly at seven

o'clock."

Hobnails scraped on the flooring,

khakied bottoms hitched about on the

benches. All interest in the meal about

to be absorbed was lost, temporarily.

Talk buzzed from lip to lip like the dron-

ing of a box full of bottle Hies.

"French lessons from Adricnne!" a

Headquarters man near me warbled.

"That'll be like syrup over honey bread.

Boy, do 1 go for it!"

"Almost as good as sailing orders,"

sighed a homesick gumboil across the

table from me. Ah's and oh's of approval

popped up like shrapnel bursts. I heard

a snort of skepticism. "Bet there's a

catch in it somewhere," grouched a host-

ler from the Supply Company. "'J hey're

just tryin' to suck us into sumpin'."

"Who is?" I asked him.

"The officers," he growled.

"I'm signing up." the Headquarters

man stated with positiveness. "The offi-

cers ain't fazing me any."

"Xor me either," said the soldier next

to him.

"Well—maybe I'll go over, too," the

hostler sneered, with a bloating show of

condescension
—

"just to get the low-

down on what the big johns got up their

sleeve."

Somebody gave him the razzberry

salute.

Discussion and argument simmered

and sizzled and continued to pop off in

little explosions here and there. But on

the check-up, everybody was going. This

was a piece of luck nobody wanted to

miss. Ninety percent of the enlisted per-

sonnel had a secret yearning to cuddle

Mademoiselle D'Arlene. This yearning

had been present from the very first day

that we had settled in Fresnes. Mademoi-

selle D'Arlene was a girl with an air of

refinement about her that appealed to

us tremendously. She was very pretty,

too, and had a voice that could snuggle

into you like the purr of a happy kitten.

She was the belle of the town and defin-

itely of the upper stratum. Quite beyond

the reach of most of us humbler coots.

It was like a wish-dream come true, to

know that we were to have the opportu-

nity of sitting at her feet and hearing from

her plushy lips the soft (low of sweet tone

and romantic language which we so

ardently knew could emerge from them.

And French is a romantic language,

buddy—the Yanks in the A. E. F. got

plenty of romance out of just a few

words and sentences!

Seven p. m. L'Ecole is jammed with

instruction-craving soldats. The benches

are completely inundated with the

sprawling bodies of brave and rugged

American manhood. An air of eager ex-

pectancy fills the place. From an inside
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door that gave passage to the living-

quarters of the D'Arlcne family, Adri-

enne—the lovely, the tres jolie, the sans

reproche—is approaching. The rugged

assemblage went still as an evening lake —
with only the merest babble around the

edges where the ripples washed on the

pebbly shore. Mademoiselle stepped upon

the rostrum. The moment was breathless

-not broken by even a single cigarette

cough. With her hands clasped together

on her breast—and she was very nice

there, too, buddy—our fair instructress

stood still for a minute, looking us all

over.

And we looked her over—beaucoup!

Well-curved, medium height, about

125 pounds of pure 00 la la, there she

stood looking at us out of her big, brown

eyes—but mere color didn't mean a

thing, buddy, in eyes that were as pretty

as her eyes were—and there we sat,

ogling back at her out of our brown,

and green, and gray, and black and blue

eyes. Some of us :-miled, some of us

hitched about self-consciously, and some

of us even blushed; and every gaping

Yank present was telling himself that

she most certainly was the belle of that

petite ville, the sweetest girl in town,

ivhose every little movement had an

enticement that would be deadly— in a

boudoir; in a classroom, of course, though

the effect was there, the response was
necessarily restricted. Not that we ex-

pected to make any passes at her. Her
refinement was something that fore-

stalled any of that sort of thing. It was

very potent. There wasn't an inch of her

that wasn't cultivated and "propre." Her
refinement was something you could feel

yards away. It made us conscious of the

dirt under our fingernails, the grime be-

hind our ears, the undershirts we hadn't

changed in a couple of weeks. Our hob-

nails felt like the clodhoppers of a coun-

try lout. We wanted to take them off and

approach Mademoiselle with the soft

pat-pat of wool-stockinged feet. But not

many of us had remembered to wash
our feet that day.

Mademoiselle Adrienne had been fin-

ished in a French finishing school, and

the polish on her was a nice job. There

may have been mars and scratches in it,

but as the observing Dubois remarked,

they certainly did not show on the sur-

face. That surface was the pride and

\M ML ,

joy of our little fragment of the A. E. F.

Mademoiselle's eyes twinkled with

delight as her glances danced over us. I

could read her thoughts as I followed her

glances, holding avidly to each direction

which they took: She never dreamed so

many soldats Americains yearned for

culture, never dreamed that all these

"braves boys" craved to know better

the expressive speech of the French

—

(there were other things she never dreamed,

either, buddy). More than 200 of us had
managed to squeeze our assorted bulks

into the schoolroom. To Mademoiselle

it must have seemed like the whole

American army. Her eyes were shining

just as bright as though they were seeing

the entire A. E. F. out there in front of

them. It sure warmed our hearts to see

how tickled she was.

When we were properly incandescent,

Mademoiselle D'Arlene opened hermouth.

Wordscame out—French words, smoothed

and rounded to melodic richness by her

little red tongue. "Ah, my lovely Ameri-

cans
—

" That was the way she greeted

us. Boy! French is a wonderful language!

"My lovely Americans
—

" Some of the

soldiers started to encore her right away;

but she put her hand out for silence. It

floated up before us like a Fontainebleau

swan. "—the grace of a queen," I heard

Sergeant Bleeker murmur softly.

Mademoiselle Adrienne then delivered

a short address in which she outlined her

plans for the course. We listened, full

of eager interest, giving her every word
our closest attention. That was the most

wonderful class any schoolteacher ever

talked to, buddy. Were we anxious to

learn—oh boy!

As soon as she concluded her talk,

Mademoiselle Adrienne got right down
to business. She had the practical and
efficient sense of the true Frenchwoman,
despite her abundant charm and femin-

inity. Rapidly and expertly she began

to examine our throats and noses to

gage our potentiality for

acquiring the language,

and study us—so Dubois

explained later—for psy-

chological reactions. I don't

know what she found in

that line, buddy, but she

could have found other

reactions in good plenty,

had she looked for them.

Maybe she did—you can

never tell about women.
Mademoiselle's father,

the Mayor, came in and

started to help her with

the work. Bleeker, Dubois

and I managed to edge

ourselves through the press,

close to Mademoiselle Ad-
rienne and far enough

away from her estimable
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Sometimes our fingers entwined
and we tingled with secret pleasure
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father that he would have no chance to

grab us and do the work on us that we

wanted Mademoiselle herself to do. Be-

sides, we didn't like his beard—it

smelled of tabac and onion soup.

The examination was great stuff. It

brought us into intimate contact with

Mademoiselle Adrienne—very intimate

contact. She touched us. She put her

hands on us. She felt of our tonsils. She

thoroughly. It was an extremely com-

plicated business, as you will shortly dis-

cover, buddy.

It took about a half hour before my
turn came to be examined. W hen 1 pre-

sented myself, Adrienne had me stick

my tongue out at her. I did not like to do

this, but I felt that it was my duty, under

the circumstances. Mademoiselle studied

it very soberly, had me flatten it out,

hump it up, and then let it hang limp

while she pressed her thumb up under

my chin, just above my Adam's apple.

That's when I drooled. I guess I blushed;

1 know that a lot of heat rushed into

She held our noses in her genteel

hand as she examined our tonsils

even held our noses in her genteel hand.

French is a nose and throat language

—

overseas vets found that out very quickly

—you really should be examined by
an ear-eye-and-nose specialist before

trying to acquire the tongue, because

sometimes it even gets into your eyes if

your nose is not in prime condition. A
soldier—or anyone else, for that matter

—with weak eyes and sinus trouble

should never study French, for it will

cause his eyes to water excessively and

all his lesson books will become blotted.

However. I saw at once that Mademoi-
selle Adrienne was as good as any special-

ist at the work of examining us. Dubois

remarked that she certainly was a won-

derfully smart girl to understand it all so

my face. Next, Mademoiselle put an old

Fdison wax cylinder phonograph-record

into my mouth and had me say "eur"

through it, while she looked in to see

how my palate responded to the inno-

vation, and then listened with her pretty,

pink ear less than two inches from the

cylinder opening, to hear how musical

my effort was. If it hadn't been for that

dratted cylinder in my mouth, I'd have

bit her pearly ear, just for the hell of it,

buddy. Not a hard bite, of course—just

a coy nibble to see if she was ticklish.

I've heard that when a girl's ears are

ticklish, she is very responsive in other

ways.

I almost choked over this part of the

performance; and that blamed cylinder

was giving me a cramp in my jaws. I

tried my manly best to keep a soldierly

bearing, but 1 fear that I gave in to a

minute or two of let-down.

After this, Mademoiselle held my nose

shut and made me say "bong," until I

got exactly the right inflation to my
beezer. 1 fell clown a little on this part of

the test. Adrienne held me daintily at

the tip of my nose, with her lingers

slightly inside my nostrils, and I was

plenty worried about whether 1 had

really blown my nose carefully enough

before coming to class. After I had said

"bong" for Mademoiselle a few times,

I could feel the soft vibration

of it along the flanges of my
proboscis, like the soft tone of a

gong. "Really," I thought to

myself solemnly, "this language

study is going to be some-

t hing."

Sergeant Bleeker came next,

when Mademoiselle D'Arlene

had finished with me. I stood

by to see how he would make
out. At the part where Made-
moiselle held his nose—every

time he said "bong" his

snozzle swelled out until I

thought I was looking at a fat

bullfrog breathing heavily in a

Junetime amatory seizure. Ad-
rienne seemed quite concerned

at the way Bleeker's nose con-

ducted itself. She pinched it

lightly several times, pressing

it together as if she were trying

to remodel it, work it over, as

you would a bit of putty sculp-

ture. Adrienne finally shook her

head and passed Bleeker along,

taking the buddy next in line,

a skinny driver from the Sup-

ply Company, whose nose

rned up like an old shoe. This jack

uldn't say "bong" at all—had to sneeze

ery time he attempted it. Adrienne

had to giggle so over his efforts, that she

as unable, for several seconds, to con-

ue with her nasal exams. I began to

tune up for a good laugh, myself; but

Adrienne caught me on the pick-up and
gave me a stern, reproving glance which

quite mollified me. I had to wait until

on the walk back to my billet before I

could unlimber my suppressed ha-ha's.

I was joined by Bleeker and Dubois,

who accompanied me. and between us

we vented quite a salvo of unrestrained

mirth. A number of angry "pipe-dow ns"

assailed us as we moved leisurely to oui

point of retirement.

We were unable, that first night, to

get in any actual study. The allotted

time was used up entirely on examina

tions and payment of our fee for the

course. We paid for tenlessons in advance,

at the rate of fifteen centimes per lesson,

which assayed about one good dime in

real, full-karat U. S. A. money. This was
probably the most economical buy that

I ever made in all of France; a real bar

gain, with beau- (Continued on page jj)
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Better

Bullion
I

BELIEVE that everyone who has

lived in the Philippine Islands will

agree with me that, when honesty

in business is considered, the Chi-

nese merchant located in the small bar-

rios—towns—is in a class by himself.

He will beat you if he can but when he

gives his word, you can accept it without

hesitation, for it is as good as a bond. This

article is not written to tell about the

Chinese except insofar as my relations

with one certain Chinese merchant are

concerned.

Early in 1900, the company of a Vol-

unteer infantry regiment, in which I was
serving as a sergeant, was ordered to

occupy the town of Jaro on the island of

Leyte. We were the first American

troops to occupy this town and naturally

all of the natives left their homes for

what they considered a safer abode in the

mountains. The only persons remaining

in the town were the Chinese merchants

and the Spanish mayor, or jefe locale.

Tli rough the cooperation received from

the agent of Smith, Hell & Co., one of the

leading hemp concerns in the Philippines,

the detachment was quartered in some
of the old, broken-down shacks on the

outskirts of the town. These quarters

were afterwards abandoned for more
satisfactory housing facilities afforded by
the vacant convent near the center of

the town.

One of the natural characteristics of

the enlisted man is to investigate, with-

out any unnecessary delay, everything

within the limits of his new station. Irre-

spective of the possibility of encountering

hostile insurgents known to be lurking

in the brush on the outskirts of the town,

the men left the quarters in groups of

three or more for this all-important part

of their military duties.

That evening the investigators strag-

gled in and all displayed a varied assort-

ment of silk socks of all colors of the rain-

bow. When questioned as to where they

had gotten them, they all replied that

the Chinaman on the corner of the main

street sold them. It was a known fact

that the men had not been paid for over

two months and that the financial status

of them all could be reckoned in cents

rather than in dollars and also that all

but a few of the "Three for One" (three

dollars paid on pay-day for one dollar

borrowed) Shvlocks didn't have more
than two-bits in their pockets.

The following morning I suggested to

Corporal Red Harrington that we two

take a "look-see" at the Chinaman's

place with the hope that there had been

an actual financial transaction between

the Chinaman and the purchasers of the

brilliantly-colored silk socks.

Those who have lived in the Islands are

familiar with the custom of the natives

\
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of dressing up for ceremonies by wearing

a pair of white trousers, on the outside

of which flap the tails of a white shirt,

and to sport the brightest pair of socks,

silk if obtainable, into which the bottom
of their trouser legs are carefully tucked.

Now the enlisted man wore the "Govern-
ment Issue" for the reason that the old-

fashioned canvas leggins were then an
article of uniform and the brilliant dis-

play of silk socks would be covered. It

was a puzzle to both Red and myself

but we soon found out the whys and the

wherefores of it all.

As we entered the Chinaman's store,

we heard harsh words and loud sobs com-
ing from the little living room in the back

of the store. Our entrance was not heard

and we were obliged to rap on the count-

er before anyone appeared. Soon a

"We had to fight our way back,

but got all thirty-five up the

hill in safety"

Chinaman of about thirty years of age

came into the store from the back room.

His face was distorted enough to be

taken for that of China's most feared

war-god idol. His every movement in-

dicated anger and he did not hesitate

to show it when he saw us.

"What do you American soldiers

want?" he demanded in no friendly tone.

"Nothing. We are interested to find

out how the men in the detachment were

able to get such a splendid bargain in

silk socks without any money, or at least

not sufficient to buy what they did," I

replied in as friendly a tone as I could.

"They bought them from that fool

clerk of mine and paid him in what he

thought was gold," he shouted with a ris-

ing inflection of his voice until he actually

shrieked the last word. "The fool thought

he was getting gold when in reality he

was getting nothing but a lot of bright

new copper American pennies. He had

never seen any American pennies before

and thought he was doing a big business.

^h'UciT'iuZt.on ft/

FRANK STREET

I did not get back until late last night

and found out what a business fool he

had been. He is no good and is leaving

for Tacloban today."

"How many did he sell the soldiers?"

I asked him.

"Thirty pairs of my best silk socks that

T could have sold to the Filipinos for fifty

centavos a pair," he cried, almost in tears

with anger.

Red and I figured up the cost and found

that it was about seven dollars and fifty

cents. The men had paid thirty cents

already, which left seven dollars and
twenty cents due. Wr

e paid it, for we knew
we could collect from the men and at the

same time gain the friendship of the

Chinaman.

After we had paid him in full we had

about fifty cents left in our pockcls.

Peace plans were thus effected.

The Chinaman was delighted and in-

vited us to select a pair of any color we

desired—without payment. Red agreed

with me that we wouldn't be found at a

dog fight with any of them.

The seven dollars and twenty cents we

paid the Chinaman, whose name he in-

formed us was Won Toy, gained for us

as warm a friend as either Red or I ever

had.

Won Toy told us that he had been

born in Hong Kong and that he had been

educated in a school where English was

studied. He spoke perfect English and

was in every way as polished a gentleman

as could be found anywhere. I enjoyed

many pleasant hours in his company
during the months I was stationed in

Jaro. He would tip me off to insurrecto

secrets and was the medium through

which advance notice was received rela-

tive to attacks by {Continued on page 40)
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Colors !Bill

Cunningham

THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO
COME IN FOOTBALL, RIGHT
UP TO THE NEW YEAR'S BOWLS

IF
YOU can pick the biggest drop in a rainstorm, the

prettiest girl at a national convention or the brightest

bulb in one of those two-acre signs along Broadway,

step this way, brother!

The biggest, most colorful and least predictable sweep-

stakes on this or any affiliated planet—the American college

football season—is with us again, and there's a plenitude of

persons who for devious reasons would like an approximate

idea of who the sundry front runners will be upon whose

beetled brows the All-America diadems will be resting in

December and, when the thin, translucent (how're yuh, Mr.

Tunney?) sunshine of next New Year's afternoon is bathing

such notable localities as Pasadena, New Orleans, Dallas,

Miami, and way stations, just who will stand against whom
as the referee lifts his hand and the yellow leather goes

looping in the various Bowl engagements.

But don't come infected with the illusion that you're

signing for any cinch. Be you the seventh son of a seventh

son, or even a goose-bone swami with a lengthy reputation,

here's one that will positively send you back for more aspirin.

Better men than you have tried it. Nobody ever makes it.

Kruger of Southern California catching the pass in

the last minute of play for the touchdown which
beat Duke in the Rose Bowl game last New Year's

day. At right, above, an aerial view of this oldest

of the Bowl fixtures, at Pasadena, California

«Vi< tuk.vv.V i
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These are no longer the perhaps not-so-Gay Nineties when a pair

of quilted pants, a Paderewski haircut and an eighth of a ton of

lard molded upon a bench-legged, underslung frame was the

charade for "football player." This is no longer an age of merely

pondering the potentialities of Harvard, Yale and Princeton, with

an occasional Pennsylvania, Cornell, or Columbia thrown in, and

coming up with a sufficiently inclusive "football review."

In these years of grace (and long may they wave!) approximately

six hundred intercollegiate football teams, running the gamut, more

or less in fractions, from little Jimson weed institutions where the

paint is scarcely dry to lordly academic castles with ivy shawls a

foot thick, take to the wars simultaneously in perhaps a hundred

different classifications called, in most instances, "conferences."

And when the alarums have ended, the reverberant cheers have

rolled on, the various Bowl committees are feverishly, if secretly,

wiring their feelers, when the announcers have hooded their mikes

and the sports page literati have retired to their huddles over the

mythical magnificence of the misnomer "All-America," no more

than a half dozen of these will be able to stand and be counted with

those whose colors never once dragged the dust, and who failed

upon no occasion to drag the other fellow's in the dust.

If you can pick 'em, come on over!

Maybe the fact that nobody can adds a powerful fascination to

all the thrilling rest of it. And when you go into the why's of the
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and strength, a willingness tu take orders,

the ability to accept responsibility and to

exert leadership, the major matter of

belief in self, belief in one's leaders, the

physical and spiritual power to dig in and
fight hardest when things look blackest,

to play a hard game the fair way, to

accept victory modestly anil defeat

gallantly, remembering always that the

other fellow has his rights as well, and
that without cooperative teamwork and
without cooperating with the team work,

the individual is helpless, futile and
doomed to fail.

If that has a familiar look, you're only

seeing it for what it is—a carbon copy of

democracy, a vignette of life as it is lived

the American way. Certainly, football is

distinctive with these United States.

Perhaps, just perhaps, it's one of that

nation's major safeguards as well. Surely

its lessons have particular point in these

times.

Hut, leaving all that where it is, there

are powerful practical factors that make
modern football almost impossible to

prognosticate.

First of all in these times there are

simply, and in all sections, too many
good teams, too evenly matched. The
sport is standardized nationally—this,

since the World War, and probably, like

boxing, due largely to its wide use in the

cantonments, both here and overseas, as

a means of relaxation, entertainment and
physical training.

The coaching is universally first class.

No section now, as the East did until

some 25 years ago, has a monopoly on
first-class coaching. In fact, some of the

greatest authorities upon certain vital

refinements of the great autumnal pas-

time are now to be found at addresses

which, not so long ago, thought a coach

was a part of a train and that the center

was the immovable middle of something.

No section any longer bottles up the

best of the (Continued on page jg)

why nobody can, you open a volume that

starts with a few practical chapters and
then sails off into such intangible, im-

measurable, unbounded and unboundable

factors that all unity is lost. A big part of

football is the human equation. That's

precisely where the prophet is thrown for

a loss. Nobody can measure the horse-

power of the will-to-win. None can say

to what heights the embattled warrior

can fight when nerve and sinew are all but

done, but heart still drives him relent-

lessly.

Didn't little Ohio University defeat big

Illinois last year?

Didn't Bo McMillin once beat haughty

Harvard as a little Centre Collegian by
running the wrong way—but running as

if all demonology were hot at his heels?

It was the inimitable Bob Zuppke, who
at one time or another has said almost

Hall of Texas Christian gets a

shovel pass from Davey O'Brien
in the Sugar Bowl game at New
Orleans in which Carnegie Tech

was defeated

everything witty or wise that could be

spoken of football, who once in the hotel

room aftermath of a coaches' convention

fathered the dictum that "football and
fishing are two sports you can't put in

the bag."

The young men are trying. There's

never been a proved case of a fixed foot-

ball game. And when young men try,

miracles aren't far. College football is

built, in large part, of that attribute, and

of others that no man can measure but

that all can, and should, salute.

They're such things as sacrificing for

an ideal, a smooth coordination of skill

Favan of Oklahoma spills Cafego of Tennessee in the

Orange Bowl battle at Miami which Tennessee won
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Back Alive
Burton
W.Marsh

D I re cto a

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION

THE lights change.

"Squee — ee — crash!"

The well-known sound of one

car hitting another, with fenders

crumpling, steel twisting, and glass flying

all over the pavement. And the occu-

pants of those cars — well, perhaps

scratched a little, but likely badly injured

—or worse.

What's the trouble?

"My brakes weren't working." The

driver who ran by the red light and

crashed the other car is honest enough to

admit it. His brakes weren't working. He
knew that in advance. But he risked de-

struction of life and property in traffic on

a busy city street.

And now we're out in the wide-open

country. A straight, paved highway, with

wide shoulders and unobstructed view.

Up ahead a car swings around to pass a

truck, the driver seeming to pay no at-

tention to another car coming to meet it

head on. Time's too short for the first car

to get around that truck and get squared

away in the lane again. There's a bad

mix-up—with the usual results.

Right out on the open highway. On a

straight road. What could have caused it?

Ff the driver who caused the crash is

lucky enough to be able to talk any more,

he may divulge why his eyes couldn't

gauge the distance down that highway.

Couple of highballs, that's all. That's

enough. He was just pie-eyed enough to

become a menace to himself and others.

Then there's that culvert over the

creek, boxed up at the ends with straight

sides, presenting menacing obstacles just

a couple of feet away from the right

wheels. It was built away back in the

Hurry! Hurry! was the speed demon's shout

The driver if living is remorseful, no doubt

Members of the schoolboy safety patrol sponsored by the Legion
Post at Richford, Vt., draw their ponchos for rainy day duty

cave-man era of highway construction,

say in 1916, which is ancient history in

the swift progress of road building. The
Highway Department has planned to do
something about it— if highway taxes are

not diverted. Next year, maybe, they'll

straighten out that bridge and widen it.

That death trap has cost plenty lives.

But there she stands

—

And we get there in time to see a
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MOTORISTS TURNING

SHOULD YIELD

RIGHT-OF-WAY TO

PEDESTRIANS CROSSING

ON PROPER SIGNAL

MOTORISTS SHOULD YIELD

RIGHT-OF-WAY TO
PEDESTRIANS BEFORE

CROSSING SIDEWALK

wrecker pulling a 1036 sedan—now
a pile of junk—off the concrete and

steel of that culvert. The ambu-
lances have gathered up the occu-

pant-.

Not a pretty picture. Just a seg-

ment in the awful toll of accidents

Ordinances against jaywalk-
ing are too seldom enforced

and death by motor cars every

\ car. Smashci 1 cars ! Mai inc. 1 bod-

ies! Death!

WHO'S to blame? What's to

be done about it? Can the

shocking toll be lightened? Or has

this thing got us licked?

Nobody needs a lot of statistics

to bring him to a realization of

what's happening. Whether he

lives in city, town or country,

within touch of a highway carrying

anything like modern traffic, he

Pedestrians have equal rights

in absence of traffic controls

knows the accident situation is

plenty bad. But just take a look at

these figures:

The World War, in the eighteen

months that the A. E. F. was in

France, cost America 50,510 lives.

In the eighteen months ending with

the close of 1935, auto crashes

killed 56,000 people in the United

States. Fatalities worse than in

war. And how about the injured?

War Department records show

the total number of soldiers in the

A. E. F. wounded (not mortally)

was 182,784. In the eighteen

The "Go" is for walkers, too.

Watch your turns at corners

months ending with 1935, some

1,600,000 persons were injured in

auto accidents, and many of these

injuries were "total and perma-

nent." Nearly nine times as many
injured as were wounded in the

A. E. F. in comparable time—and

steadily, relentlessly, the number

has been increasing.

That ought to cause one to

realize we're in another war. A
war to reduce the death toll and

injury list from motor cars. It can

be done and it's got to be done.

Your driveway is yours, but

a sidewalk is public property

Why these crashes? What caused

those three accidents we have just

noted? Three different circum-

stances, each illustrating a general

group of causes:

First, failure of the car itself.

Defective machinery. The man's

brakes were worn and wouldn't hold.
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Second, failure of the driver. Defective

vision. Caused in this instance by a few

drinks. Might have been caused by per-

manently defective eyesight. Scores of

other human factors, temporary or per-

manent conditions of this human ma-
chine of ours, enter into this group of

motor accidents.

Third, defective highway conditions.

A culvert head close to the pavement
edge. A menace and a disgrace on any
modern highway.

Can anything be done about it? In

each instance the answer is most certainly

"Yes!"

The cur. Defective machinery. What
excuse can be given for that?

"I can't afford to have my brakes re-

paired." All right, you can't afford to

drive.

"I've been too busy to see about the

condition of the car." You'll have plenty

of time on your hands—in the hospital.

We're apt to think that bad brakes,

one-eyed cars, headlights which do not

throw light far enough ahead, tipsy cars

which wander because of faulty steering

adjustments, and other bad vehicle con-

ditions have very little to do with our

record of crashes. The records mislead

us—indicating only some five to ten

percent of crashes in which the vehicle

was in bad condition. But let's not forget

how those records are obtained. Would
you expect the average driver making

his report to admit that he just didn't

have any brakes, or that his steering

wheel had about five times too much
play in it? Police making reports don't

usually have apparatus with them for

testing brakes. They can't even check

up on the safety equipment in some

cases—there isn't enough left to check on.

One out of every four brakes tested in

compulsory official tests won't comply

even with easy standards of safety.

Lights test up far worse, and there are

lots of bad steering mechanisms, tire-

worn to the fabric, and windshield wipers

that won't work.

And how about that menace to night

driving—the car without a tail light?

You're about to meet a car, and you're

coming up fast. In the glare you can't

see the dark form of a car ahead. You

may be lucky enough not to smack the

tail-lightless driver off the road, along

with smashing up your own car—and

you may not.

In the days when cars puffed along at

twenty miles an hour, a car might avoid

an accident as long as its rattle-trap

parts held together. Much higher speed

is the order today. Speed and defective

machinery won't mix. It's probably a

reasonable estimate that faulty vehicle

conditions are an important factor in at

least one crash out of five.

Practical laws are needed at once to

provide for public employes in well-

equipped stations to make regular in-

spections of cars to keep them adequate

for safe driving {Continued on page jo)
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Jack
Fran klyn

V. E. PYLES

IT
HAPPENED during my hitch in

Uncle Sam's Navy. In 1920 I was

acting coxswain of a ship's boat and

was detailed to take a liberty party

ashore at San Diego. I was alongside the

ship and my boat was loaded with gobs

ready to paint San Diego a bright red.

The Officer of the Deck spoke. "Ready,

Franklyn?"

"Yes, sir," I returned.

"Make the regular trip to the dock and

return to the ship. Shove off."

"Aye, aye, sir." I returned to my boat

crew with, "All right, men; cast off."

I headed the boat across the bay and
into the landing at Municipal Pier and

m duly discharged my load ofM laughing, joking sailors.B We securely tied the boat

M to the landing and decided

W to enter the cafe on the

pier for a shot of coffee and
doughnuts. While having

our coffee and dough holes,

we three heard the sound of an airplane

motor almost overhead and seemingly

flying very low. My engineer, Thompson,

also heard it and remarked, "Hey! . . .

Listen to that plane motor."

Lewis, the bow man, ran out of the

cafe and yelled, "Look, he's dropping

lower."

I ran to the door and said, "He's going

to cr tsh in the Bay. Come on, men. Let's

go."

The three of us ran to our boat as fast

as possible, hopped aboard, cast off and
made for the spot where we figured the

plane would hit.

The pilot worked diligently to pull the

nose of his falling ship up, but he didn't

have a Chinaman's chance. He was too

low. The doom of the ship was inevitable

—maybe with the pilot. Suddenly the

plane went into a dive. It hit the water

full force in the center of the Bay. Our
boat sped as fast as a motor-sailor could

travel. We were now less than one hun-

dred yards from where the plane had hit.

My eyes were glued upon the plane wreck

on top of the water. Lewis, the bow man,

stated that a flock of boats were heading

for the scene from all angles.

"They'll never make it in time—it's

up to us," r answered as we drew closer

to the wreck.

"Throttle down, Thompson," I or-

dered, as the boat eased alongside.

"Lewis, you hold the boat broadside."

The broken plane was settling fast.

The pilot could plainly be seen slumped

forward in his cockpit. He was uncon-

scious from the impact. I went over the

gunwale and unbuckled his safety belt,

then handed him from the cockpit into the

boat and laid him on a thwart. We
pulled away from the wrecked plane just

as it sank from sight, but not before we
tied a rope and a buoy to it as a marker

of its position on the bottom.

The officer-pilot was resting easy in

the boat.

"Well, I guess he'll be all right now,"

remarked Lewis.

"Sure, after they pump a little of that

water out of him and let him rest up a
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"I unbuckled his safety belt and

handed him from the cockpit into

the boat"

bit, he'll be as good as new," I answered.

Thompson remarked that we had bet-

ter get back to the ship, or we'd be resting

in the brig.

"Holy smoke, we've been gone an hour

and a half," I said.

"I'm afraid we're in for it," replied

Lewis.

"What do you mean WE? I'm the

one who'll be taking the rap. I'm sup-

posed to be commanding this scow."

"Should we have let the guy drown?"

put in Thompson.

"He would have gone down before

anyone else could have gotten there,"

piped Lewis.
• "According to Navy regulations, he
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was supposed to drown because no one

was at the exact spot where he fell. I

disobeyed orders to get to him in time.

Don't bother to cheer me up—you know

as well as I do that orders are orders.

Let's go back and face the music."

A speedboat from North Island Naval

Station came alongside, we transferred

the unconscious officer to the faster boat,

and I ordered the coxswain to proceed

to the island and put the pilot in the

waiting ambulance on the dock which

would take him to the hospital.

Twenty minutes later I pulled up to

the gangway of my ship, the U. S. S.

Bujfalo.

"I'm afraid you were right about

orders, Franklyn; I see the Officer of the

Deck waiting for us," Lewis reminded

me.

"Yeah, like a cat sitting in front of a

one-way mouse hole. See you in jail,

boys; here goes the mouse."

I ascended the gangway. "Coxswain

Franklyn reporting, sir."

"So I see. You took rather a long time

to return from the dock."

"I was necessarily delayed, sir."

"Necessarily?" dryly.

"It was a matter of a man's life, sir."

"We saw the whole affair through the

glasses. You are {Continued on page 42)
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THE MUD YOU CAN'T FORGET
Foot-Loose at the Front

By Wallgren
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* EDIITGIRIAIL*
AMERICA FIRST

SOLDIERS of the great powers are again killing one

another in Europe. As these lines are written in

early September German infantry and motorized

forces have pushed deep into Polish territory, and

German airmen have dropped bombs on Warsaw and

other Polish cities. Great Britain, fulfilling her treaty

obligations to Poland, declared war on Germany, where-

upon, apparently without warning, the British passenger

liner Athenia was sunk. The French entered the war on

the side of Britain and Poland, while the Italians and

Russians, despite expressed sympathy for German aims,

are neutral, at least for the present. The British navy is

in process of blockading German ports, and the French

have launched attacks on the German western front. At

the moment no nation outside Europe except the mem-
bers of the British Commonwealth of Nations has taken

up the sword, but unless all signs fail the Continent's

newest conflict will become the Second World War—

a

long, bloody, exhausting struggle which nobody will

reallv win.

It is 1914 all over again.

What is the duty of the United States of America in

this crisis?

First and above all else, to make certain that no action

of this Government will take American boys into Euro-

pean trenches. More than fifty thousand of our comrades

lost their lives in European battles during 1917 and 1918

in an effort on the part of the American people to help

"make the world safe for democracy," unsafe for tyranny

anywhere.

Those fifty thousand slain and the host who have

died since 1918 as a result of war service, with the thou-

sands of our fellows whose physical and mental sufferings

due to the war will remain with them till death, cry with

one voice to our responsible officials that it must not hap-

pen again, that this nation can and shall keep out of the

shambles across the seas.

AMERICAN foreign policy has always been squarely

^ grounded on the principle enunciated bv Washing-

ton in his immortal Farewell Address, when he said that

"our detached and distant situation invites us" to keep

aloof from Europe's "frequent controversies." "Why fore-

go the advantages of so peculiar a situation?" asked the

Father of His Country. "Why quit our own to stand upon

foreign ground? Why, by interweaving our destiny with

that of any part of Europe, entangle our peace and pros-

perity in the toils of European ambition, rivalship, inter-

est, humor or caprice?"

True words for this day, as they were when given to

the American people on September 17, 1796, nine years

to the day from the adoption of the Constitution.

National Commander Chadwick spoke for an over-

whelming majority of American World War veterans

when he said, as the new war began:

The American Legion for the entire period of its exist-

ence has counseled the nation to a policy of neutrality

to the end that we may not again become involved in

another holocaust seemingly as futile for the ultimate

peace of the European and Asiatic continents as was our

participation in the World War.

Our Government's national policy is one of neutrality.

It has been and is The American Legion's policy. . . .

Current events must not be suffered to overcome our
reasoned conclusions arrived at in less soul-disturbing times.

Continuing our hopes and our prayers for a means of

remaining at peace, informing our public officials that

such is our greatest desire, let us avoid, and counsel all

citizens to avoid, the thought, act or deed which might
threaten or disturb the peace of the Americas. To a

generation that knows war from its participation in it.

this today is the greatest and most solemn mission of

The American Legion.

HPHE best service the United States Government can
J- render to its people and to the world is to keep free

of this war, holding our fully-prepared armed forces in

readiness for instantaneous action and keeping our in-

dustrial set-up elastic for any eventuality; demanding
and by our might sustaining the rights in international

law which belong to a neutral, ever putting forward our

good offices for a stoppage of hostilities whenever such

an offer seems likely to succeed.

We have been called names in the past, when our

policy ran counter to that of other nations, and no doubt

all the old epithets and many new ones will be used

against us in the next several months. Hut we're not

going to sacrifice American lives on foreign battlefields

unless and until we Americans ourselves decide that there

is no other way for us to maintain the safety of our self-

respecting nation of self-governing people. We have

enough to do right now preserving the democratic way of

life in this hemisphere. If we went to war the social

progress of a generation in this country would be sacri-

ficed, and our economic system would be subjected to

such a strain as even this nation, with all its resources,

might not weather.

All the study of the history of the past advises us our

duty must be to America First.
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WHEN will the last veteran

of America's World War
armed forces answer final

roU-caU?

Disregarding actuarial tables for the

rarity of extreme longevity, as repre-

sented by the last survivors of the War of

the Revolution, the time for final taps is

indicated as sometime in the first decade

after the year 2000.

It was lacking only seven years of a

full century after Lexington and Bunker
Hill—and three full years after Appo-

mattox—on March 29, 1868, that John
Gray, last surviving veteran of the Revo-

lutionary War, died at Hiramsburg,

Ohio, at the age of 104.

Yet in point of years Gray was not the

oldest veteran among the last group of

survivors of the Revolution revealed by
records of the Pension Office. That dis-

tinction rests with the name of Samuel

Downing, who went to eternal rest in

Edinburgh, New York, in February,

1867, in his 106th year.

Based on these precedents, Legion-

naires who enlisted in their mid or late

'teens all have a chance that Fate will

grant them the honor of being last of

their breed. With due allowance for the

added years science has given to us all,

not until the twenty-first century is well

out of diapers should Taps be sounded

above the clay of the last of our nearly

five million World War veterans.

Today there are some 4,000 veterans

of the Civil War still living. It is a mark
of the youth of our nation that two
human lives from one span to the other

William Hutchings, who was
102 when he died in 1866

embrace the entire career of the United

States of America from its first ferment

to the present.

For the detailed if fragmentary stories

of the last few survivors of the Revolu-

tion we are indebted to two authors, both

long since dead. Sponsor and eulogist of

John Gray was "Private" (James M.)
Dalzell of Caldwell, Ohio, an early leader

in Civil War veterans' activities. The
other was Reverend E. B. Hillard, a New
England clergyman. While the passions

of the Civil War yet burned fiercely

—

Gettysburg was seven months in history

—Mr. Hillard set himself to finding the

Daniel Waldo, who died

in 1864 at the age of 101

last survivors of the Revolution, and
getting their stories at first hand. More-
over, he secured photographs of six of

them. This feat represented almost an
anachronism because the first cameras

were not in general use until half a

century after Washington's first inau-

guration. The process of photo-engraving

had not yet been invented, wherefore all

the pictures in the Hillard book—

-

privately printed—are direct photo-

graphic prints.

Mr. Hillard began his task in Febru-

ary, 1864, at which time he was advised

by the Commissioner of Pensions at

Washington that the pension rolls showed

twelve survivors of the Revolution. John

Gray's name was not on that list. The
book was completed and copyrighted the

same year, yet before the author or his

photographer could visit them, five of the

veterans had died. Hillard visited six of

seven on the pension list, but though he

tried hard he was unable to get contact

with James Barham, who collected his

Adam Link, who died in

1864 at the age of 102
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Samuel Downing, longest lived,

was nearly 106 years old when
he died in 1867

pension of $12.33 a year at St. Louis,

Missouri. So Mr. Hillard was unable to

obtain a picture of Barham and all the

data he was able to get about this

veteran was that he was born in South-

ampton County, Virginia, on May 18,

1764. Through the Veterans Administra-

tion I learn that Barham died on January

8, 1865, so that when he finished his

course he was in his 101st year.

The official last survivor, John Gray,

was voted a special pension of $500 a

year by Congress in 1867. He enjoyed

that needed stipend only one year.

Dalzell, who was instrumental in se-

curing John Gray's pension, relates that

he had known the centenarian since 1847.

But not until Dalzell had served through

the Civil War in the Union Army did he

press Gray's claims to Revolutionary

veteran's distinction. A skilful publicist,

the Civil War lecturer appears a little too

eager to tie a bond between the first

Lemuel Cook, In service for his

country from 1775 to 1784, died

in 1864, aged 105

Samuel
Taylor Moore
soldier of the Revolution, George Wash-
ington, and the last soldier, represented

by John Gray. This is within oratorical

license perhaps but in two thumbnail

sketches of his subject, attempts to es-

tablish coincidence fail to be convincing.

In his first sketch, Dalzell states that

Gray was born on the estate of Washing-

Alexander Milliner once drummed
for George Washington. He was
104 when he died early in 1865

ton at Mount Vernon, that the first

employment of Gray after discharge from

the service was again with Washington at

his home on the Potomac. In the second

sketch this detail of both men springing

from the same soil is greatly modified.

What is represented as an anecdote

showing intimate friendship between

Washington and Gray boils down to the

most casual incident. After the war Gray
related that he was sawing timber on a

stream called Dog Run when Washing-

ton, who was riding by, called to him,

shook hands, made inquiries as to his

health, and telling him not to work too

hard, bade him goodbye and rode awray.

Failing memories, mixture of personal

recollections with historical facts which

had been widely circulated, are logical

considerations in the stories of the aged

veterans at the time they were inter-

viewed. Certainly John Gray was a

native of Virginia and he was born in the

vicinity of Mount Vernon. He stated as

his reason for moving to Ohio the

property clause in the Virginia election

laws, which, he being without land of his

own, prohibited him from voting there.

John Gray stated that he was the

eldest of eight children. His father, who
had volunteered in 1777, was killed in the

Battle of White Plains, whereupon the

son decided to enlist to carry on the fight.

But by the time he was accepted for

enlistment in a militia company com-
manded by a Captain Sanford, the young
patriot was a participant in only the

closing pages of the Revolution. Starting

the march to Vorktown from Fairfax

Courthouse, Virginia, the company passed

through Fredericksburg to Williamsburg,

where their way was barricaded by the

British. Too weak in numbers to engage

the enemy in force, their leader asked for

volunteers to feel out the strength of the

invaders. John Gray was one of sixty men
volunteering and we have Dalzell's brief

report of his only action in battle.

"It (the fighting) was pretty hot for a
little while, 1 tell you. They had cannon,

we had none. They fired grape-shot at us,

but it was on rising ground, and they

fired over us. We had to fall back, and so

we then marched to Richmond. In the

next year Cornwallis surrendered. Our
time was out the day we came in sight of

Yorktown."

MORE detailed and extensive than

Gray's are the recollections of spry

old veteran Samuel Downing.
Born in 1761, Downing had left his

Massachusetts home in boyhood with a

stranger who promised to teach him the

art of making spinning wheels in upper

New York State. Apparently he was only

fourteen or fifteen when his military

career began. His employer was a militia

captain and Downing's ears were attuned

to war talk in the shop where the militia-

John Gray, last survivor of the

Revolutionary War, who was 104
when he died on March 29, 1868

men gathered when their duties allowed.

"I heard them say that Hopkinton was

the enlisting place," he recollected at the

age of 103. "It was eighteen miles and I

went it pretty quick. The recruiting

officer, when told what I'd come for said

I was too small. (Continued on page 56)
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Swimmin Hole

NT
"OW what was there about the

dedication of the pool at

Brightside that made it so

important?" asks the Hol-

yoke (Massachusetts) Transcript-Tele-

gram in its editorial comment on the

construction of a swimming pool at a

Holyoke orphanage under the sponsor-

ship of Paper City Post of The American

Legion. "The pool didn't cost anybody

very much. Compared to the great pro-

grams of money raising for community
and social development it is

a minor thing. Hut there was
something about the pool

that made everybody that had

anything to do with it very

happy."

Cost, of course, cannot al-

ways be used as a yardstick

to measure value. But what-

ever the cost to Paper City

I'ost in hard cash or the

greater actual cost in labor

and backaches to its members
and volunteer workers—the

thing accomplished will stand

for years as a distinct contri-

bution to the health and hap-

28

With their own hands members
of Paper City Post, Holyoke,
Massachusetts, took a mud hole

and made a modern swimming
pool for the children at Bright-

side Institute

piness of the community. With their own
hands these Legion workers, and inter-

ested associates, streamlined an unsightly

spot and created a modern swimming

pool, with recreational grounds surround-

ing it. The completed project, if done by
contract, would have cost in the neigh-

borhood of $20,000. And that is just one

of the reasons why Department Com-
mander John J. McGuire, in his address

at the dedication ceremonies, referred to

the completed swimming-pool and play-

ground program as the greatest single

piece of community service achieved by
any one Post in Massachusetts during

his administration. And that, in a Legion-

conscious Department such

as the Old Bay State, is

praise indeed.

A willing Post can always

find work to do. Paper City

Post did not have to go out

of its own area to find its

job, when it was reported

that Brightside Institute, a
home where approximately

one hundred and fifty or-

phan boys are housed and
cared for, was without ade-

quate recreational facilities

and that the boys were using

a pool that was but little

more than a mud hole for
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The welcome sign at the gateway to Sequoia National Park, home
of Big Tree Post. Commander Charles Hill and Adjutant Don
Raybourn, with Enrolees Pitts and Williams display a work of art

swimming. A small brook fed polluted

water into the pool and there was con-

stant danger of an epidemic disease re-

sulting from its use. Paper City Post re-

solved to take on the construction of a

proper swimming pool and to transform

the gully where the muddy pool was lo-

cated into a modern playground as their

next community service program. The
plans were ambitious and, if carried out

by contract, would cost a lot of money.

That problem was solved by the offer

of volunteer labor by members of the

Post and the promise of necessary build-

ing material from construction and sup-

ply houses.

Then the Post set about to organize

its forces under the direction of M. Frank

Shaughnessy as General Chairman, and

Michael Martyn as Chairman of the

Construction Committee. The M. J.

Walsh Construction Company contri-

buted the cement, lumber and other

building materials and provided much
of the equipment used in excavating for

the pool and grading the grounds;

Matthew T. Doherty supplied the plumb-

ing installation, and many other con-

tributions were made by business firms.

Then, when the Legionnaires began the

actual work of construction, giving up
their evenings and Saturday afternoons

to hard labor at the grounds, they were

joined by volunteers from other organiza-

tions.

In a remarkably short time, and with-

out much cost other than their own physi-

cal labor, these volunteers transformed

the old swimming hole in the gully south

of the Brightside home into a large level

area in which is located the concrete

pool, forty by seventy-five feet in size.

A shelter house was constructed nearby

containing showers, toilets, dressing

room, chlorinated foot bath and bubble

fountains. The large pool, with a depth

of from two and one-half feet to eight

feet, was fully equipped with a diving

board, four ladders, water chute, safety

ropes and life buoys. To make the equip-

ment complete, at the moment of dedica-

tion of the pool Paper City Post gave

one hundred pairs of swimming trunks

for the boys in Brightside Institute, and

the official program was concluded with

the boys diving into and swimming in

the pool.

According to Legionnaire Louis O.

Gorman, the dedication ceremonies were

attended by nearly three thousand per-

sons. A long parade made up of units of

the Massachusetts National Guard, city

police, Boy Scouts and civic, fraternal and
patriotic organizations preceded the pro-

gram at the pool. Chairman Shaughnessy

said that the Post and all who had any-

thing to do with the playground and pool

felt amply repaid lor all their efforts when
the boys took to the water.

The newspaper editorial referred to

answered its own question: "The children

who are going to use the pool are going

to be happy about it for years to come.

For all Holyoke it is something that has

the quality of happiness. Paper City Post

has a major responsibility for all this

happiness and no one in the city is

happier than the members of that Post.

Those veterans have done lots of things

in their day.
Coluw\t>v^ disccNetffd 'niev have dug
/Wevica!! Cart- qou trenches and
discover a+ leaot- ^ m them

their greatest

kick out of go-

ing out there

and with their

own hands
help build that

pool. Hen-,
there and
everyw here
they got hold

of people who
would give the

material for

the pool. They
would give their

"rvices as

mm
found the men who
services or provide for such

making the plan, laying the br _ks, doing

the plumbing, pouring the concrete, pro-

viding the wiring, setting up the flag pole

and all the other details of constructing a

swimming pool. They had no end of fun

in doing it. It was something they could

A housewarming at Barnstable Post, Hyannis, Massachusetts,
with Legionnaire Leonard Nason (center, with food at mouth)

getting a bite of "Something to Eat"
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do in the good old fashioned way with

their own hands. It was the kind of giving

that gives a light to the souls of people."

Big Tree Welcome

VISITORS to Sequoia National Park,

high up in the Sierras in California,

stop at the gateway to admire an un-

usual—not to say unique—welcome sign

placed there by Big Tree Post of The

American Legion. It is not a casual sign,

but offers a real welcome to Legionnaires

and other visitors, for Big Tree Post,

which takes its name from the biggest

and oldest trees on earth, meets in

Sequoia National Park and that is its

home station.

The Legion welcome sign is carved

from a cross section of a sequoia tree,

thirty-eight inches in diameter and two

inches thick—just a cut off one of the

baby trees; for instance there is the

hoary old General Sherman Tree, still

standing, which is thirty-six feet in

diameter at the base and is thought to be

about four thousand years old. The sign

is finished in the glowing salmon pink

color of natural sequoia wood, with

gilded letters, and is set up on supports

of enduring sequoia timber.

\lthough planned by Pasl Commander
Ray Walls, the actual carving was done

by two boys from the CCC camp in the

Park—Enrolees Lawrence Pitts and Ray
Williams—and is highly admired as a

real work of art.

"Something to Eat"

LEGIONNAIRE David H. Sullivan

j sends the Step Keeper a picture

taken at the opening of the new quarters

of Barnstable Post of Hyannis, Massa-

chusetts, when Legionnaire Leonard

Nason —all decked out in his Legion

uniform—was the guest of honor. Com-

rade Sullivan says: "I thought some

Whoops, dearies, would you believe it? The lovely ladies

pictured above are all Past Commanders of T. H. B. Post,

Elmhurst, Illinois. At left, new Legion theater owned
and operated by Manthey-Asmus Post, Gaylord, Minnesota

Legionnaires would enjoy seeing a

picture of Comrade Nason eating,

and not looking for eats as he pic-

tures himself in many of his

stories," but he did not know just

how well that picture would fit into

this number of the magazine. For

instance, there's that story, "Some-
thing to Eat," written in the

inimitable Nason style, for the

delectation of all Nason fans—and
that just about includes all Legion-

naires and members of their fami-

lies. It is worthy of note, however,

that Steamer seems to be doing full

justice to the food supply spread

out by Barnstable Post at its hou^e-

warming.

<j'u)<m-AIovjo You yiW!? T Mou.qk+

piv\ IWCowmaA- J\ Hr was miv\e.
dcrs ^ - *© keep !!

\ OA huv\ V.

Legion Theater

IT'S not just a name given an amuse-

ment house in honor of The American

Legion, but a Legion Theater in name and

fact owned and operated by Manthey-

Asmus Post of Gaylord, Minnesota—

a

splinter, brand new one which the Post

conceived and constructed at a cost of

something more than $32,000. It was
opened just a few weeks ago and is

operated directly under control and
management of the Post; the income at

present is used to pay off the debt in-

curred in building and purchasing equip-

ment, but after the building has been
completely paid for the income will be
used for the usual Legion purposes.

The Legion Theater is of ultra modern
design, is completely air-conditioned and
has a seating capacity of four hundred,

and, in addition to the theater audi-

torium, has adequate rooms for Post

uses and a restaurant, which it leases.

Gaylord is a town of one thousand popu-
lation and Manthey-Asmus Post, accord-

ing to Judge Einar A. Rogstad, has never

had less than sixty members since 1923.

The Post has made many other contri-

butions to community welfare, and just

to mention another outstanding piece of

public service, it expended the sum of

$2,000 in the beautification of Gaylord
City Park. Its Junior Drum and Bugle

Corps placed first in its class in the De-
partment Convention parade in Minne-
apolis in August of this year.

Good Night, Ladies

THERE are ways and ways of keeping

Past Commanders busy and active in

Legion work, but T. H. B. Post of Elm-
hurst, Illinois, seems to have hit upon a

novel plan. The Post each year holds a

Past Commander's night—which has

come to be regarded as one of the high-

light social events of the year—when the

Past Commanders put on the entertain-
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ment. And how they can do it' And
there's an idea for other Posts.

At the most recent Past Commander's
night, eight of the men who have guided

the destinies of the Post in past years put

on a little playlet, "An Auxiliary Meeting

in iq6o," in which each Past took the

part of his wife—a natural follow-up for

"The Post of 1978" which was given the

year before. But the hit of the evening,

according to Senior Vice Commander
Bob Hier, who also edits the Post's

Sniper and should know about such

things, was Past Commander Bill Hardy

as Baby Snooks in rompers and long

curls. Comrade Bob contributes the

picture which appears on another page

from year to year, publicly

recorded the Post member-
ship up to each day. The
names of members, painted

on detachable aluminum
plates, are taken down at

the beginning of each mem-
bership year and replaced as

the dues of the individual

members are paid; new
plates appearing for new
members. We have found it

to be a decided stimulus to

membership; a committee is

appointed each year which

is responsible for the board

and the proper placing of
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Permanent public record of membership is kept by Guy
Rathbun Post, Kelso, Washington, by a combination memorial

and display board. It's an idea

and identifies the "molls" in the fol-

lowing order: Back row, left to right,

Dr. Stephen F. French, Matt R. Thorney-
croft, John Hogan, (official make-up
artist), James Sykora. Douglas Chant,

and Arden Nance. Front row, John J.

Schaub, E. P". Andrews, William C.

Hardy and Paul J. McGary.

Membership Board

HISTORIAN Elden B. Dunham, of

Guy Rathbun Post, Kelso, Wash-
ington, reports a method officially

adopted to keep the public advised of the

membership of his Post. Says Historian

Dunham: "We are justifiably proud of a

large membership board which is main-

tained in a conspicuous place on the lawn

of the City Library. Proper lighting

effects make the board equally noticeable

at night. Erected in 1930, the board has,
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names. Another feature is that the

names of men who were killed or

died during the World War, and
the names of deceased Post mem-
bers, occupy a permanent place of

honor at the top center. A picture

of the board is taken at the end of

each membership year which is

filed with the Post records, thus

making an indisputable record for

the issuance of continuous mem-
bership certificates. Our Post, in a

city of seven thousand, has a mem-
bership of one hundred and ninety."

Book of Remembrance

ONE of the most practical

methods of preserving official

records of members who have

passed on. in the form of a me-
morial, is that devised by Legion-

naire Claude E. Wing and

installed in the home of

James Fitzgerald Post at

Augusta, Maine. It is a

specially designed book,

eight and one-half by elev-

en and one-half inches in

size, with a separate page

for the name, service rec-

ord, civil record, dates of

birth and death and place

of burial of each member.
The book has a permanent

place on a special stand

bearing the inscription:

"Dedicated to the memory
of the comrades of this

Post who have passed on,"

and which also bears the

star, laurel wreath and sun-burst insignia

of The American Legion. Legionnaire

Ned C. Bigelow reports that the memorial

was dedicated with impressive cere-

monies, when Past Department Com-
mander Hector (i. Staples delivered the

principal address.

Service to the Livnuj

ONE of the outstanding service Posts

in the metropolitan area of New York

is Metropolitan Post, whose membership is

recruited from the employes of the home
office of the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company. The Post celebrated its

twentieth anniversary on September

11th, when, according to Past Com-
mander W illiam II. Mclnlyre, Jr., they

took stock of past activities.

Metropolitan Post operates purely as a

welfare organization
—

"service to (he

living in memory of the dead"—and even

the officers were surprised to find, when
they totted up the figures for announce-

ment at the birthday celebration, that

since its organization the Post has spent

$105,000 of its (Continued on page 5^)

K?:CA"D TO THE

MEM&RY
l

-"those comradeJ
& PHIS ?03T WHO
HAS-E MASSED OK

James Fitzgerald Post, Augusta, Maine,
keeps a permanent record of its members
who have gone west, in a memorial shrine
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AS THE crow flies, the nearest battle

ZA lines to the town of Is-sur-Tille

/ \ were almost a hundred miles

distant and those lines, in the

Vosges area, were predominantly quiet

and used for trench-training of troops. So,

except for occasional visits from enemy

bombing planes—and of such forays we
have no record—or the use of a Big

Bertha, of which there was none in that

general area, one would assume that

peace and quiet would have reigned per-

petually in that important regulating

station in the Advance Section, Services

of Supply, A. E. F.

But Is-sur-Tille was destined, after the

bombing and cannonading at the front

had ceased, to have its moments of thrill

and terror. The illustrations on this page

depict scenes of one of the disasters—the

"shell hole" probably outranking in size

any that was seen at the front, except in

cases where ammunition dumps had been

blown up. The pictures came from Arthur

Ashley of Austin (Minnesota) Post of the

Legion, with this account:

"I am submitting some wartime snap-

shots that will certainly bring back

memories to most of the thousands of

soldiers who were stationed in the Ad-

vance Section of the S. O. S. in the

vicinity of Is-sur-Tille, France.

"After a few short weeks of drilling,

hiking and instructions in first-aid work

with the 341st Ambulance Company, I

was transferred, shortly after the Armis-

tice, to Yitrey, where we established

Mobile Hospital No. 10. On March 3,

igio, I reported for duty at Advance

Medical Supply Depot No. 1, Camp
Williams, Is-sur-Tille. Here I worked in

warehouses, unloading and storing medi-

cal supplies which were shipped by rail

from various points in

France—the supplies in-

cluding pillows, blankets

and stretchers, many of

the latter of which, by

their blood-stained can-

vas, told sorrowful stories.

"The slaughter had

long since been brought

to a halt and all was

peaceful and calm in Is-

sur-Tille until the 12th

of May, when a case of

blasting explosives was

accidentally discharged in

a nearby stone quarry.

Four soldiers were killed

and several others injured.

"Then at 4 A. M., on

May 15th, I was sudden-

lv awakened bv a terrific

Not the result of an enemy bombardment but of the accidental detona-

tion of a warehouse full of explosives at Advance Medical Supply
Depot, Is-sur-Tille, France, in May, 1919. Below, the former site of the

warehouse—a crater bigger than the biggest shell hole at the front

Handle
^Care
jar and noise. I thought the end of

the world had come. A warehouse

which was said to have contained

forty tons of explosives went up in

smoke. The heavy black cloud of

smoke must have been five hundred

feet high when we rushed out to see

what had happened. One of the

warehouses in which I had been on

duty was totally wrecked, as shown

in the picture, although it was a mile

and a half away from the bla-t.

"I went to the spot where the ex-

plosion occurred and, where the ware-

house had stood, found a hole about forty

feet deep and ninety feet across. You can

gauge the size of the hole by comparing

it with the figures of men at its rim and

base. I saw some sheet iron from the

building lying near a damaged tree some

forty rods away. Camp Williams, located

about three kilos distant, looked as if a

cyclone had struck it. Is-sur-Tille, on the

opposite side of the camp and somewhat

protected by a hill, had beaucoup plate-

glass windows broken.
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"I am sure any veterans

stationed in that area will

always remember that

morning scare. What was

the cause? Who was the

-entry on duty on that

post? How many casualties

were there?

"Incidentally, a happy
incident while I was at

Cam]) Williams: Someone
had hidden a case of con-

densed milk at the top of a

store of pillows that were

stacked clear up to the

rafters of the warehouse.

Upon my second trip to

the case of milk, I was
about to consume my
newly-discovered liquid re-

freshment, when I felt something in a

pillow and upon investigation, found

probably the sweetest letter ever written

to the A. E. F. It contained this:

Dear Soldier:

I am sorry you had to use this pillow for, of

course, that means you are sick. I cannot bear

to think of war but I

want to do all I can so

I filled this pillow.

Spring is coming and
everything seems so

bright and beautiful

and it makes me sorry

that our own U. S.

must have war. I am a

little girl eight years

old and live thirty

miles from Buffalo.

\ V. If 1 was big I

would be a nurse. I

hope you can soon

come home to your

family and friends.

Love,

C. E. I).

Springville, X. Y.

THIS department will probably have

to check up on official War Depart-

ment records of Camp Fontanezen, that

vast military reservation up above Brest,

France, which housed tens of thousands

of American soldiers either entering the

A. E. F. or leaving it. The reason? Well,

\<iska

cued

At top, a view of a small part of Camp Pontanezen, Brest, France,

showing buildings constructed by the 319th Engineers. Just above, a

picturesque structure on the road between the camp and the city which
all A. E. F.-ers will readily recognize

too many outfits are

claiming that they and
they alone made hab-

itable that camp w hich

at one time was con-

sidered the worst mud-
hole of France — and

those outfits include

the Marines, Army
Engineers and other

groups.

We will admit that

Adjutant C. J. Mc-
Donell of Jefferson L.

Winn Post, Prim eton,

California, qualifies

his claim by saying

that his gang, the

310th Engineers, 8th

Division, "helped" to

build the Pontanezen cam]), and sends as

evidence a picture of some of the buildings

they constructed. With his picture of the

frame buildings constructed, he sub-

mitted another picturesque snapshot of a

metal structure which, although French-

built, will no doubt be recognized not

only by soldiers and marines stationed at

the camp, but by gobs based on Brest or

who put into that harbor. Go ahead.

Adjutant, and render your report:

"The pictures I enclose are valued

highly by me, but I would like to share

them with fellow-readers of Then and

Now. One of them shows some of the

frame buildings constructed by my regi-

ment, the 319th Engineers, at Camp
Pontanezen which was just out of Brest.

Our regiment was organized at Camp
Fremont, California, near Palo Alto, seat

of Stanford University. We used quite a

bit of the University grounds for our

training camp. After doing squads east

and west from February to September.

1918, we finally sailed for France on the

old Knglidi ship Briltoii and after a week

in English rest camps, crossed over to

Brest about the middle of October. When
we reached Pontanezen, we found, except

for the old Napoleon Barracks, nothing

but turnip fields.

"We pitched our pup tents in the mud
and went to work, with rain and mud
the general order of most days. We built

a saw mill and then went on with con-

struction work. When I left there in May,

1919, we had provided housing for 65,000

men, besides mess shacks, a delousing

plant, and other buildings. The Marines

moved in to do guard duty in the city

and for the outguard, but we Engineers

guarded our own camp.

"Our outfit certainly worked. It was

five miles to the city and at one time

we had a line of men from the city to

the camp carrying duck boards which

were placed to keep the troops out of the

mud. The official records give the 319th

Fngincers credit for that camp at Brest,

and that is where I did all of my fighting

in the war.

"The other picture needs no explana-

tion for anyone who served overseas.

This charming pagoda for public con-
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venience was located on the main drag

between Camp Pontanezen and down-

town Brest. Wonder if any of the gobs

in the picture will recognize themselves?

At the right there is also seen one of the

old one-horse carts they used in France.

"Some of us enjoyed a leave to south-

ern France and visited the castle of the

Prince of Monaco near Monte Carlo.

One of the boys of our party was later

killed in a collision between two trains

near Paris. I think his name was Lacey.

We succeeded in getting another of our

men out of the wreck and he was later

sent back to the States after being in an

A. E. F. hospital for some time. I would

certainly like to hear from or of him, as I

helped to get him out. Unfortunately I

can't recall his name.

"Our regiment holds a reunion each

year during the convention of the Cali-

fornia Department of the Legion and our

old colonel, Atwell, now living in Los

Angeles, recently was president of the

8th Division Society. I would like to

hear from the old gang, all of whom were

specialists at some trade."

EVER run across any of the smoke-

eaters while in service? We're not

talking about the fellows who served in

Gas and Flame Regiments, but of the

hose-cart and hook-and-ladder laddies

who did their stuff in all camps and can-

tonments. While we don't recall any

serious conflagrations in our particular

camp here in the States, we do recall

without much pleasure the fire drills

that, held periodically, would yank a

guy out of his bunk during the dead of

the night just when he was pounding his

the country who cleared through that

camp—a football game for the Division

championship was being played some-

time around Thanksgiving, 1917. The
two outstanding teams represented the

306th Infantry and my regiment, the

302d Engineers, which latter had lost but

one game all season and that to the 306th

Infantry. This was a return game for

Hospital No. 43 at Blois, France, during

the hectic days of the latter part of Sep-

tember, 1918. It profoundly impressed

me with the kindliness of our beloved

Commander. It happened this way:
"After unexpectedly seeing General

Pershing and members of his staff at the

army kitchen in front of Base Hospital

No. 43, I hurried back to Annex No. 1,

A Camp Upton, New York, fire engine and its volunteer

crew. The men, of the 302d Engineers, posed for their

picture while a brush fire swept the background

ear and dreaming that some catastrophe

had prevented the bugler from blowing

Reveille.

As definite evidence that there was
such a branch of service, we show a pic-

ture of a fire engine and squad. It came
to us from Legionnaire John Bremmer
of 302(1 Engineers Post of the Legion,

transmitted through his Post Adjutant,

Fred A. Rupp, who headquarters at 28

Fast 39th Street, New York City, in the

77th Division Clubhouse. After Adjutant

Rupp's caustic comment regarding "the

brush lire raging in the background while

our heroes politely posed for the most

important business of being photo-

graphed," we asked Comrade Bremmer
about the particular incident. Here is his

version of it:

"While the 77th Division was in train-

ing :i1 ( 'amp I
1
>t < >!

)
, \ aphank. Long

Island—no doubt remembered by thou-

sands of soldiers from other sections of

the championship and was won by the

302d. The three best men on the team,

under the ce>ach, Lieutenant Dyer, were

Johnny Blair, Harry Buglen and Louis

Doerr. The latter was killed in France,

September 26, 1018.

"About the second half of the

game a brush fire—common to that

part of Long Island—broke out

and the fire department was called

out. We went over to the fire and

as it was gaining, we were told by
some officer to give a hand. When
he went away, we told the firemen

that we had come to camp to learn

to fight and not to be firemen, so

we piled onto their engine and had our

picture taken. That group of Engineers

on the makeshift Ford 'fire engine' gives

an idea of what fine firemen we were. I

am the man sitting next to the fellow at

the wheel.

"Of the real firemen, I remember only

three — Shanahan, Compertello and

Charles Kelly. The latter is with Engine

Company 5 of the Fire Department of

the City of New York."

WITH our former Commander-in-

Chief's birthday just past a short

time— September 13th — we
want to pass on to you an anec-

dote that was sent to us by W. L.

Sprouse of Sawtelle (California)

Post of the Legion. Tell your

story, Comrade Sprouse:

"Recently I was reminded of

an incident of an inspection visit

General Pershir.g made to Base

where, as wardmaster, I had charge of

eighty-nine patients.

"The General soon arrived and found

the ward in much disorder—for the first

time in weeks. The German prisoner

orderlies had not finished the morning

clean-up. It was a great thrill, however,

to accompany the General and his party

through my ward, where he shook hands

and chatted with every patient.

"Near the center of a long row of beds

lay a little French girl who had been run

over in the street by an American M. P.

and severely injured. When the nurse

explained to the Commander about the

little girl being there, he stooped and

kissed the child, saying to the nurse,

'Take good care of her.' Later, when the

little girl found out who had kissed her,

with childish glee she would tell all her

visitors about it.

"If that French girl is alive today, she

is probably telling her own children of

that famous American General who
kissed her that day."

ACES and other crack flyers make
1 X. reconnaissance and bombing flights

over enemy lines — dog-fights — planes

brought down in flames or otherwise dis-
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abled—medals awarded. Such were the

things, principally, that the communi-

que's and newspapers told about the Air

Service during the war. But, as was true

of every other branch of combatant ser-

vice, the men who carried on such heroic

work required equipment and supplies.

Thousands of our comrades, therefore,

found themselves on the supply end of the

job—far back of the lines, but also doing

a most necessary though not so heroic

task, of which little is known.

At Romorantin, France, for instance,

was located the most important of the

Air Service supply bases—Air Service

Production Center No. 2, where 305

officers and 6,775 men were stationed.

Here were located work shops for the

making of airplane-assembly equipment,

machine shops, assembly plants, flying

fields for the testing of planes and the

training of pilots and observers. Here

were assembled the first De Haviland 4

planes with their Liberty motors, made
in the States and shipped, knocked

down, to the A. E. F. In addition, here

was accomplished the salvaging and re-

pairing of all the various types of planes,

both American and foreign, that were

returned from the American front. The
foreign planes handled included Spads.

Salmsons, Breguets, Nieuports, Cau-

drons. Sopwiths, Camels and others.

The picture you see shows part of a

trainload of salvaged planes being de-

what became of this valuable equipment?

Enclosed is a snapshot showing part of a

whole trainload of banged-up planes

being delivered to the Air Service Pro-

duction Center at Romorantin during

the war.

"As I recall it. there were two regi-

ments of Air Service Mechanics—the 3d

and 4th—organized in Camp Hancock,

Georgia, early in 1918. After training,

the various companies of these two regi-

ments were scattered to air fields in

France, England and Italy. My com-

pany, the 16th of the 3d Regiment, was

stationed in Romorantin, or 'Romo' as

we called it. together with some Aero

Squadrons and Balloon Companies. We
arrived there in June, iriS, when the

way below the surface and remove

roots .uid all.

"Of course, we had a training field for

aviators there, and I saw many of the

students crash on their first flights. Most
of (lie instructors were French and
English aviators. My greatest thrill was

my first ride in the air in one of the old

I r< in li 'hayrai ks.'

"I remember that Ouentin Roosevelt

used to fly from the neighboring fields at

Issoudun, kind his plane and go to town
where he visited the Normans. Mr. Nor-

man was one of the richest men in France;

most of the French poilu uniforms were

made in his factory in Romo. We surely

felt badly the day we heard thai young
Roosevelt hael been shot down behind the

German lines.

"1 always got a big kick out of the

Chinese coolies, of whom there were

about 3,000 in Romo. They did most of

the labor jobs around camp. When they

started out for work in the field each

morning, they would carry with them
eats for the day, consisting of tea, rice

and good U. S. white bread; slickers,

material to start a fire—and some of

them, a bird-cage and bird. They would
hang their bird-cages in trees and when
they weren't looking, we would free the

birds, which were mostly meadow-

larks. Then there would be a big

battle.

"As most of the Chinese came from the

southern part of China, the}' feared the

livered at Romorantin. The print came
from former Corporal George E. J.

Holler of the 16th Company, 3d Regi-

ment Air Service Mechanics, now a mem-
ber of Kensington Post of the Legion and
residing at 54 Roosevelt Avenue, Buffalo,

New York. This is the story Boiler sent:

"No doubt the buddies who served in

the lines saw plenty of air battles, and

disabled planes scattered about, but I

wonder if they ever stopped to consider

Crippled airplanes from the front

were transferred in trainload lots

to Air Service Production Center
No. 2 at Romorantin, France.

Above is a shipment arriving for

salvage or repair

huge plant was under construction and

our first job was to help clear a vast

forest. And according to French law we
had to grub every tree—that is. dig down

cold although evidently they didn't feai

death. They would come up to you on a

cold morning and ask you to hit them on

the head hard enough to kill them so they

could go to their heaven and not be cold

any more. According to rumors, if you

hit one you were subject to courtmartial,

but if you killed one, you were fined

Si 7.00, as that was what their govern-

ment figured their lives were worth—be-

lieve it or not! (Continued on page 6j)
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Bursts agiD lid?
Cc/viiwci^d \>y Dart Sowers

ACCORDING to Comrade Charles

/\ P. Doughtie, of Columbus,
/ \ Georgia, a Negro from the

J— country was arrested for driv-

ing past a red light. When brought before

the trial magistrate, he was asked why
he went through the red light.

"Judge," he said convincingly. "I

thought the green light was for de white

folks and de red for us colored people."

GARY GAROFOLA, of Brooklyn,

New York, offers this definition of a
dictatorship:

"It is a form of government under
which everything that isn't obligatory is

forbidden."

AND

FR<w
ROM Claude Lynch, of Greenmont,

HE WAS fumbling at the keyhole of a

door that had been bolted and
locked from inside, about 3 o'clock in the

morning. From an upstairs window came
a stern voice:

"Where have vou been till this hour?"

kNU then there is the one about the

judge who said to the convicted

man:
"Have you anything to offer the

court before sentence is passed upon
you?"

"No, Judge," replied the prisoner. "I

had twenty dollars, but my lawyer took
that."

woman who got off a train at a
way station on a special stop order.

Only one person was in sight and
she asked him: "What time is the

next train for Eckman?"
"The train just left a while ago,

and there will be no other until

tomorrow."
"Then, where is the nearest

hotel?" the woman asked.

"There is no hotel here."

"But what shall I do?" she

asked. "Where shall I spend the

night?"

"I guess you'll have to spend the

night with the station agent."

"Sir!" she cried indignantly,

"I'll have you understand I'm a
lady."

"Well," said the man as he

walked away, "so is the station

agent."

IN AN Ohio tavern a sign bears

this information:
Only Low Conversa-
tion Allowed Hkre

JOHN GORDON, a former Lc-

v gion Junior Baseball star, of

Manchester, New Hampshire,
sends the one about a honeymoon
couple, en route, most likely, to

Niagara Falls.

"Would you mind if I went into

the smoker, dear?" asked the

groom, sweetly, although he should have
known better.

"What! To smoke?" exclaimed the

bride, about to burst into tears—her

dreams shattered.

"Oh, dear, no!" replied the young man.
"I want to experience the agony of being
away from you for ten minutes, so that

the joy of my return will be all the more
intensified."

FOR collectors of "unusual signs,"

Lewis Fdward Ewen, of Springfield,

Massachusetts, reports one he saw on a
road just out of Brewster in that State.

It reads:

No Fishing
No Hunting

No X' THING

"You're sure you didn't get any parts mixed
when you fixed the toaster and the percolator?"

L BOLOGNESE, of Quantico, Vir-

ginia, sends the yarn about a little

whose sprained ankle was relieved

by bathing it with whiskey. After

the third treatment he asked his

mother:
"Did papa sprain his throat

when he was a boy?"

COMRADE Francis L. Trebing,

of Richfield Springs, New
York, tells of two men who ran

into each other out there in space

after having departed this earth

many months. One was a resident

of heaven and the other was domi-
ciled in the opposite place, and was
telling what an easy life he had.

"You know," he said, "I don't do
much of anything except sit around
the fire to keep my feet warm.
How is it up where you are?"

"I've been kept busy shoving

around the sun and hanging out the

moon and stars at night—you see

we're short-handed where I am."

FROM William R. Johnston, of

Washington, Pennsylvania,
comes the one about a golf profes-

sional, hired by a big department
store to give golf lessons, who was
approached by two women.
"Do you wish to take golf les-

sons, Madam?" he asked one.

"Oh, no," she said. "It's my
friend who wants to learn. I

learned yesterday."

"Been down to clubsh 'scussin' the

taxi sh-trike."

"Very well, then," was the cgld reply.

"Now, you can go back and discuss the

lockout."

DEPARTMENT Adjutant Guy H.
May, of Tennessee, recalls the one

about a young man charged with first

degree murder who had no funds with
which to retain counsel.

The 1 our! appointed a lawyer to de-

fend him, and, as it happened, a shrewd
one.

"Do you think I'll have justice done
me?" the culprit asked.

"I'm afraid you won't." replied the

lawyer. "1 see two men on the jury who
are opposed In hanging."

AS A regiment wras leaving for the port

l\. of debarkation in 1017 and a large

crowd gathered about the railway station

and cheered, a recruit asked:

"Who are all those people doing the

cheering?"

"They," replied the old Regular Army
sergeant, "are the people who are not

going."

KA1
ex

.36

kRL KITCHEN, who was the

.executive vice president of the 1936
Cleveland National Convention Corpora-

tion, recalls one about a soldier taking an
examination for some special assign-

ment. One question asked was: "Name
the principal part of a sentence."

The soldier answered: "Solitary con-

finement and bread and water."
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Ten Thousand ffiench "Verbs

coup value received for my cash. The
D'Arlenes were no wartime profiteers

—

at triple the price, the charge would still

have been reasonable. And yet, for some

of the stalwarts, that advance payment

was a mistake; in fact, for a great number

of them, it was a mistake Let me explain,

buddy: The following night, promptly

at seven, we all assembled again in the

Mairie. Again Mademoiselle D'Arlene

floated through the inside doorway and

mounted the platform. She wore a white,

lacy waist, with a ruffle round her throat.

Her hair was fluffed enchantingly. Once

more her warmly colored lips parted

and she addressed us. Not much prelimin-

ary palaver this time. Mademoiselle

was very businesslike. Her words were,

in substance, something like this:

"Tonight we begin seriously our study

of the beautiful and vivacious French

language. We will take the verbs first.

There are ten thousand verbs in the

French language ..."

The men sat up in their seats as if they

had been pricked with a blanket pin.

TEN THOUSAND FRENCH VERBS
—HOT DAMN!
"We will do ten verbs each night,"

Mademoiselle continued. "After this we
will take up the nouns, the articles,

the ..." and so forth, et cetera, forward

yoh! The voice flowed on in well-modu-

lated tone. But the men were no longer

giving it full attention. Low-geared

minds were busy with some rapid calcu-

lation. TEN verbs a night—TEN THOU-
SAN D verbs—ONETHOUSAND nights.

With only TEN MORE verbs in the

French language, buddy, we could have

{Continued from page ij)

made it the thousand-and-ONE nights.

We recalled Scheherazade. It was Dubois

declaimed her name—in five sonorous

syllables. He expressed the opinion that

by the nine-hundredth night we should be

getting down to some interesting dis-

cussion—in the oriental manner, perhaps.

Bleeker wanted to know if there was any

relation between the French and the

Persian tongues. This threw the dis-

cussion out of line and out of hand.

On enrollment night, two-hundred-and

ten ambitious and enthusiastic veterans

of the greatest of all wars, signed with

Mademoiselle D'Arlene, keen to gather

with her round the lamp of learning and

become enlightened in a matter in which

they were more or less darkened. On the

second night, one-hundred-and-sixty-

eight of the afore-mentioned veterans

took their places in that attractive cham-

ber of seductive instruction—forty-two

had been eliminated by the examinations.

On the third night, sixty men entered

that chamber, one-hundred-and-eight

had been invalided by the shock of those

ten thousand French verbs—undoubt-

edly, there would have been more casu-

alties but for that ten-lesson advance

payment.

At the end of two weeks, twenty-five

of us still remained in the class. Which
was twenty-four too many, buddy. I

prayed nightly that I might hold on until

I was the last one. I had a hunch that I

could learn beaucoup French alone with

Adrienne. My fifty centimes per night

had not been spent in vain—I had

learned. And this was my knowledge:

that no amount of refinement or finishing

can take away from the French girl the

fundamental meaning of her life, which

is—L'AMOUR—in well-rounded, lus-

cious capitals.

I seemed to be slightly out in front in

Adrienne's affection. Perhaps because I

was an apt student. Often her hand

touched mine and lingered in contact;

sometimes our lingers entwined and we
tingled with secret pleasure. Hut I am
forgetting myself. Before you get a

chance to crack a yawn, buddy, let me
turn your mind to a livelier picture. And
what a picture. Twenty-five of us rugged,

roustabout, hankering Yanks sitting, in

our Hush of culturing, at the trim feet of

lovely Mademoiselle Adrienne D'Arlene,

muttering:

Le papier est blanc

—

Le crayon est noir

—

Le chat il est noir aussi

—

Qu'est ce que e'est?

C'est le vin rouge—(ummm)
C'est le vin blanc— (ah)

C'est ca

—

And so on, in rhythmic sing-song, in

blithe and facile cadence, our noses

swelling, our palates flapping, and some-

times, our eyes watering when a verb or a

ticklish adjective back-fired and caught

us unawrares.

And how did il all end? I know you are

wondering, buddy. With the MUMPS!
Bleeker got 'em. And Dubois and I were

quarantined in with him, because we
were all living in the same billet. When
the quarantine was lifted, the French

class was no longer in existence, having

expired ingloriously on its three-hun-

dredth verb.

J\(o Evasion, ^o Camouflage
(Continued from page p)

of that subsidy is absolutely in

centralized federal power in a single pair

of hands. It is the most effective force

ever seen in this country to command the

votes and political influence of millions of

people. It is another long step away from

our American system of free electorates

and toward the Hitler joke-elections

where every voter echoes der fuehrer's

will—or else.

There has been scarcely a piece of pro-

posed or enacted legislation in the past

six years which hasn't been designed to

take something away from the States, or

the Congress, or the courts, or the inde-

pendent agencies of government, or from

business managements, or from the

electorate, or from labor—great hunks of

their former rights and independence

under the pattern of American govern-

ment as it was established and for 150

years remained. It has been designed not

only to take something away but to lodge

it elsewhere. Where? In every single

instance to lodge it not merely in a federal

(iovernment but in a federal governor.

Coupled with this gradual sly, silent

shift of power has been a constant

questioning of, or outright attack on the

old American system. Those questionings

and attacks, if not in words, at least in

principle follow exactly the same argu-

ment that Hitler makes.

We must do it to make democracy

"work." The capitalist and profits system

isn't working. We must bring our de-

mocracy up-to-date. It is too slow and

inefficient. We must have greater federal

control of business, agriculture, the value

of money, the spending of money. If pri-

vate capital won't work we will seize it by
taxation and penalties and make it work.

Why, we have gone half way toward

Hitlerism without seeming to do so.

What the American people and surely

The American Legion would never have

even listened to, if it had been proposed

as a whole dose, has been put over on

them silently and bit-by -bit so gradually

that they do not yet know what is hap-

pening to them -nor what already has

happened or is threatened for the future.

Here. I think, is the greatest challenge

to Legionnaires since they ceased firing

on November n, 101S. It is in no sense a

partisan issue. As many Republicans as

Democrats in Congress have stood for

much of this. The way national politics

seem now shaping up for 1040, it is not so

much a question of stopping this revo-

lutionary race toward centralization of

power as to which party shall control the

power machine. (Continued on page 38)
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Evasion, Camouflage
{Continued from page 37)

In advance of the party conventions

and platforms it is impossible for any man
finally to judge the Presidential issues for

1040. That isn't of primary importance.

There is only one battle-field where the

cause of our traditional American de-

mocracy can be saved. That is in the

Congress—the Senate and the House of

Representatives of the United States.

Not one-tenth of this silent and destruc-

tive revolution could have occurred if

there had been more men in Congress in

both parties who had refused to be either

bought or bamboozled into turning them-

selves into rubber stamps.

Every single Constitutional power that

has been taken from Congress, it voted

itself to surrender. Every thing that has

been filched from the courts, or indepen-

dent agencies of government or from the

several States, Congress itself has voted

to take. Every dollar of unbearable taxes,

every billion dollars of drunken-sailor

spending, every ten billion dollars of in-

creased debt—Congress has voted.

Many if not most of those who did the

voting, in their hearts opposed. Most if

not all of the worst of these devices were

not the inventions of Congress. They were

the invention of a relatively small group

in Washington—men not clearly identi-

fied with any party, but who have eased

themselves into powerful advisory po-

sitions.

It is these men and not the leaders of

either party who distrust the American

system and yearn to remold it on some
European model of centralized power

—

if not all the way at once, then to the full

extent that they find politically possible

for the moment. Their methods are subtle

and they are very clever.

Yet, much as we may despise that

method of government, it is at the last

reckoning not they but the Congress

which is to blame either for being dumb
enough to be bamboozled or timid

enough to be bulldozed.

THAT is where, I think, The American

Legion comes in as the great issues of

1940 become clearer. What we need above

everything at this critical time is a

Congress composed of more brave and
independent men who are devoted to the

Constitutional system of American gov-

ernment, who detest and despise these

attempts to bore from within to weaken
it, and who will take neither dictation

nor favor from anybody as a method to

control their votes.

Now as never before in the lifetime of

Legionnaires, party labels are of minor

importance in the selection of United

States Senators and Representatives in

the House. The American Legion is no

pressure group for anything less than

traditional Americanism and it should

never become one. But above all in this

election, every Legionnaire in every State

should focus the microscope on the voting

record of every Congressional incumbent

as a part of his duties as a citizen. He
should put every aspirant on the witness

stand and permit neither evasion nor

camouflage on his statement of his stand

on whether he thinks our Constitutional

system of division of powers as between

state and federal Governments and Con-

gress, the executive and the courts needs

any revision toward further centralization

to "make democracy work." If he does,

the Legionnaire should, like any other

citizen, do his best to liquidate him

politically.

In addition to this concentration on

returning believers in our institutions,

rather than doubters, every man who was

willing to go to war twenty-odd years ago

to fight and, if necessary, die for our form

of government, ought to be willing now
to talk for it—day in and day out and on

every possible occasion.

Through a Qlass Darkly
{Continued from page 1)

a big hand. He promises another show in

the near future. The women get up first

and file out, followed by the groups of

men, in orderly fashion. They go back to

their wards. Apparently they have had

an enjoyable evening. Perhaps they will

long remember the pleasure of it. Per-

haps it has meant nothing to them other

than routine. What is in their minds is

their affair. Pleasant memories, tolerance,

indifference. Who knows?

I TALK with the Recreational Director

and arrange to go through the wards

the next day. This is a most enlightening

experience—and an appalling one. Many
of these men who were once my buddies

stare at me strangely or see me not at all.

A few are eager to talk and my conversa-

tion with them is of the same caliber as

might be evident were I talking with one

of the members of my Post. Some are

intellectual and even the curse of a sick

mind is unable to erase their inherent

brilliance.

In this one ward I find men who have

been prominent as doctors, dentists,

lawyers and composers, and in other high

walks of life. The apparent hopelessness

of the situation appalls me. I inquire as

to the future prospects of these patients

and am told that some will return to

normal life in time. In time? I wonder.

The war was over twenty years ago. Of

course, these buddies of mine have not

been here all that time. But they are

here now. And somewhere back in those

days of conflict lies the reason.

The "closed" wards harbor patients

whose liability to violence prevents their

mingling with the others. It is gratifying

to visit the "parole" ward, as here I see

and talk with the boys who are about

ready to be dismissed from the hospital.

While many of them are now cured, some
will one day be back again. It is inev-

itable, in view of the peculiarity of their

illnesses.

BACK in the regular wards I mingle

with my sick comrades and note their

reactions during visiting hours. Mothers,

wives and sisters come in to offer an

hour's companionship. A little old lady,

bent and gray, seeks out a gruff-looking

man in while cords and blue shirt. She

sits down beside him, smiles, and takes

his hand. He says nothing, but permits

his hand to be held throughout the after-

noon. When she is ready to leave she

smiles, pats his rough cheek lightly, and
slowly walks from the room. I watch her

go quietly down the long corridor and
wonder what she thinks as she trudges

along toward home. Then I picture what

her home-coming would be like were this

gruff-looking man there to greet her.

I look about the room again. A young
woman comes in and crosses over to

where a man sits, reading aloud. She

passes him a bag. He makes no attempt

to take it, so she puts it in his lap. He
continues to read and she sits there.

Over on this side a wife sits talking with

her husband. He gesticulates wildly. She

speaks in a low voice. When she leaves

there are tears in her eyes.

A neat little mother sits in the front row

with her handsome son. She talks to him

and he looks at her with big, brown,

wondering eyes. She smiles bravely but I

sense the awful tearing apart of her heart.

I know that she would give her all just

to have this boy remember and say,

"Mother."

It strikes me then that we have been

very lax in honoring these mothers. We
have not sung their praise. Surely their

cross is infinitely harder to bear than

that of our beloved Gold Star Mothers,
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Experts of a nationally known laboratory observing the com-
pletely automatic finding and printing of pipe-smoke tem-

peratures on Micromax, the scientific heat-recording device
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who know that their loved ones rest in

blessed peace.

These boys have given their all for

their country. That theirs is a living death

cannot be disputed. True, they receive

the finest of care, here in our government
hospital; true, also, that they have

recreation, amusement and good food,

and work only as prescribed by the

physicians. Yet for them life is finished.

And their loved ones must stand by.

I leave the ward and walk out in the

sunshine. Truly the grounds are beauti-

ful. The well-kept lawns, huge oak trees

and lovely flowers impress me. It makes
me thankful to know that Uncle Sam
provides such a soothing atmosphere for

his suffering and unfortunate sons.

I am shown about the grounds and
truly marvel at the modern workshops.

Here craftsmen from all walks of life

follow the work of their civilian days.

Here is the shoe shop, where shoes are

made as well as repaired. And here is the

furniture shop, with men busy turning

out pieces of furniture that would en-

hance the beauty of any luxurious home.

Here painters are at work. Over here,

engravers.

The print shop is always busy. The
weekly paper prints news from every

part of the Facility. Its editors, reporters

and entire staff are patients. The Occu-

pational Therapy Shop is an inspiration.

Here men sit before huge frames, with

small pictures as guides, weaving articles

ofbeautyandsplendor. From theseframes

will come magnificent bed spreads, rugs,

and manyotherarticles of grandeur. Here

also we find men weaving baskets, mold-

ing pottery and carving wood. Old silks

are cut, colored, and made into rag rugs-

Upon every hand talent is evident. I

reflect that soon these clever hands will

be making poppies—to be sold in every

community on Poppy Day. It is but

natural that I wish that every person in

our beloved land could spend a day in-

specting a Veterans' Hospital and see, as

I see, the aftermath of war. There could

be no sermon more eloquent, no preach-

ing more able to touch the depths of the

human heart.

AS a final step I linger a moment in the

x A-recreation room, and anticipate the

pleasure that my comrades feel when
they relax in this comforting and cheer-

ful atmosphere. Long fern boxes, bright

drapes, pianos, tables and books give a

home-like appearance.

Then, as I am about to leave, I see the

thing that gives me the greatest pang of

all in this day of heart throbs. It is

pathetically simple. Made by these com-
rades of mine, who ask so little, it sends

a poignant stab through my heart.

Though it is only a small sign, hanging

on the wall, it is their mute expression of

sublime faith and hope. It reads:

WHEN I HAVE LEARNED TO WALK, TALK,
LAUGH, WORK AND PLAY—I Ail READY

TO GO HOME
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Better than Bullion

{Continued from page 17)

the Philippine insurgents on the town.

He explained to us that the Chinese

prized gold pieces for the reason that they

sweated these pieces by putting them in

a chamois bag and after shaking them
for hours—during which operation the

gold rubbed off would penetrate

the chamois—they would burn the

bag. The gold reclaimed thereby

was very minute but after several

years of operating this gold-re-

deeming scheme, considerable was
obtained. This was another Chinese

scheme which although not strictly

according to Hoyle, still did not

denote dishonesty, just Chinese

thrift.

Won Toy's house was the central

meeting place for all of the Chinese

located in the Jaro valley and, in

case of danger from the depre-

dations of the insurgents— the

Chinese merchants being easy prey

for them—they would gather under

the protection of Won Toy's roof.

I had warned him on several oc-

casions that some night he and all

of his henchmen would lose their

respective heads. He laughed at

me and said that the insurgent

leaders were obligated to him,

therefore he did not fear them.

On Easter morning the insur-

gents under the leadership of three

of the most accomplished cut-

throats operating in the Visayan

Group—Unisto, Rojos and Leno—com-

menced an attack that lasted for sev-

eral days. When the first signs of the

attack appeared, we could hear the cries

of the Chinamen congregated in Won
Toy's house. We knew that the insurgents

had entered the town and were scattered

around near his house. There must be

some reason for these shrill cries for help

and therefore, with seven men of our de-

tachment of twenty-six, I went down to

have a "look-see."

As we approached the house, I dis-

covered some of the insurgents endeavor-

ing to burn down the store and was able

to drive them off by sending three of the

men under Corporal MacAdams around

one side while I took the rest of the men
around the other. The door to the store

was barred fast and it was difficult to

make ourselves heard through the din of

Chinese voices. At last we were able to

get Won Toy to open the door and,

leaving the men outside, MacAdams and
I entered the store. We found about

thirty-live Chinamen kneeling before

some improvised idols and praying at the

top of their lungs. Through the assistance

of Won Toy we were able to get them out

of the building and up to the convent,

where they could yell at the top of their

lungs in safety. We had to light our way

back but were able to bring all thirty-five

up the hill in safety.

There was not very much to it, but in

the opinion of Won Toy we had saved not

only his life but the lives of all of his

countrymen. He was very grateful, and

^X3

"Don't worry about the proofs, Major. I'll

remove that paunch and fill out the chest."

when a Chinaman is grateful there is no
limit. He insisted on giving MacAdams
and me, together with the rest of the

rescue party, all that we wanted from the

store. As none of us had any use for his

stock we did not avail ourselves of any-

thing excepting something to eat once in

a while.

When I was ordered from Jaro for duty

at Tacloban, I went down to say my fare-

well greetings to Won Toy. He was very

sorry to have me leave the town and I felt

equally so for we had grown to be very

warm friends. As I was leaving the store

for the last time, he handed me a slip of

paper on which was written four or five

columns of Chinese characters.

"What is this, Won Toy?" I asked as I

looked over the characters trying to see

if the smattering of Greek I had studied

in high school would give me some idea

of what they intended to convey.
"1 cannot tell you but if you need any-

thing from a Chinaman, show him this

and maybe he will tell you," he replied

with a smile.

I put it in my pocket-book and soon

forgot all about it.

When the regiment was mustered out

early in July, 1001, I went, with a party

of friends, to the leading Chinese restau-

rant in Chinatown in San Francisco.

While we were enjoying the dinner, which

was the usual one served to sight-seers, I

happened to think about the slip of paper

that Won Toy had given me. I took it out

and it was passed from hand to hand
around the table. I noticed that the

waiter was very curious and tried

to read it over the shoulders of my
friends and that he had quite a

long conversation with the pro-

prietor after seeing it.

When I paid my charge at the

cashier's desk, I was approached

by the proprietor, who asked to see

the slip of. paper I had shown my
friends. I let him take it and he

read it very carefully. Passing it

back, he extended his right hand
and shook hands with me. At the

same time he instructed the cashier

to refund me the money I had paid

for the dinner.

I was astonished at the effect

this slip of paper had on this China-

man and asked him what it was
all about. He replied that it was
very good and that I had done
something for Won Toy that he

appreciated more than he could

ever repay. When I tried to pin

him down to what the characters

actually represented, he shut up
like a clam and refused to divulge

anything. Just as we finished our

one-sided conversation, he asked

me if we had ever been through

the real Chinatown. I replied that this

was our first visit to San Francisco and
understood that it was very difficult to

get in there. He replied that he would
be delighted to furnish us with a guide

who would show us places seldom, if

ever, visited by white people.

It was about nine o'clock when we
finished dinner and it was broad daylight

when we finished with our trip through

Chinatown. This was long before the San

Francisco earthquake and fire and China-

town was Chinatown with its beautiful

rooms three and four stories under the

ground and all connected with a maze of

passageways—some of them just wide

enough for one to squeeze through.

After I had arrived in my home in the

eastern part of the States, I asked an old

Chinese friend of mine, whom I had
known intimately for some years, what
the characters represented. After some
hesitation he told me in his broken

English that Won Toy's grandfather was
at the head of one of the most influential

Chinese Brotherhood Societies, or Tongs.

The characters on the slip of paper repre-

sented a full statement of what Won Toy
thought I had done for him and asked

that all members of that particular

society extend to me exactly the same

honors that he, himself, would were he
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present. "No white man could receive

more from a Chinaman," my friend

assured me. "Save it carefully and if you

need assistance, just present it to any
Chinaman and you will see what it will

do for you," he added as I left.

I know that it had some effect, for the

Chinese laundrymen seemed to enjoy

doing my washing and refused to take any

money in return for their work. Chinese

restaurant proprietors bent over back-

wards in furnishing me with the finest

they could provide. Kvery Chinaman I

came in contact with tried to outdo what

the previous one had done until I refused

to carry the paper around with me for

fear that it would be copied. Won Toy
had repaid everything I had ever done

for him years before I stopped carrying

it in my pocket-book.

IN 1909, while serving on the staff of an

American general in the Philippines, I

stored the slip of paper with other per-

sonal papers in a chest which was placed

on the lloor in one of my rooms. I didn't

look into this chest for some months and

then only when my attention was at-

tracted by a soft rustling sound from the

vicinity of the chest. Investigation soon

showed that the white ants had eaten

through the bottom of the chest and were

enjoying a hearty feast on my personal

papers.

When I finally managed to clean up the

mess, I found that they had chewed
around the slip of paper but had not

damaged the characters which were

written thereon.

This slip is packed away somewhere in

my personal papers which I have not

looked at for years. I hope some day to

run across it and then I will have it

framed for preservation.

The friendship of a Chinaman is as fine

a thing as could happen to any man and
although I realize that opinions might

differ as to the standing of the Chinese in

relation to the white race, I am certain

that I never had a Chinese friend who did

not fully understand the significance of

the true meaning of friendship. The little

slip of paper on which Won Toy traced

the four columns of Chinese characters

was merely a material gesture of the

warmth of friendship he had in his heart

for me and is so appreciated by me, the

fortunate recipient.
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^ee T^ou in Jail
{Continued from page 23)

to report immediately to the Executive

Officer."

"Yes, sir."

I walked aft mumbling to myself,

"Well, I guess it means curtains for me.

One year in service and beached for dis-

obedience."

I knocked on the door of the Exec's

cabin.

"Come in," gruffly.

"Coxswain Franklyn, sir. You sent for

me?"
"Oh yes, Franklyn. Been in the Navy

one year, haven't you?"
"Yes, sir," meekly.

"Suppose we were in the midst of a

war, would you disobey orders that

didn't appeal to you?"

"No, sir."

"Yet you took that responsibility a

short time ago."

"Yes sir, but
—

"

"No excuses, Franklyn," he inter-

rupted, "I simply wanted to know if you

realized the full importance of your dis-

obedience today."

"Yes, sir."

"Very well, then. You will hear from

Captain Babcock in the morning. That is

all."

"Yes, sir," I gulped as I left the cabin.

I went below decks in search of Thomp-
son and Lewis. I found them and related

the content of my interview with the

Exec. ".
. . and so then he said, 'You'll

hear from Captain Babcock in the morn-

ing.' I know that it means a summary or

a general court-martial."

"Tough luck, Franklyn; jeez, you'd

think once in a while that they'd see

that some things in life are bigger than

orders," said Thompson.

"They know it, but they're afraid to

admit it. 1 guess you and I got off lucky,

Thompson," replied Lewis.

A boatswain's mate came through the

compartment yelling an order throughout

the ship. "Captain's orders, muster on

deck, 10 A. M. tomorrow, full dress, all

hands, no excuses."

"Dress uniforms! Looks like a general

court-martial for me!"
.Next morning at ten, all hands in

dress uniforms mustered on the quarter-

deck. The entire ship's company lined

up according to divisions. The officers

also in full dress, including epaulets and
Napoleon-like hats. It certainly made
me feel important even though Fd prob-

ably receive a swift kick out of the Navy.
It was a beautiful sight to behold, but

my teeth, as well as my knees, were

chattering.

I glanced at Thompson, who stood on
my left and spoke to him in a scared tone.

"Well, this is it. 'Twas good knowing

you, Thompson. Bring me a cigarette

once in awhile when they put me in the

clink. A crust of bread may go good, too.

Be seein' you."

"Buck up, buddy."

"Quiet in ranks," shouted the division

officer.

The captain, followed by his officers,

appeared on the starboard side, walking

to the semi -circle of sailors on the quarter-

deck, who had received the command of

"attention" from their various division

officers. The captain took his place facing

the ship's company. He carried a piece

of white paper in his left gloved hand,

compactly rolled. After spreading the

rolled, important-looking paper, he

blurted out my name and rate. I froze.

Again I heard it.

"John Edward Franklyn, acting cox-

swain."

"Yes, sir," weakly.

"Speak up, man."
"Yes, sir," slightly louder.

"Break ranks."

I complied with his orders. My knees

were still shaking as 1 broke ranks. Is it

to be a summary or a general court-

martial? Am I to be dishonorably dis-

charged or am I to be thrown in the brig

at Leavenworth? Court-martial or what?

These questions raced hurriedly through

my mind in a split second. I reached a

point directly in front of the captain and
gave my best military salute under the

circumstances of a shivering body. My
salute was returned and the captain

started talking.

"It is my duty, as the Commanding
Officer of the U. S. S. Buffalo, United

States Navy, to present you with this

citation."

At this moment, my entire body stif-

fened. In a moment, I stopped shaking

and the blood must have left my veins

because the feeling in my stomach was
one of the funniest I had ever experienced.

Was I going to faint away or was I just

going to float upwards. The feeling could

never be explained, although I am sure

that many people have felt that same
way at one time or another. I knew that

the entire ship's company, including the

officers, had expected to hear the charges

read against me for direct and wilful

disobedience of orders. A general court-

martial was the only alternative, as far

as my mind was concerned, but what did

he mean by "citation"? Something must

have gone wrong. The captain continued

to read the citation to the ship's com-
pany and to myself.

SUBJECT: Commendable Performance

of Duty.

1. The Commanding Officer is pleased

to commend you for your promptness

and initiative while acting as coxswain

of a ship's boat in proceeding to the

assistance of a seaplane in distress on

July 22, ig2o.

2. The fact that you were proceeding

under other orders, and that when an

emergency arose, both you and your

boat were ready to meet it and did not

hesitate for a moment, and that yours

was the first boat on the scene in the

harbor, reflects credit upon you and your

crew, as well as upon the ship.

It is work like this which keeps up

the reputation which the Navy has

earned in the past.

"My congratulations, Franklyn."

"Well, I'll be . .

."

"What was that?"

"Thank you. sir, . . . er. . . . thank you."

The citation handed me that day by
Captain J. Y. Babcock will always be

treasured as one of my most prized

possessions. It has found the honor spot

among my possessions, some of them

obtained while I was serving in the A.

E. F., Second Division, United States

Army.

"[Ready at the Word
[Continued from page 11)

have been associated ever since my re-

tirement from active service in 1031.

The Citizens' Military Training Camps
provide an excellent route through which

qualified young men may develop their

abilities, with commissions as second

lieutenants in the Reserve available to

those who, persevering in attending

several successive camps, meet the re-

quirements of study and examination.

To the reader it may appear at once

that in my discussion of the Reserve

Officers' Training Corps I should be

biased because of my intimate relation

to it. On the contrary, I feel that my
observations, because of the very fact

of my connection with a military college

whose history goes back just less than a

century, are the more critical than would

be the case were I less well acquainted

with this very small, but highly efficient

elment of the national defense—this

policy whose premium rate is ridicu-

lously low in proportion to its yields.
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The United States Military Academy
was the inspiration, beyond question,

for the establishment of a series of State

military academies in successive decades

before the Civil War. In these institu-

tions young men were brought into an

atmosphere of strict military discipline,

of high academic standards and thorough

classroom instruction, of drill and train-

ing which prepared the graduate to

assume more readily the duties and re-

sponsibilities of leadership as citizens, as

well as to qualify them to become offi-

cers of the State's military forces. The
outstanding success of these institutions

is a matter of history ; for example, of the

graduates of one of them before 1S64 who
were living at that time, more than 00

percent were officers in the Confederate

Army; and no better led army than that

of the Southern Confederacy ever was

known.

Though there may have been no direct

connection between the existence of

these State military academies and the

establishment of military training in

civilian academies and colleges and land-

grant schools, it is quite likely that several

pages were taken from their books, so

to speak, in the setting up of these pre-

R.O.T.C. training units in 1862; and it

was not until 1016 that any material

change was made in the scheme of giving

college boys the rudiments of military

leadership. In the latter year, however,

the real Reserve Officers' Training Corps

was created, and a far more effective

element in the National Defense was set

up.

In the senior units of the R.O.T.C., in

land-grant colleges, the basic course,

covering the first two years' work, is

required of all physically qualified fresh-

men and sophomores who have not had

the course or its equivalent already; the

advanced course, covering the work of

the junior and senior years being elective

and selective. In some essentially military

institutions having units of the R.O.T.C.

oil students are required to take the

military courses, both theoretical and
practical; and in these, successful passing

of the courses in military science and
tactics is a pre-requisite to graduation.

In junior units, much the same course

is taught as in the senior units, and those

students who pass the requirements are

commissioned in the Reserve upon com-
ing of age.

It requires little imagination for a

Legionnaire to visualize a green, unsea-

soned platoon leader—for our World
War Army was led principally by such

men, and the Navy had its share of

equally willing, earnest officers who re-

cently had been civilians without thought

of the sea. What these men lacked in

training they made up for in patriotism

and seriousness; but these latter qualities

were not enough to offset deficiencies in

military knowledge. It is an oft-repeated

but nonetheless true statement that

many of our casualties in the World
War can be {Continued on page 44)

"Seemed like an hour before he got that gun to his shoulder

. . . but I got the surprise of my life when he did!"

"Quick shooting gets
pheasants out here in South
Dakota. But let me tell you
about one of the slowest bird

shooters I ever knew . . . and

"That first bird we flushed
was traveling!! thought he'd

never shoot. The bird must
have been sixty yards out
when the sun went off. But

one of the most successful. that was as far as it got!

• Make sure the shells you use have power enough
to get what you go after. Shoot Remington Nitro

Express or Arrow Express (with lacquered body
and extra-high head). Both shells have progressive

burning powder and gas-tight wadding to keep
every ounce of power behind the shot. Both have

Kleanbore priming and corrugated, Wet-Proof
bodies. Write Dept. J-5, for interesting free litera-

ture on Remington Shells. Remember, if it's

Remington, it's right! Remington Arms Com-
pany, Inc., Bridgeport, Connecticut.

"We got our limit or near it

every time. And I know now
how he managed to reach out
for those long ones! He was
shooting Remington Nitro
Express shells!"

Double"Wet-Proof.''Remington
shells have been soaked in water for

hours, frozen in ice for days . . . then

shot without a single malfunction.

Nitro Express. Arrow Ex-
press. Kleanbore and Wet-
Proof are Heir. U. S. Pat.

Off. by Reminirton Arma
Company, Inc.

"Kleanbore"Priming.Thc origi-

nal non-corrosive priming. Ends bar-

rel cleaning . . . protects your gun
barrel against rust and corrosion.
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'Ready at the Word
(Continued from page 4j)

blamed upon lack of training; and the

costliest lack existed in our junior officers.

The R.O.T.C. is designed to prevent the

recurrence of just that deficiency.

Il is my firm belief that dollar for

dollar, the national defense money spent

upon the R.O.T.C. brings at least as

great returns as that spent on any other

element; and I really believe that be-

cause of the high intelligence level of the

students, their keen insight into current

problems, and their ready interest in the

military courses, we are developing men
who will be effective leaders in war. It is

true that many of them lose touch with

the Reserve almost upon graduation, and

are dropped from their officer status;

but that is not a fault of the colleges.

With pardonable pride I have seen 707

young men, who have been students

under my presidency at The Citadel,

receive their diplomas, nearly all of

them at the same time being given their

commissions as reserve second lieuten-

ants of infantry or of coast artillery,

or their certificates of eligibility for such

commissions upon their coming of age

shortly after graduation. 1 know that

because of the wise provision of the

Reserve Officers' Training Corps in the

National Defense Act, these young men
have received a maximum of preparation

for the battles of life, whether in peace or

in war. I know that a large proportion

of them are fully equipped to take up the

duties of a second lieutenant in the Regu-

lar Army, and 1 hailed the passage of the

Thomason Act with great satisfaction be-

cause it gave an opportunity—although

not a sufficiently generous one— for

at least a few graduates of R.O.T.C.

colleges each year to compete for per-

manent commissions. I have seen several

of our graduates go directly into the

Marine Corps as second lieutenants, and

one has been commissioned ensign in the

.supply corps of the .Navy.

While the Reserve Officers' Training

Corps always has been maintained at a

high standard of efficiency, I believe that

this great-value-for-small-premium in-

surance policy of ours would become
much more effective than it is now, if it

were possible to restore the policy once

in vogue, of giving certain honor gradu-

ates commissions in the Army immedi-

ately upon graduation. There would be

higher morale, more spirited interest

even than now-, and better development

of all graduating classes, with Army
careers open to selected individuals.

The officers so procured for our Regular

Army would have cost a minimum to

train ; as the very cream of the class each

year at many superior colleges, we would

gain a new and effective element in our

personnel in the Army.
No wise man simply takes out a set

of insurance policies and then contents

himself with keeping up the premiums of

all of them or some of them; instead, he

takes stock from time to time, with a

view to improving his insurance. Our
War and Navy Departments strive hard

to build their establishments well and

to maintain them at a high standard;

they may be regarded as our Nation's

insurance advisers. It is well to heed

their advice—for all citizens to see to it

that our protection against the fact of

disaster is brought up at least to the

minimum consistent with our safety,

and that our protection then is main-

tained alertly and completely.

Something To Sat
{Continued from page 7)

a few times, and I decided it was some
outpost of the Seventh. The regular

Army was full of bohunks. We had every

nationality in Europe in just my battery

alone. I suddenly noticed Peter's face

beside me looked like the moon, it was

so white in the blackness. He pulled at

my sleeve and we went out of there.

"No chow?"

"Shssh! Dose guys is Germans."

"Aw, don't be any simpler than you

were born. What would Germans be

doin' way inside our lines? Anyway,
(iermans don't speak Polish."

"No, no, them guys is Prussian Guards."

"Applesauce. That's an outpost or a

sho-sho crew of the Seventh. Don't be

such a dam' fool, Peter. Every German
in the army ain't a Prussian Guard, any

more than every doughboy is a marine.

If they said they were Germans, they

were kiddin' you."

"Sergeant," said Peter, "I come from

Poland. Do I know when a man from my
country talks to me or not?"

"Well, go tell the looey about it. If

(here's Germans over there, it won't

take long to scour them out."

Peter went off to find the looey. There

was a railroad a little way in front of us.

It seems that some French were taking

up rails to build a dugout with, and some

of our doughboys had the same idea in

mind, and our looey had gone down to

pry the two working parties apart.

There was a hell of a discussion going on

down there, so I decided I'd go down in

the dugout and go to bed before they

sent for me to interpret the French in-

sults.

"What did this guy call me?"
"He said you're a camel."

"Haw-haw. I thought he wanted to

fight."

Or a Frog would say, "Qu'est ce qu'il

ditr

"Oh, he just said your father an'

mother forgot to get married."

"Haw-haw. How did he know? He
must know some of my relations."

There was plenty of room in the dug-

out. The kids were all too scared to come
in. If I'd only had something to eat, I

could have gone to sleep.

WHERRAM! Boy, did that bring me
out of my dope. I'd been asleep without

knowing it, and now these idiots had

brought back some of those rails and
dumped them right on my head. I went

out of that dugout spilling words, but

when 1 got to the top step another load

of rails arrived. This one lit up the

ground for some distance around. It was

a shell—a big one, too. I'd never seen

anything bigger than a .75 explode before.

This one was maybe eight-inch, maybe

fourteen. When they get big, they might

be any size. They sound just like an

elevated train falling off the structure

and the explosion knocks you on your

ear, and all that part of the country

shudders like jelly for about five minutes

afterwards. This one knocked me fiat and
another lit an' knocked me straight up
again. Across the Marne, the hilltops

stood out as if heat lightning flickered.

"Thank God," thought I, "at last

they've started something. At last I'm

goin' to see some war. For over a year I've

been roaming around from camp to

camp, and now here it is at last."

I felt like a man does at a football

game, just at the kickoff. I jumped up
and down with excitement.

The looey went by about then, headed

west.

"We're doing no good here," said he.

"Return to the Seventh Infantry post

of command. Report we're under heavy

fire." As if they wouldn't know it!

We got another ton of Fourth of July

down our necks just then, and when I

got up the looey was gone. My interest

in the war ended right there.

I don't remember how I went up that

hill to the P. C. I suppose I ran. It was

quite light, from the flashes of big stuff

that was cracking all around me. The
only reason 1 didn't get killed was be-
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cause I must have been born to be

hanged. Dirt rained down on me in

shovelfuls. 1 got to Le Rocq just as the

driver and orderly of an ambulance ar-

rived. They had been going out when

suddenly they discovered they were

driving a two-wheeled vehicle consisting

of their motor and the scat they were on.

The rest of the ambulance had gone

skyward. They had come back to report,

too. The three of us went into that cellar

like eels.

"Now, then," yelled somebody,
" what's going on here?"

Well, I told my side of it. There were

half a dozen officers there in the candle

light, French and American. I've read in

a book since that the French High Com-
mand knew all about the drive, just

where it was to start and when, but they

hadn't told these officers.

"Just a demonstration," decides a

French officer. "Nothing to be alarmed

about."

The old colonel agreed to that, but he

said he'd feel easier if he'd hear from his

front-line battalion, where they were

and what they were doing. So up I

spoke to say that I knew where some of it

was, whatever detail had a I'ole in it,

because I had heard said Pole talking

down near the observation post. That

information wasn't any help; it was like

saying I'd heard someone in the bushes

speaking English. Or Italian.

"Maybe it was Mohawk you heard,"

suggests some young sprig. "Would you

understand Mohawk? There's a corporal

in K Company that's a Mohawk. Maybe
he's a Micmac. Anyway, he enlisted at

Syracuse, that's all I know."

So losing interest in me, the}' turned

away, and believe me I slid back into

the shadows. But a French officer in

khaki pulled me by the sleeve and led

me into a corner. He could speak better

English than I could.

"Tell me about the man you heard

speaking Polish," said he.

Somebody delivered a load of coal all

in one dump in the next cellar, and

when the dust had settled, and the can-

dles had been relighted, I told this officer

about Fete the Polack.

"Imagine the dumb bohunk," said I.

"He thought they were Germans."

"I fear they were," said the French

officer. He didn't look very facetious

now, he looked dam' scared. "The divi-

sions they've sent back from Russia are

mostly those that were in garrison in

East Prussia when the war broke out.

The Sixth Guard Grenadier Regiment

has been bivouacked near Fere-en-Tar-

denois for a week. They come fromPosen.

Three-fourths of them are Poles and not

Prussians at all."

"How do you know all this?"

"Recoupments." said he, whatever

that meant. "The German front-line

units of Landwehr have been replaced by

an assault division; then this bombard-

ment means a drive. But in front of us

are troops of (Continued on page 46)
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Something To Sat
(Continued from page 45)

the second category—the Poles in the

German army have little heart in their

work—which means that those before us

will make a feint, a false blow, what you

call a holding attack. The main effort

will be on the flank. Hmm. The right

flank. I shall tell the colonel."

That left me free again. I prowled

around in that big cellar until I

discovered some enlisted men. They
were clerks, and headquarters per-

sonnel, and ought to know where

a man could find a snack. But they

didn't. They allowed that the sup-

ply train due at midnight had

been caught in the bombardment.

They'd all been sitting up, waiting

for their mail, and the fresh supply

of cigarettes, when suddenly the

ceilings began to fall on them.

"Food?" I heard someone re-

peating my last words. Another

officer, one of these enthusiastic

guys, I could tell by the look of

him. I learned to avoid that type

later, because they were always

gathering the Austrian spears to

their bosoms, or something equally

noble, "Food," repeats this young

brave, "is just what we're going to

need. A drive is on. We may be

isolated here for weeks. Come,

who'll volunteer to unload the

supply wagons? You, there, that

artillery sergeant, you've been out-

side, you'll show me where we can start

a ration dump. We'll need three thousand

canned rations and beaucoup water! Tell

me, sergeant, where are the shells falling?"

Well, you tell me in a rainstorm where

the rain isn't falling! Only I didn't say

that to him. He gathered up some clerks

and a few odds and ends and sent them

out to unload the supply wagons, and

then went with me to see where he

could establish the ration dump. He told

me the big woods I had seen to the east

the night before, the Bois d'Aigremont,

was the key to the whole sector, and that

was where the last stand was going to

be made, so we'd better have the ration

dump on its edge. I had just enough

sense to remember that when 1 was orient-

ing I noticed that the road that went

from Le Rocq to the woods went through

five or six hundred yards of wheat field,

right smack in view of the hills where the

Germans were. No place to have a ration

dump.
The garage was on fire, the big barn

had a hole in the roof, and the yard was
full of dirt and broken paving stones.

"We'll put the ration dump here," de-

cided the looey. "Lightning never strikes

twice in the same place. They're through

shelling this place and won't shell it

any more." Huh! Neither he nor 1 knew
the Germans!

The looey left me there to tell the men
where to put down their ration boxes,

and he went off to try to find the supply

train. I was getting the old ice water up
my neck by then, something incredible.

I could see the road to the Bois d'Aigre-

mont quite clearly. It looked like one of

these luminous fountains. The fountains

"Paw's writin'

wants t'know
35^' he donated

to the Government — he

what they did with that

towards flood control!"

were dirt, and the illumination a line of

shell bursts. The racket was infernal.

Overhead, once in a great while, I could

hear one of our shells going to German)-,

just giving kind of a weary sigh. And
not many sighs either. I had kind of a

vision of our guns trying feebly to put

up some kind of resistance against this

storm, and not being able to. I didn't

dwell on that thought, I promise you.

Along came four lads carrying boxes

on their heads. I told them this was the

place to put them down, and asked how
were they doing, and how far away was
the supply train.

"The first wagon was just comin' in

the gate," said one guy. "That's the one

we got these boxes out of."

They said the horses w'ere dead. Trees

were down, the road was being ham-
mered until hell wouldn't have it, and

by the light of the shells they could see

other wagons, all the way down to the

curve.

Daylight came awful fast. It was sum-

mer time, anyway. 1 heard the German
planes first, the way people hear birds

at peep of day. I knew they were Ger-

mans, because they were just skimming

the tree tops, looking to see what was

left of the Americans. I could see the

cross on their wings, and the boys in

them looking over the fuselage. They

had peculiar helmets with a big ridge

down the middle, like a rooster's comb.

I sat there on the edge of the yard on the

four ration boxes. I didn't make any
attempt to open them. They were all

canned tomatoes. "Sunset Joy" brand,

1 remember well. The first four of the

detail were the only ones that had

showed up. I went to look, when
it was quite light, to see where

the looey and the rest of them

were. They were all down the road.

That entrance driveway looked as

though a hurricane had struck it.

Trees all down criss-cross, dirt and

shell holes everywhere, dead horses,

broken wagons, dead men. I wasn't

hungry any right then. The crack-

ing, and the loads of coal, and the

great big crumps were still arriv-

ing regularly four or five to the

minute. What docs an artillery-

man do now? I had no gun, I had

left it in the dugout. I had no

field glasses, I had left them there,

too. I wouldn't go down into those

fields again for all the guns and

field glasses in the A. E. F. Then
I saw my first Germans.

Way down, way down, opposite

Fossoy, there was a long row of

them. A couple of companies, all

strung out in single file, walking

through the wheat. I could tell

they were Germans by their color,

the shape of their coal scuttle hats,

and the way they advanced. If they'd

been our troops falling back, they

wouldn't have walked that way. Come to

think of it, rifle and machine-gun fire

were pretty loud down there, if a man
took the time to listen. The colonel

should know about this. I started away

on the jump, and just about in mid-air

I heard one coming. It was going to be

close, it howled so loud. The shell and 1

hit the ground together. I got an earful

of dirt and my hair parted on the side,

but when I looked, both legs and arms

were there, and worked when I got up.

But the ration boxes! The shell had blown

them all open. There weren't tomatoes

in them at all, but jam! Grapelade, rasp-

berry, and plum-apple! Some wise quar-

termaster had boxed the jam in tomato

boxes, knowing very well no roving sol-

dier would steal canned tomatoes. As for

jam. it was as safe as matches in a cigar

store. Well, well, guess the colonel could

wait a second or two while I inspected

the jam. If I only had some bread, now—
"Here, you, are you the artilleryman?"

I jumped. Behind me was a group of

officers, the old colonel, and Peter the

Polack.

"Yaw," grins Pete. "I tole you, col-

onel, where the chow is you always find

the sergeant."
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The looey, the one that volunteered

to unload the supply train, had, like a

good officer, reported the location of the

new ration dump before he had gone to

work. He was dead, now, with most of

the detail, out there along the road. So

Pete, being asked where I was, guessed

I'd be at the ration dump.

"Can you see any Germans from here?"

asked the colonel.

I told him about the companies near

Fossoy. One of the officers put his field

glasses there, but couldn't see them.

There was a dam on the river right in

front of us, that ran from a little island.

Germans were crossing over it like flies.

Another officer pointed to the east.

There were some hills there over a little

creek called the Surmelin. He said he

could see long lines of American prison-

ers being marched toward the river.

"The enemy has been infiltrating all

night!" decided the colonel. "This man
here has shown remarkable intelligence.

Not you, sergeant, the runner, I mean.

What is your name? Well, Pete will do.

From his information we know that this

is a German drive and that the main

attack will be from the east, and not from

the north. This is only eight-thirty, but

I have identified two German divisions

in front of us, the ioth and the 37th.

How long do you suppose it will be before

the assault?"

"Oh, any time now," said the French

officer. "There is no more gas. Sign their

own troops are near."

"Artilleryman," said the colonel, "do

you know what 'eventual barrage'

means?"

"Sure do, colonel. I know where it is

to be fired, too. Behind Greves Farm,

so when the krauts come through,

they'll get it right in the nose."

"Excellent. You go back to your bat-

talion and tell them to fire eventual bar-

rage. Tell them I said so."

"Colonel, Greves Farm is about a mile

in back of us."

"I know it is. The enemy will be up the

slope and through Greves Farm by the

time you get back to your battalion. I

have nothing to stop them with here. If

the 30th over there hold out, they'll be

outflanked. This officer has just ridden

in from the French 77th Infantry. The
Germans have overrun them. The enemy
is at Conde-en-Brie, about four miles

behind us."

He turned to an officer who had been

writing down what he said. "Got that?

Give it to him."

"Button it up in your upper lefthand

pocket, sergeant, so if you're killed, some-

one can find it. Now scoot."

The last thing I saw was Polack Pete.

He had gotten hold of a bayonet some-

where and was opening a can of jam,

gurgling to himself in ravenous anticipa-

tion.

I didn't go down the road; I'd seen

enough. Anyway, it was impassable.

So were the woods. They were full of

ration carts (Continued on page 48)
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Something To Eat
{Continued from page 4j)

and water carts and ammunition carts

that had stampeded in there. Horses

all dead. Kicked themselves to death,

most of them. I went through the

wheat. Boy, did I sail! There was a line

of observation balloons from one horizon

to the other on the German side. I tried

to kid myself they wouldn't shoot at one

man.

I was all wrong there. I guess maybe I

was an hour or more getting to some

place I recognized. It was a little farm

called Les Aulnes Bouillants. All those

farms and all the woods had names;

they were all very, very old. "Aulnes"

is a twelfth-century French word that

means "springs." Well, at Aulnes Bouil-

lants I ran into two companies of the

Fourth Infantry in reserve. They wanted

to know what was going on. I'm telling

you they were a sober bunch. A man
that's been walking all night to his own
funeral looks pretty glum.

"The boches are across the river," said

I, "and they'll be in on you from Greves

Farm." I showed 'em the message to

prove it. The ranking officer went away
to make his dispositions to meet an at-

tack from the east.

"Got anything to eat here?" I asked.

"No."
"Well, I'll be on my way then."

I told them to send some first-aid

men to pick up a guy in the ditch with

his leg blown off that I'd seen on the

way down.

From there I went on to Heurtebise

P'arm, where my regiment had a tele-

phone that was working, and so got

through to the major. He didn't seem to

show much interest in my message. He
said they might just as well request a

barrage on the moon; the outfit had been

without ammunition for hours.

Was it my fault, for Petesake?

So having discharged my duty, I was
going to have something to eat. If we
were to be in a German prison camp by
night, by God it wasn't going to be on an

empty stomach.

I had quite a job getting back to my
battery. Everybody wanted to know
what was going on. The ditch was full

of French infantry in reserve. 73d Divi-

sion, they said, with orders to counter-at-

tack through the Bois d'Aigremont. The
old colonel had been right, the boches

would be through the 30th by the time

I got to my battery. Well, I was in a

mood to eat even canned tomatoes. I

reached the gun position, and began to

meet gunners and telephone men I

knew. Or had known. I'm telling you

these kids had become old men during

the night. Their faces were so chalky,

they looked like snow men.

I went into the battery commander's
dugout and reported. I was pretty proud
of myself by then, to be the first man back
from the front, with news of the German
attack—who was making it and where it

was coming from. I certainly was the

know-it-all.

"What the hell are you doing here?"

asked the Old Man, like someone filing

a saw.

I explained.

"You're a disgrace to the battery,"

said the Old Man. "That dumb bohunk,

Pete Stewizsky, is the hero of the hour,

I'm told. He doped the whole attack,

and you come high-tailin' home. Go on

back to your outfit at Le Rocq where you
belong."

"Sir," said I reproachfully, "I thought

I was doing my duty."

"Duty my breech-block. This outfit

has had hell shelled out of it all night long,

gas ruined all our chow, and shrapnel

punctured our water cart. That big re-

serve of canned tomatoes would have

been both food and drink to us, and I

find you gave them all away. Get to hell

out of here before I tell the gunners and
they make hash out of you!"

So I started back for Le Rocq. If Pete

the Pole was such a fair-haired boy up
there now, maybe he could get me some-

thing to eat.

Once a J^lagship
(Continued from page 3)

tubes which haven't heard a voice ring

down them since that September day in

1922 when the Baltimore was decom-

missioned and left to die. You stir a few

papers scattered on the deck and think of

the days and nights when this very room
was filled with secrets it would have been

worth a nation's life to know.

But enough of such misty memories.

You go out onto the flying-bridge and
gripping the twisted hand rail survey the

vacant decks, the two battered funnels,

the hooded ventilators, the boat stan-

chions which once cradled sturdy small

boats all gone long since.

The signal flag locker on the forcdeck

reminds you of the bright bunting once

sported by the cruiser in her youth when
she was the darling of the fleet. You
inspect the spaces where once glowered

the eight -inch gun batteries which sang

out their song of destruction and death

to the old Spanish dream of world

empire. Climbing back down the ladders

you go forward, passing the foredeck

coaming and the capstan until you stand

beside the jaekstaff Mill sturdy and up-

right. But it has been a long time since

the starry jack has fluttered at the bow
of the Baltimore.

Then down you go into the forepeak.

Here in the coolness of the steel clad nose

of the ship, the sound of the waves

slapping against the hull, lures you into

the bygone days when the nation was

thrilling to the tune "There'll Be a Hot
Time in the Old Town Tonight," and the

boys were marcning off to Cuba.

Here are the old steel bunks with

their rusted mattress springs which once

debouched sleepy seamen into the cold

rigors of a North Atlantic night or into

the hot glory of a tropic dawn. Hooks

show where the hammocks of the men
sleeping in this quarter of the ship once

swung -hammocks which were slung for

the last time aboard the Baltimore

years ago.

Now back to the main deck and making

your way aft you pass an old rocking

chair comfortably resting in the shadow

of the ancient upperworks. The years are

beginning to unfold now, for as you

inspect an old control box you make out

the legend "General Electric 1889

—

1894— 1
901."

Still going aft along the main deck you
enter an old supply room, its shelves

labeled for fittings all now gone.

Over on the port side you find the

officers' wardroom. Someone has dis-

covered old newspapers aboard the ship,

for gazing at you from the wall is the

silver-tongued William Jennings Bryan,

arms outstretched, perhaps in the act of

delivering his famous "Cross of Gold"

speech. President Teddy Roosevelt glares

through his eye-glasses, his body held

erect in stern pose. You think of Teddy

—

great favorite of the Navy. You think

also of the days of the "Big Stick," when

he sent Fighting Bob Evans and the

fleet around the world.

Now on aft until with a pause you

stand at the entrance to the commanding

officer's quarters. In this now dust-filled

cabin have lived some famous American

sailors: Rear Admiral Bancroft Gherardi,

when the Baltimore was flagship of the

Atlantic Squadron back in 1890; Rear

Admiral William P. McCann when he
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was commander-in-chief of the Pacific

Fleet in '91; Capt. Winfield Scott

Schley, the Baltimore's first commander,

and Lieutenant Commander J. B. Briggs,

who commanded the ship at the bom-

bardment of the Filipino insurgents at

Dagupan in the Philippines to score an

American victory.

Daring the shades of the past you pick,

a key off an old bureau standing squarely

on its feet on the starboard side. The key

grates in the lock and the drawer comes

open. But it holds—only a bunch of

rusted bolts.

You thread your way back and step

down a wide companionway until you

find yourself on the gun deck. Here are

the long rails of the mine tracks, for when

her days as a cruiser ended in 1913, the

Baltimore was refitted as a minelayer.

And it was as a minelayer that she

rendered her World War service in the

laying of the North Sea mine barrage.

The steel shutters in her sharp stern

are open and through them you catch a

glimpse of the busy Pearl Harbor Navy
Yard across the channel.

The hot sunlight emphasizes the cool

quiet down below in the ship. As you go

forward inspecting the tiny staterooms

of the officers you are impressed with the

efficient use of space made by warship

builders even in the 'Eighties.

It was on this deck that a 4.7-inch

Spanish shell entered the ship and

"struck a box of 3-pounder ammunition

of the fourth division, exploding several

charges and wounding Lt. Kellogg,

Ensign Irwin and six men of the gun's

crew—none very seriously," as Com-
mander Briggs, then executive officer of

the Baltimore, reported at Manila.

You happen on the mine elevators and

thrill to finding an old control station

—

nerve center—of the ship. Then you

clank across the fireroom gratings around

the funnels and finally feel your way
down a narrow ladder to the dark oil-

smelling engine room platform.

Here cut off from the sunlight of a

modem day the old Navy seems to live

again.

You stand at the elbow of Chief

Engineer J. D. Ford as he passes the

anxious hours of the night of April 30,

1898. The officers and crew have cleared

the ship for action and have been at

general quarters since 9:42 p. 11. Topside

all is dark as the American squadron

steams through the Boca Grande en-

trance of Manila Bay.

Down below, however, it is hot and
noisy with the coal passers filling and
dumping their bucket loads onto the

fireroom deck plates where the sweating,

near-naked stokers are hard at it feeding

the greedy flames.

Both shores of the channel entrance

are dark until suddenly off to the south-

ward several sheets of flame flash out

against the tropic night. The roar of the

Spanish guns is lost however in the noise

of the batteries aboard the McCulloch

md Boston as they return the fire.
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The fleet creeps on. Just before dawn
coffee is served out to officers and men
and then at 5:42 A. M. the flagship

Olympia immediately ahead of the

Baltimore opens fire on the Spanish fleet.

Down in the engine room the tenseness

of that earlier time reaches out and chills

vou. You >tare forward and downward

49

into the shadowy bulk of the engines,

try to trace the dim outlines of ladders,

strain to feel the oily heat and the re-

pressed excitement, listen to hear the

throb of the engines and the terse com-
mands of the officers. Instead you hear

only the splash of the waves running

along the steel (Continued on page 50)

CAUGHT by rising tide

m SHARK-FILLED WATERS!

G. Brooks Taylor
Pledger, Texas

1. "One night a party of us started out to spear flounders

in the warm, shallow Gulf coast waters," writes Mr. Taylor.

"As the tide ebbs away, the flounder remains on the sandy
bottom, often in only a few inches of water.

2. "Enjoying the sport, we wandered far-

ther and farther from land, trusting the

lantern left on the beach with one of our
party to guide us safely back.

3. "Suddenly, we realized that the tide had
turned! Then, our guiding light disap-

peared. We didn't know which way to run!

We were caught in shark-filled waters!

4. "Panic stricken, we scurried about madly. Then, a pin-point of
light far away winked reassuringly! Unable to fix the disabled lan-

tern, the man on shore had sensed our plight, and luckily had a flash-

light in his dufflebag. It probably saved us. From now on we will

sing the praises of 'Eveready'/ra£ (Signed)

DATED batteries—the kind you can (7 /) /f\ /?

"

depend upon in emergency. LJ^-irfc^, Skt*s£^r~~

FRESH BATTERIES LAST LONGER...^*fy**k DATE-Llti*

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC., 30 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Unit of Union Carbide H I H H and Carbon Corporation
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Once a J^lagship
{Continued from page 49)

casing of the hull. Only in such profound

quiet could that be possible.

It's time to go topside and get back to

iq3q. Here on the sunlit quarterdeck you

get a sweeping view of the ship which

after the first action at Manila came back

at 11:16 o'clock in the morning of May 1,

1898 to lead the squadron in the final

destruction of Admiral Montojo's Span-

ish fleet.

Out here in the daylight it is better to

look at the statistics concerning the

Baltimore—out here in the sun away
from her ghosts and her memories of years

ago.

Laid down in 1887, she was launched in

'88. As you visualize the four eight-inch,

six 6-inch and fourteen rapid-fire guns

mounted by the ship, you are amazed at

the array of artillery compared to the

size of the cruiser. The Baltimore is 315
feet long, 48 feet, 6 inches wide, draws

19 feet, 6 inches and has a displacement

of 4,413 tons.

The remains of the late Capt. John
Ericsson, designer of the famed Monitor,

were conveyed to their native Sweden
aboard the Baltimore when she steamed

to Stockholm in August, 1890. She has

seen service in American, Chilean, Euro-

pean, Hawaiian and Asiatic waters. She

served as protector of Americans during

trouble in the West Indies and in Mo-
rocco. It was she that left Honolulu in

'98 to rush ammunition to Dewey's
squadron at Hong Kong.

You clamber back over the side, leav-

ing her to her memories.

As the gas tug slips forward you mark
the long nosey ram which forms the

Baltimore's bow, her dilapidated super-

structure and the bare tops of her fore

and mainmasts reared against a back-

ground of blue sky and white trade

clouds.

A board of inspection and survey

has examined the old seafighter and
further decision as to her final fate is

being considered by the Navy Depart-

ment.

The Baltimore may take pride when
she slips down channel for the last time,

however, not only in her past glories but

in the knowledge that at some future

time a new Baltimore is sure to bear the

Stars and Stripes with equal pride across

the waters of the seven seas.

"Bring Tourself Back ^Alive
(Continued from page 21)

in modern traffic. Cars too old to be safe

should be kept off public highways. Man
is the master of the machine. He makes

it. He must keep it in good repair. He
should not be allowed to let it become

a public hazard.

The driver and walker. How are you

going to control the human factor? Into

almost every accident the human factor

enters. Driving after drinking is just

one such example. How can effective

control be imposed on drivers and walk-

ers?

ABIG order. But it can be done! Before

. we leave that matter of driving after

drinking, let's use it again as an example

of the human factor. Here's a driver who
says, "I've got more sense than to drive

when I'm drunk." Quite so. But how is a

driver to know how his human mecha-

nism—eyes, nerve centers controling his

muscles and keenness of judgment—are

affected by a given amount of alcohol?

This is no treatise on temperance, but

we've got to face the facts as we find

them.

Many more crashes occur when a

driver "has been drinking," but is not

drunk, than most of us have any idea

of. You can't call in a squad of scientists

to measure you up for accuracy of judg-

ment, perception and muscular responses

after every highball, to see if you pass

the safety test. The conclusion is obvious:

Take your driving or drinking straight.

Never try to mix the two.

Here's a driver bearing down on an

intersection, a stop sign ahead. Another

car is skimming along at right angles

on the main route. Who has the right of

way? Surely the first driver will stop, for

isn't there a sign saying Stop? But he

doesn't.

After the crash he explains: "I didn't

see the Stop sign."

Why? Maybe the sign was too small,

dirty, broken, possibly hidden by weeds

or foliage.

Or, if he told the complete truth, he

might say:

"Well, I didn't see the Stop sign be-

cause my mind was on something else.

My wife is very ill, and I've been won-

dering how I'm to pay the hospital bill.

I wasn't thinking about such things as

traffic signs."

The mental factor is one to be reck-

oned with. Worry is the foe of efficient

driving or of anything else. The emo-

tional condition of the driver simply can-

not be ignored. Any person forced to

drive when mentally fatigued or worried

should realize the extra hazard he carries,

and determine to use every possible pre-

caution not to pay the penalty his ineffi-

ciency may demand.

SOME persons are physically handi-

capped in driving and should be real-

ist ic enough to know it and make adjust-

ments accordingly. How are your eyes?

O. K.? Fine. But suppose you had only

one eye. Or suppose you could only see as

though you wore blinders—only a rela-

tively small angle to the sides. Put your

hands up to the sides of your eyes and

see how that would be.

Then also suppose it took you twice

as long to react after seeing a Stop signal

as it took the driver ahead. Wouldn't

such handicaps cause you to be a mighty

cautious driver if you took a chance and
drove at all?

More and more it is being realized that

driver tests can be given which will be

helpful in ascertaining whether or not a

person is physically equipped to drive

a motor vehicle. Many an accident will

be avoided as such practical tests are put

into more widespread use.

Probably the main human factors to

be reckoned with in auto crashes are

not knowing enough about the job of

driving under today's race-track condi-

tions and not having practised good

driving long and hard enough to have

developed good habits and skill. Then
there's the problem of the aged driver,

who learned to drive after maturity had

set his muscles and habits and who finds

it difficult to make the proper adjust-

ments; the immature; the inexperienced;

the ignorant and subnormal people who
just don't know how or why.

Then there are those who don't take

the pains to drive well enough. They're

O. K. physically and they know how, but

somehow they just don't come through.

They don't want to avoid ai < idents

strongly enough. They're indifferent and

thoughtless. They're not so big a menace,

however, as that small minority who just

don't give a damn about the other fellow

or their own hides and who are really

reckless.

School is the best place to remedy the

lack of knowledge, and the American

Automobile Association and its affliated

Motor Clubs have been national leaders

during the past four years in stimulating

and sponsoring programs for the training

of high school students and adult begin-

ners to be sportsmanlike drivers. Staff

specialists of the Association, assisted

by prominent educators, have prepared
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the '"Sportsmanlike Driving" text which

is used in book or pamphlet form in

about one-third of America's 25,000

high schools, as well as in many adult

driving schools, CCC camp schools, and

other adult training activities.

Starting in 1036 at The Pennsylvania

State College, a movement to train teach-

ers to teach a high-standard driving

course based on AAA research, has de-

veloped to where forty leading universi-

ties and colleges offered summer session

courses this past summer to teachers.

During the past three years some 2,000

teachers have been trained. Many of

them are carrying on courses in their

high schools or in adult institutions to

improve driving skill.

And while we're talking about human
factors we mustn't forget the pedestrians.

A three-year study of pedestrian accident

factors has just been completed by my
organization, which is also sponsoring

a National Pedestrian Contest for cities,

States and schools. National awards will

be made for outstanding reductions in

pedestrian accidents, and in the conduct-

ing of activities which safeguard pedes-

trians and make street use more con-

venient for them. Two hundred and thirty

cities and 23 States, to date, are entered

in the contest, the school section of

which began with the opening of the

1930-40 school term.

Many outstanding facts about pedes-

trian accidents and the legal, educational,

engineering and enforcement activities

necessary to promote pedestrian safety

and convenience are contained in a new
booklet, "Pedestrian Protection," now
available through AAA Motor Clubs

or the American Automobile Association.

Two out of three persons killed in traffic

crashes in cities are pedestrians—and

even in rural areas one-third of those

killed are afoot. W hile the driver must
accept blame in a good many of these

accidents, we cannot let the pedestrian

go scot-free. As a matter of fact, he does

some of the craziest things imaginable,

just as though he expected a guardian

angel to be on the job beside him every

second of the time. He crosses streets

from between parked cars, against the

signal light, diagonally, and without

looking. On the open highway many
folks still walk on the right-hand side

where without a periscope they can't

tell what's coming up behind them.

If everyone on the rural highway would
walk on the left side and carry or wear

something light-colored or a reflector

device, the rural toll for walkers would

be reduced considerably.

Legionnaires, here's a challenge to

you! Not only to safeguard yourself as

a walker, and members of your family

and circle of friends, but others in your

community! Pedestrian safety is now
being spotlighted. It offers Legion-

naires and Posts an opportunity to do a

constructive safety job for the com-
munity. Your National Headquarters

has indicated {Continued on page 52)
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* HELP SELL AMERICA

TO AMERICANS!

Show This Patriotic

Film FREE of Charge
Enthusiastic and encouraged audiences have stood and
cheered after witnessing the new sound-motion picture,

"REFLECTING OUR CONFIDENCE IN THE FUTURE
OF AMERICA." Anheuser-Busch are proud of this film,

because it makes a definite contribution to the well-being

of our America— and is recognized as such.

This picture is a dramatic American Movement to sell

America to Americans— and the more Americans that

see it the better. Nobody can see and hear this presenta-

tion without having his confidence and courage bol-

stered. Use it. You are welcome to it.

There is no charge or rental of any kind for the use

of this film. Fill in and mail the coupon today— right

now— and complete details about how to obtain it will

be sent to you promptly.

ANHEUSER - BUSCH
ST. LOUIS

si

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, ST. LOUIS
Dept. B-102

Without obligation to me, please send full information about how
I can arrange a free-of-charge showing of your sound-motion picture.

Name .

Address.

Organization I represents

1 I plan showing on or about-

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

If you have an excess of acid waste in your blood
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may be over-worked
These tiny niters and tubes are working day and night
to help Nature rid your system of poisonous waste.
When functional kidney disorder permits poisonous

matter to remain in the blood, you won't feel well.

This may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up nights,
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches and
dizziness. If you have trouble with frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning, there may be
something wrong with your kidneys or bladder.

Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
your druggist for Doan's Pills, used successfully by
millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief and
will help the 1 5 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

WORK FOR

GOVERNMENT
$1260 to $2100 Year

TO START
Ex-Service Men
pet preference /

/Exempt from
age limits.

6676 Ex-Service
Men appointed
1938 Fiscal Year.

Get ready
immediately

Mail Coupon '

Today— /
'SURE /

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. RI80

Rochester. N. Y.

/ Rush FREE list of V. S.

» Government his pay dependable
.fOHS. 3'.!-|>;iS(' book describing
salaries, hours, work. Tell me all

about preference to Ex-Service men
and how to <iuallfy for one of these

Jobs.
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"Bring Tourself Back ^Alive

{Continued from page §i)

a genuine interest in this program, and
your National Commander, Stephen F.

Chadwick, is one of fourteen national

leaders who sent messages to the Ameri-

can Automobile Association urging action

on pedestrian safety problems.

What about the highway? We hear

lots of people saying

that the highway itself

is only a small factor in

crashes. With this state-

ment I cannot agree.

Oh, yes, it is theoreti-

cally possible for folks

to use almost any kind

of highway without ac-

cident. But from a

practical point of view,

considering modern
cars, general ranges of

speed at which they are

driven, and traffic con-

ditions, drivers have a

right to ask: "How
suitable are the highway

conditions under which

we are forced to oper-

ate? Have our highways

kept pace with the de-

velopment of the motor

car and the increases in

traffic?"

For a very consider-

able percentage of our

highways the answer is no. The occu-

pants of the sedan which smashed

against that culvert head just two feet

off the concrete surface were victims of a

situation which has not kept pace with

modern traffic needs. Harry Tucker,

Professor of Highway Engineering of

North Carolina State College, has indi-

cated that "road and street conditions

are contributing factors in about thirty

percent of all traffic accidents."

Within the past year I have taken two

extensive trips from Washington over

major highways. Here are some of the

bad features noted: Blind curves and

hilkrests, deep ruts at the edge of the

hard pavement, shoulders too narrow

and not in good condition, culvert heads

too close to my right wheels, and bad

spots unprotected by guard rails. Dan-
gerous curves—and many, of them;

sharp ones, curves with no banking or

"dishing," curves with no warning signs

or ones that I couldn't read at night.

Railroad grade crossings without ade-

quate warning signs or signals. At two

or three places I was practically on the

tracks before f realized that there was a

grade crossing. Narrow roads carrying

traffic heavy enough to warrant four

lanes.

Now, we mustn't blame the highway

engineers, for we've got a fine group in

most of our States. They want to do a

good job and they know how to do it.

They want to make curves safer, to

build better shoulders, wide enough so

that a car can stand off the traffic lane

entirely when it is stopping or broken

down. They want to remove those

damnable culvert heads. They want to

COR6AO£
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Did you know you had ants in your plants?"

separate the directions of travel on the

main highways so that there is a comfort-

ing "no-man's-land" between vehicles

traveling in opposite direction. They
want to build better intersections, in

some places to separate the grades.

They know that we need better signs

and markings and that many of them
should be made effective at night by
illumination or use of reflector buttons.

They want to build better guard rails.

In certain places they desire to illuminate

the highways with modern effective types

of illumination. They want to put in

highway sidewalks where needed. They
know that these improvements will re-

duce accidents.

Clarence Taylor, Traffic Engineer of

the State of Massachusetts, found that

on the type of so-called "divided high-

way" there were only half as many acci-

dents per million vehicle miles for four

lanes as when the four lanes had no "no-

man's-land" in between. Lots of money
is being collected from the motorists.

It should all be spent for highways, and

a good proportion of it to eliminate the

worst of the existing hazards.

What about this matter of speed?

The statement that speed in itself is not

a cause of accidents leads to faulty reason-

ing. If a perfect driver had a faultless

car on a perfect highway all to himself,

his speed wouldn't cause an accident.

But the actual picture is very different

from that. Existing conditions impose

very severe limitations on speeds which

are reasonable. WT

e get mixed up by
thinking about speeds in terms of maxi-

mum limitations of miles per hour.

Going too fast for existing conditions is

the worst accident-
breeder there is.

Until recently many
car manufacturers were

advertising automobiles

built for speeds of eighty

miles an hour or more.

They're not advertising

high speed any more,

thank goodness. They
deserve a lot of credit

for cutting that out, be-

cause it induced lots of

folks to try to make the

car go at that speed.

They tried it on high-

ways built for speeds

of not more than thirty

or forty miles an hour,

and they were flirting

with death at sixty,

seventy or eighty. More
than that, the drivers

themselves, most of

them, weren't quick-

thinking and quick-

acting enough, didn't

have the judgment, to drive at those

speeds even in the daytime. And at

night, so many of us frequently out-

drive our headlights. We just can't see

well enough at night to go at the speeds

that many people drive. That's one rea-

son why night accidents have increased

so greatly. More than half of our fatali-

ties occur at night, despite the fact that

there is very much less traffic at that

time. Do you know that four out of five

fatal accidents involving adult pedes-

trians occurred during darkness hours

between 5:00 p. M. and 1:00 A. M.

This matter of speed is an especially

important factor in rural areas. Nearly

two out of three fatalities now occur out

in the country. Again there are numerous
factors involved, but plain going too

fast for conditions is one of the main ones.

O

LEET us look a little bit further at what

to do with the driver himself. For

many years organizations such as the

American Automobile Association have

been sponsoring driver's-license laws.

Forty-six States and the District of

Columbia now have such laws, with

forty-three of them having provisions

for examining drivers before a license is

issued to them. Three more States issue

licenses but do not have an examina-

tion. One State licenses chauffeurs only,

while two still have no license law what-
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soever. I suggest you check up on what
your State has. If it hasn't a good law,

whose fault is it?

"Oh, we don't want our liberty curbed

in any way like that," some may say.

A good license law, properly adminis-

tered, is a protection to the motoring

public. Perhaps it does involve some
bother and may cost you a little some-

thing. But don't forget that there is a

lot of bother and cost involved in paying

for accidents and in lying around a hospi-

tal for several months.

If the driver's-license law is going to

mean all it should, we've got to be more
firm in the suspension and revocation

of licenses. Drunken drivers, hit-and-

run drivers, repeaters of serious viola-

tions and others who will not accept

their responsibility, must be ruled off

the road. Ticket-fixing and other forms

of using influence to evade discipline

just don't go with greatly improved acci-

dent records. There is also great need

of simplification and improvement in

court procedure in traffic cases.

The three cities which stand out as

national leaders, have brought down their

toll from well above twenty deaths to

less than seven deaths per 100,000 in the

last five years—Evanston, Providence

and Milwaukee—deserve honorable men-
tion. They're doing a bang-up, all-round

job.

The sooner we Americans realize that

we are not going to win this peace-time

war wherever we have inadequate per-

sonnel in police, highway patrols, traffic

engineers, and judges on the bench, the

sooner we're going to see big reductions

in the toll.

Certainly more traffic personnel is

needed, but a more important matter is

proper training of those we have. I sug-

gest you check up and find out in your

own community how many traffic officers

are actually out patroling highways

where the serious accidents are largely

occurring. Find out how many of them
are assigned day after day to relatively

minor and unimportant details. Find out

whether your chief of police has a strategy

board which compiles accident records

and uses them, finds out where the worst

spots are, what the worst hours of the

day are, what violations are causing the

most trouble, and then concentrates on

these problems. Most police chiefs would

be glad to have help in this serious situa-

tion. They're not so hot about having

their men out marking chalk on a lot of

parked cars when they know that lives

can be saved.

THE most basic need in this whole

picture is for better education in

traffic and safety. Teachers of grade-

school children have shown all the rest

of us that by effective educational work

the death toll can be reduced. In the

last ten years fatalities among school

children have gone down a bit. while for

adults they have practically doubled.

Now the high (Continued on page ^4)

Does your breath broadcast

w
I WEA
FALSE
TEETH
Avoid "Denture-Breath"

and "Tell-Tale Stains"

KEEP PLATES LIKE NEW WITH POLIDENT
Two things can tell everyone your teeth

are false—just as surely as if you shouted it

—STAINS AND DENTURE BREATH !

But you can prevent both. It's easy to do
with Polident. This remarkable powder
cleans and purines like new—without brush-

ing, acid or danger. Your plate or remov-

able bridge will look better and feel better—

your mouth feel fresher—and breath sweeter.

Mi/lions Praise It

People who have false teeth too often

suffer from denture breath "—one of the

most offensive of breath odors. You won't

know if you have it—but others will Vet

millions have now learned that daily use of

Polident prevents denture breath — when
brushing and soaking in mouth washes
often won't!

Why not try Polident today and see?

Long-lasting can only 30? at any drug store.

And your money back if not delighted. Ap-
proved by Good Housekeeping Bureau and
thousands of leading dentists everywhere.

Hudson Products Inc., New York, N. Y.

Cleans and Purifies Without Brushing
Add a little Polident powder to V2 glass water. Stir.

Then put in plate or bridge tor 10 to 15 minutes. Rinse
—and it's ready to use.

pouDcnr msm

if Phone Service Stops

Flashlights Must WORK

ANIGHT storm deranges telephone service. To restore the emergency
value of your phone, it is vital for the lineman's flashlight to work.

As with your own Winchester flashlight, there's no question about that

when the batteries are Winchester Hi-Power. They are FRESH — each

cell dated. Each has a modern plastic Super Seal (patented) which
safely locks in its power— also prevents accidental outside short-

circuit . . . Buy Winchester Hi-Power batteries, for dependable every-

day and emergency service— and make more use of your flashlight.

inn% i:ii[:iJ.iiiiiii,.':i l H;iiw

173°/» WINCHESTER NO. 1511 PERFORMANCE

Winchester No. 1511 Hi-Power Battery performance vs. U.S.

Bureau ot Standards test specifications
W-BI0la-F-3c) for size "D" flashlight cells.

WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY
Department 9-FC Division of Western Cartridge Co. New Haven, Conn.

r.'.FiVHiiiin,',Fjaiag^wmCfi£5T£R\ GUNS AND AMMUNITION
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"Bring Yourself Back zAlive

schools are teaching traffic safety. For

well over three years my Association

has been busy developing materials for

high school courses in traffic safety 'and

driving.

When it comes to educating adults we

don't have the formal educational proc-

ess in the schools to fall back on, and

it is a much harder job. We've got to do

it, nevertheless. It can't be done with

temporary drives or safety weeks. There

must be well-planned and permanent

programs of continuing education through

newspapers, radio, motion pictures,

schools for drivers and violators' schools,

and the magazines. Using your intluence

to get better driving and more careful

walking will help save lives.

Perhaps you're going to take a trip.

Driving on that long business trip—to

{Continued from page jj)

the national parks—on that long-de-

ferred fishing jaunt—to see grandma

—

or to the convention? And taking the

wife and kids along? Well, why not pin

these suggestions in your hat? They may
help to bring you back alive:

Take it easy. Don't try to cover too

much ground in one day. It's less hazard-

ous—and less expensive—not to drive

too fast. Stop and relax once in a while.

(Jet clear off the road and get out and

stretch.

Obey signs and signals. Failure to do

so accounts for a huge share of the acci-

dents. Road signals—and hand signals,

(living a friendly hand signal is a part of

the game when you're going to stop,

change lanes, or turn.

Watch overtaking and passing. Yes, it's

better to wait until you're sure you can

safely pass that car or truck ahead,

especially at curves and on hills.

Sun down—slow down. A wise motto

for motorists. You just can't see as well

after dark. Remember, more than half

the traffic deaths occur during darkness.

And don't take a chance of going to

sleep t the wheel. Once is too often.

Take care of your car. Be fair to the

old bus. She's doing the. best she can.

Keep brakes, steering apparatus and
motor in good order. A tire worn to the

fabric is mighty expensive economy if it

blows out.

Be a road sportsman. Don't hog the

road, don't be impatient, don't crowd.

And say—be kind to poor, unarmored
pedestrians. They deserve consideration.

Remember, you're a pedestrian most of

the time.

own funds for the care and relief of

needy veterans and their families. They
were also surprised to learn that some

families had been carried on their relief

rolls for as long as eight years. The regular

Post funds for relief purposes are supple-

mented by a monthly collection of five

cents per person from fellow employes

who have an interest in the welfare work,

and the administration and distribution

is carried on by volunteers, eliminating

overhead.

In addition to heavy contributions

made each year to the New York County

(Continued from page ji)

welfare fund, Metropolitan Post has

contributed approximately $25,000 to

The American Legion Mountain Camp
at Tupper Lake, which included a heat-

ing plant, trucks and cash contributions.

The Post also gave a cabin to the Ameri-

can Legion Children's Camp at Roosa
Gap, New York. Its entertainment com-

mittee stages a monthly show at one of

the Veterans' Hospitals in the New
York City area, put on with professional

talent.

At the end of its twentieth year, says

Past Commander Mclntyre, the average

weekly welfare expenditure is $100. The
Post has a membership of three hundred
and forty.

Big Day in Havana

JULY 4th is always a big day in Ha-
vana, Cuba, when Havana Post puts

on its celebration in honor of the day and
also in honor of the children of the Ameri-

can and British nationals resident in that

city. This year the celebration was staged

on the spacious grounds of the National

Hotel with two hundred and eighty-

The twelve Past Commanders of 71st Infantry Post, New York City, represent-

ing twenty years of Legion service, at a meeting of the Post held in their honor
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StartaNeighborhood

Business Sail

three children present. The adults

swelled the crowd to well above the five

hundred mark. "The Legion takes this

opportunity to keep the Fourth alive in

the minds of American children who,

living in a foreign country, do not get the

same chance as those who live in the

United States," says Past Commander
C. C. FitzGerald, "and to remember and
to know the days which are held sacred

in our history. Havana Post celebrates

Armistice Day and George Washington's

birthday with dinner dances, while on

Memorial Day services are held at The
American Legion Mausoleum."

The Old Seventy-First

VETERANS of the old 71st Infantry

in Xew York City banded together

to form a Post of The American Legion in

1910 and that Post has celebrated its

twentieth anniversary with all of its

twelve Past Commanders still in active

membership and actively interested in

Post work. Though the old regiment has

long since lost its designation—it was

consolidated with the 2d Regiment to

form the 105th Infantry, 27th Division

—

the spirit of the 7 1st lives on. Three of the

Past Commanders, Messrs. Maslin, Pot-

ter and Kuehnle, are old files who served

with the 71st in Cuba in 1898. Past Com-
manders in the accompanying picture,

which was taken at the observance of the

most recent Past Commander's night, in

order of service are: H. Maslin, F. Potter,

S. Bulkley, A. G. RolandeUi, J. J. Mc-
Aleet, F. C. Kuehnle, P. G. Flynne,

E. Dames, J. Jurgenson, C. Strickler,

J. A. Walker, and F. Cahir.

Knights of JVoodeii Shoes

HERE is a new one—the Knights of

the Wooden Shoes, created by
Prospect Park (New Jersey) Memorial

Post. Says Charles A. Lenge, Jr., Post

Publicity Officer: "The Post is located in

a community made up of people whose

forebears came from the Netherlands

and, of course, came to be known as the

'wooden shoe Post.' Later, when the

officers sought to create some special

reward for distinguished service to the

Post, the 'Kniglits of the Wooden Shoes'

came into existence. Only Legionnaires

who have performed some service to the

Post or act of special merit are admitted

to membership. A special initiation cere-

mony has been devised, designed to es-

tablish good fellowship and impress the

newly-created Knight with the dignity

of the honor conferred on him. The official

badge is an elaborate thing—a piece of

bright colored awning cloth the size of a

dollar bill, on which a wooden shoe is

suspended by a horse-blanket safety pin.

About twenty Knights have been created

and the organization has been received

with favor at public meetings where the

members have appeared wearing their

wooden shoes and sporting the insignias

of membership. "{Continued on page 36)

FOOD
markable Plan is largely due to the
powerful appeal of good things to
eat. Practically everyone loves deli-
cious pies, biscuits, puddings, and
other food delights.

Big Cash Profits for Men and Women

Here's your big chance! Everybodv must buy
food. Own a profitable neighborhood FOOD ROUTE.
A wonderful opportunity to make good money all
year 'round—full or part time. Complete Valuable
Outfit, including large assortment of regular full-
size packages, FREE to reliable persons. I give
everything needed to start making money at once!
You positively need no experience.
Weekly profits grow as you expand your route of

regular users. And you can build your business onmy capital. The nation-wide success of my re-

Why not cash in on this universal appeal of
appetizing foods? Why not enjoy the exclusive
right to all the profits to be made in your
neighborhood? Write NOW for my Free Offer!
In addition to foods, this nationally known
line includes over 100 other quick selling,
steady repeating home necessities—all abso-
lutely guaranteed. Besides the money you make—you can save money by getting home neces-
sities for your own use at wholesale prices.

My valuable Free Outfit contains, not only
full-sized packages, but trial samples, advertis-
ing material, a big, beautiful catalog, my time-
tested and proven Plan, and everything else
needed to start making money. Write at once
for this sincere offer made by an old reliable
company. Mail the coupon TODAY! E. J. Mills,
President, 7978 Monmouth Ave., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Valuable
Complete
Outfit

RUSH COUPON for FREE OFFER

I

Mr. E. J. Mills. President
7!)7Si Monmouth Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio
Please mail me full particulars about your

offer of a complete Free Outfit and tell me how
I can start making money at once on a Local
Food Route of my own.

Name

Address

MIDWESTFACTORY'TO-yOl/

Here's today's biggest ra-
dio value the 1940
TELEVIS ION-ADAPTED
Midwest—at sensation-
ally low factory-to-you
price. Exciting foreign
reception. Absolute satis-
faction guaranteed on
money-back basis. Send
lc postcard for FREE 1940
catalog. (User-agents
make easy extra money!)
See Midwest's Answer to TRADE-INS!

MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION
DEPT. BQQiB CINCINNATI. OHIO

put this 1940

I4TUBE
CHASSIS IN YOUR
PRESENT CABINETm

96/
BURNS

'Amazingrnew Radiant Heater
makes its own pas—no piping—no installation—portable-
carry it anywhere.Gives room
full of clean penetrating heat
like sunshine, for only 1 He an
hour. Hotter than gas or elec-
tricity at l-10th the cost. No
emoke, soot, ashes or odor.

Qfl DAYS' TRIAL! EnjoyOU RADIANT HEAT for a
month at our
risk. Write
for Free par-
ticulars of
trialoffer.

AGENTS
Write for Big
Monev-Msk-
ing Finn.

AID A* C 1 1 C I
AKRON LAMPS, MFG. CO.AIR -4'- FUEL IJ20 High St., Akron, Ohio

YOUR LATEST ADDRESS?
IS the address to which this copy of THE AMERICAN LEGION MAGAZINE was
mailed correct for all near future issues? If not, please fill in this coupon and mail

THE AMERICAN LEGION MAGAZINE, 777 No. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Until further notice, my mailing address for The American Legion Magazine is

—

new address

Name
( PLEASE PRINT )

1939 membership card no.

Address

City_ .State.

Post No..

Address

City

Dept..
OLD ADDRESS

.State.
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{Continued from page 55)

brands combined!
'Cars up to 5 years old

(SEE PACE 41 )

i-WAHTED-MEN-i
to cast Christmas Goods, 5 and 10c Novelties, Toy
Autos. Vshtrays, etc. Can be done in any spare room,
basement or garage ami no experience necessary. A
rare opportunity to devote spare or full time to profit-

able work. Write Dept. 1).

METAL CAST PRODUCTS CO.
1696 Boston Road New York City

MewKind of
POTATO PEELER
Agents! - Sells Like Wild
Revolutionary invention replaces old-fashioned
paring knife. Peels potatoes faster, easier

—

without waste. Preserver vitamins and minerals.
Shreds cabbage long or short, equal thinness.
Slices vegetables, fruits uniformly. Grates,
garnishes, shells, cleans. Prevents cut fingers.
Stays sharp. Housewives wild about it. Low
priced. Lightning seller. AGENTS WANTED
KVEIiYWHEKE. Hutflrrs <hnn>»f) up!

SAMPLE OFFER SSftKSffcSS'fij!
Ity who writes. No ohliKaln-n Get .J.-tails. h<
/irnl—send in your nam.: TODAY.'
KRISTEE CO. 337 Bar St. Akron. Ohio Is* X

The American Legion

National Headquarters

Indianapolis, Indiana

Financial Statement

July 31, 1939

I ss<7 s

Cash on hand and on deposit J5 5+4,117.42

Notes and accounts receivable 29,431.33

Inventories 91,102.50

Invested funds 1,983,015.27

Permanent investments:
Overseas Graves Decoration Trust Fund. 204,176.35

Office building, Washington, D. C, less

depreciation 123,597.64

Furniture, fixtures and equipment, less

depreciation 32,312.64

Deferred charges 23,742.05

'

£3,031,495.20

/Alibi lilies. Deferred Re venue and Net Worth

Current liabilities $ 66,386.86

Funds restricted as to use 46.8S2.92

Deferred revenue 321,920.05

Permanent trust:

Overseas Graves Decoration Trust Fund . 204,176.35

Net Worth:
Restricted capital £1,920,833.54

Unrestricted capital 471.295.48 2.392.129.02

£3.031,495.20

"Of course wooden shoes have been
adopted as the official foot-gear for all

Knights; these shoes are painted a deep
orange, in honor of the reigning house
of the Netherlands, and bear the emblem
of The American Legion in proper colors

on the toe. The honor of knighthood
is much sought in New Jersey, and Pros-

pect Park Memorial Post, as a result,

is always assured of a selection of good
speakers for its patriotic celebrations."

I Shrapnel

FLINT City (Michigan) Post has just

elected Mrs. Herbert Fitzgerald,

former corporal, U. S. Marine Corps, as

its Commander for 1040. The Post is a

'bachelor' and Mrs. Fitzgera'd will com-
mand an outfit of men Legionnaires . . .

L. B. Faulk Post, Monroe, Louisiana,

recently fitted up an emergency truck for

use in time of disaster or great emergency.

One of its first calls was a most unusual

one—in which a woman's life hung in the

balance. Just as surgeons prepared to

operate on a woman in a case of great

urgency, the city lights failed and the

hospital was plunged into darkness. The
American Legion emergency truck was
hurried to the scene, and in five minutes

the lights were restored to the operating

room and the surgeons continued the

work. The operation was successful and

the woman recovered . . . Legion luck!

Believe it or not, but H. W. Wade, Chef

de Gare of Burlington, North Carolina,

Voiture vouches for the story—W. Banks
Horton, Past Commander of Yancey-

ville (North Carolina) Post, won the

first jackpot at a movie bank night; he

won the second drawing, but was not

I told him just what I'd done. 'Well,' he

said, 'I'll give you a letter to Colonel

Fifield over in Charlestown and perhaps

he'll take you.' The next day I went and
carried the letter to Colonel Fifield.

"He accepted me. But he wasn't quite

ready to go; he had haying to do; so I

stayed with him and helped him through

it, and then I started for the war."

Private Downing's first duty was the

guarding of wagons bound for Spring-

field. One day the whole column was set

on the run for reasons that were not clear

to Downing. His legs did their best, how-
ever, when an officer behind him yelled:

"Run, you little dog, or I'll spontoon

you!" Not desirous of being spontooned,

Private Downing ran, and soon found

there was a method in the madness. It

was not a retreat, but an attack. The

present to receive it; he also won the

third drawing, and when some one

yelled "crook," a fourth drawing was held

in the theater lobby. The winner—W.
Banks Horton . . . "The 'Back to the

Faith' story in the May issue of the

magazine gave me an idea," says Jack
Allan, Chairman of the Community
Betterment Committee of Hollywood
(California) Post. "I proceeded to have a

similar sign painted on a board situated

on a lot adjoining our clubhouse. The
board was dedicated on July 1st with

representatives of Protestant, Catholic

and Jewish faiths present." . . . Fox
Valley Post, of Aurora, Illinois, has just

dedicated a splendid new home. The
funds for purchase were raised by a series

of dances and benefits. At the dedication

exercises, when Department Commander
Edward damage was the principal

speaker, a plaque was unveiled bearing

the names of the twenty-one charter

members, and special honor was paid to

the founders. . . . The drum and bugle

corps of Albert J. Hamilton Post, Belling-

ham, Washington, led a contingent of

nearly three hundred Legionnaires to

Vancouver, B. C, to welcome King
George and Queen Elizabeth. The
nationally known corps, which was desig-

nated as the official honor guard of the

American Embassy, was received by the

royal couple with gracious approval.

. . . Another believe it or not! Arthur

C. Routzong, business manager of the

Pocatello, Idaho, Cardinals, a Pioneer

League baseball team included in the

farm system of the St. Louis Cardinals,

reports that thirteen of the fifteen boys

on the team got their start in Legion

Junior Baseball. Boyd B. Stutler

column surprised a British train, captur-

ing it without an exchange of shots, ap-

parently, for Downing made no mention

of gunfire.

There were several hogsheads of rum
in the convoy, and these became the

spoil of the commissioned personnel. But

during the night a wily sergeant managed
to garner a supply for distribution among
the "other ranks." "All we wanted,"

reported Downing, "was to live like the

officers, not any better."

Subsequently his command was trans-

ferred to the Mohawk Valley of New
York, under Benedict Arnold. Downing's

estimate of Arnold is sufficiently accurate

and sufficiently well expressed to stand as

a final summary of that murky and con-

tradictory personality:

"A bloody fellow he was. He didn't

The jQist Eight
(Continued from page 27)
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care for nothing. He'd ride right in. It

was 'Come on, boys!'
—

'twasn't 'Go on,

boys!' He was as brave a man as ever

lived. He was dark-skinned, with black

hair, and of middling height. There

wasn't any waste timber in him. He was a

stern-looking man, but kind to his

soldiers. They didn't treat him right. He
ought to have had Burgoyne's sword.

But he ought to have been true."

Downing fought at Saratoga. "We got

Burgoyne where we wanted him," he

declared succinctly, "and he gave up. He
saw there was no use in fighting it out.

There's where I call 'em gentlemen. Bless

your body, we had gentlemen to fight with

in those days. When they were whipped

they gave up. It isn't so now."

Soldiers and civilians of a later genera-

tion — soldiers particularly — will note

that, disregarding Private Downing's

naive definition of a gentleman as some-

one who gives up when whipped, it is

never the most recent war that produces

the finest flower of chivalry.

Downing was at Yorktown, "right

opposite Washington's headquarters,"

and had a sufficient number of glimpses

of the Commander-in-Chief to make his

brief description of him important: "He
was a fine-looking man, but you never

got a smile out of him." Downing's final

touch of reminiscence is memorable:

"When peace was declared we burnt

thirteen candles in every hut, one for

each State."

The most notable of the veterans inter-

viewed by Mr. Hillard had the least

notable war record. He was Daniel

Waldo, a native of Windham, Connect-

icut, who in 1855, at the age of ninety-

three, became chaplain of the House of

Representatives. Most of his brief serv-

ice was in his native State. In March,

1770, in his seventeenth year, he was

captured in a skirmish and confined for

some two months in New York City,

where, unfortunately for romance, he was

well-treated "with the exception of short

rations." He was released by exchange,

returned to Connecticut, graduated from

Yale College in 1788, and devoted the

remainder of his long life to preaching.

Reverend Mr. Hillard's next inter-

viewee, Lemuel Cook, was also a native

of Connecticut, spending his declining

days in Clarendon, New York. Born in

1759 in Cheshire in the Nutmeg State, he

was mustered in at Northampton,

Massachusetts, in 1775
—"Second Regi-

ment, Light Dragoons; Sheldon, Colonel

—Stanton, Captain." He served through-

out the war, being discharged at Dan-
bury, Connecticut, June 12, 1784. Much
of his reminiscence is hearsay—latrine

gossip, it seems, flourished as hardily in

1776 and thereabouts as it did in 1918

—

"it was reported that Washington was
going to storm New York." But where

Cook was reporting what he really saw he

is an excellent witness. He was present,

for example, at the actual surrender of the

British troops at Yorktown, and his eye-

witness account is vivid: "We were on a

kind of side hill. We had plaguey little to

eat and nothing to drink under heaven.

We hove up some brush to keep the flies

off. Washington ordered that there should

be no laughing at the British—said it was

bad enough to have to surrender without

being insulted. The army came out with

guns clubbed on their backs. They were

paraded on a great smooth lot, and there

they stacked their arms. When they see

the artillery they said, 'There, them's the

very guns that belonged to Burgoyne.'
"

And this touch is unforgettable:

"Greene (Nathanael) come from the

south'ard—the awfulest set you ever see.

Some, I presume, had a pint of lice on

'em. No boots or shoes."

One of Cook's graphic little recollec-

tions must be given in full:

"The first time I was ordered on sentry

duty was at Dobbs' Ferry on the Hudson

River. A man came out of a barn and

leveled his piece and fired. I felt the wind

of the ball. A soldier near me said, 'Lem,

they mean you; go on the other side of

the road.' So I went over and pretty soon

another man came out of the barn and

fired. He didn't come near me. Soon

another came out and fired. His ball

lodged in my hat. By this time the firing

had roused the camp, and a company of

our troops came on one side, and a party

of the French on the other; and they took

the men in the barn prisoners and brought

them in. They were Cow Boys. When
they brought the men in, one of them had

the impudence to ask, 'Is the man here

we fired at just now?' 'Yes,' said Major

Tallmadge, 'there he is, that boy.' Then
he told how they had each laid out a

crown, and agreed that the one who
brought me down should have the three.

When he got through with his story, I

stepped to my holster and took out my
pistol, and said, 'If I've been a mark to

you for money, it's my turn now. So

deliver your money, or your life.' He
handed over four crowns and I got three

more from the other two."

The phrase "cow boys" requires ex-

planation. The region directly north of

New York City, Westchester County,

now a rich suburban area from which a

commuting army of tens of thousands

storm the metropolis every morning and

back into which it retreats every night,

was known as the "neutral ground" be-

cause it was precisely that. Inevitably it

was an area in which considerable law-

lessness flourished. Probably its supreme

nuisances, so far as the residents them-

selves were concerned, were the roving

bands of marauders—"cow boys"—who
rounded up cattle and drove them to New-

York for sale to the British. It was while

on the lookout for "cow boys" that three

casual Yankee guards (who happened to

be playing cards at the moment) were

able to stop Major John Andre and
thereby probably preserved the inde-

pendence of the United States.

Closest of all to General Washington
in the group was Alexander Milliner,

aged 104. At (Continued on page 38)
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The J^ast Eight
(Continued from page 57)

the time of Mr. Millard's interview

with him there was a dispute between
the old soldier and the Washington
authorities as to when and where he

enlisted, but it is incontestable that he

did serve, and as a drummer boy.

Milliner was the son of an English gold-

smith who accompanied General Wolfe's

force to Canada and who fell with his

chief in the moment of victory on the

Plains of Abraham. The widow subse-

quently moved to New York and re-

married. The idea of a British soldier

bringing his wife to a war loses some of its

oddity when one learns that during the

Revolution the widow herself accom-
panied her drummer-boy son in his

travels.

One must take several of Milliner's

observations with a grain of salt, due to

his age and to his kindly efforts to be a

responsive witness to Mr. Hillard's well-

intended promptings. One may accept or

not his statements that Washington
patted him on the cheek and called him
"his own boy," and that "on a bitter

cold morning" the Commander-in-Chief

gave him "a drink from his own flask,"

without in the slightest degree impugning

Milliner's honest wish to have the record

straight. But the following incident is so

circumstantial one may be permitted to

accept it:

"One day the General sent for me to

come up to his headquarters. 'Tell him,'

he sent word, 'that he needn't fetch his

drum with him.' The Life Guard came
out and paraded, and the roll was called.

There was one Englishman, Bill Dor-

chester. The General said to him: 'Come,

Bill, play us up this 'ere Yorkshire tune.'

When he got through the General told me
to play. So I took the drum, overhauled

her, braced her up, and played a tune.

The General put his hand in his pocket

and gave me three dollars, then one and

another gave me more, so in all I got

fifteen dollars. I was glad of it; my
mother wanted some tea." Mrs. Milliner,

it appears, accompanied the troops as a
washerwoman in order to be near her

boy.

Washington's prowess with a silver

dollar is recalled by Milliner's recital of

this incident: "We were going along one

day, slow march, and came to where the

boys were jerking stones. 'Halt,' came the

command. 'Now, boys,' said the General,

T will show you how to jerk a stone.' He
beat 'em all. He smiled, but didn't

laugh out."

Shall we accept that story or not? The
picture of Washington that has come
down to us is of a strict but just soldier

—

the last man in the world who would stop

to "jerk stones" with his men. Yet he

knew the value of morale, none better,

and if he was certain of his prowess as a

stone-jerker, how could he better impress

his men than by offering them vivid

proof of it? Such a story would spread

through the army like wildfire (though

its credibility is not at all impaired by the

fact that only Alexander Milliner seems

to have handed it down to posterity) and
the memory of it might well have become

a vital factor in the instilling of that con-

fidence which is the basis of discipline.

Milliner was present at White Plains,

Brandywine, Saratoga, Monmouth (where

he received a flesh wound in the thigh),

and Yorktown. One may well credit this

vivid little incident of Burgoyne's sur-

render: "When the order came to ground

arms, one of the British soldiers exclaimed

with ?n oath, 'You are not going to have

my gun' and threw it violently on the

ground and smashed it."

And he was at Valley Forge. He recalls

"Lady Washington's" visit to that dis-

tressed spot, and the fact that "she used

thorns instead of pins on her clothes."

Milliner's service to his country did not

end with the end of the Revolution. He
spent more than five years in the new
United States Navy, three of them on the

Constitution. He was among those present

when, on February 20, 1814, that stanch
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old vessel fought the Cyane and the

Levant.

William Hutchings was just one hun-

dred when Mr. Hillard sought him out.

Born in 1764, he had enlisted in his native

State of Maine (then a district of Massa-

chusetts) in 1770, and did not serve out

of the State. But he was captured at the

>iege of Castine and anticlimactically re-

leased on account of his youth. It was no

fault of his that his military career was no

more glorious. Five years on top of his

fifteen would have made a lot of differ-

ence.

Adam Link, 102, died not long after

Mr. Hillard's interview with him. His

career proves that the Revolution was

something more than a shuttle involving

only Boston, New York, New Jersey and

coastal Virginia. Link enlisted in 1777 at

the age of fifteen at Wheeling, then in

Virginia, and his service was confined to

that then distant frontier. His father had

been killed by the Indians in his own
home, and the boy probably found as

much high excitement in his sector as

any of the other old-timers did in theirs.

His mind was hazy at the time Mr.
Hillard sought him out, and his recol-

lection were vague. .More is the pil_\ .

because his would have been a story far

removed from the orthodox channels of

Revolutionary reminiscence.

Old Adam Link has one other claim to

fame. He manifested a crotchety and un-

reasonable objection to having his

picture taken. Accordingly Mr. Hillard

suppressed his clerical conscience for a

moment and had Adam Link shot un-

beknownst. The result was perhaps the

first "candid camera" picture that was
ever taken.

Qet Tour Winning (colors!

(Co 11 1in ucd from page 19)

material. Furthermore, material in these

times is universally ready for working in

a football sense.

There are good secondary schools to

give the colleges foundation. There are

great high school leagues, some of them

state-wide in scope, that produce some

very real stars ready for the final college

polish, and capable of taking on a very

high gloss.

"All-Scholastic" is a familiar term in

these times, and some of these lads don't

have to wait for college for their fame.

Consider the case of Northwestern 's

famed Bill De Correvont, for instance.

This young man came pretty close to

being the most highly publicized player

of the year two seasons ago despite the

fact that he was still but a senior in a

Chicago high school.

The stiffening of the average college

schedule in recent years is another major

factor in the general difficulty of "picking

the winner." It's no longer customary at

most addresses to lead off with push-

overs. What were first called "suicide

schedules," and popularized first, per-

haps, by Notre Dame are now growing

standard.

Tenser times and the growing tendency

of the public to shop for its athletic enter-

tainment as well as its other luxuries may
have had something to do with this, but

the fact remains that even before things

came so tragically unboomed, audiences

were becoming bored with the spectacle

of recurrent waves of fresh big college

strength washing over the thin red line of

some exhausted little fellow with one

first-string eleven and three or four

spares on the bench.

The modern tendency seems to be

toward fewer games but stiffer ones,

shorter schedules, but all shooting

matches.

OCTOBER, 1939

And the result of all this? Well, look at

last year. We don't have to go further, for

last year was typical of all modern years

—this one included.

Before the shelling began in the season

of 1938, all the prophets, major and
minor, volunteer and professional, seemed

agreed upon certain principal facts.

Pittsburgh undoubtedly would be "the

national team." Equipped with "the

dream backfield" of Goldberg, Cassiano,

Stebbins and Chickerneo, behind two

All-America ends in Bill Daddio and

Fabe Hoffman, lacking a bit of experience

in the line but big, powerful and fast

moving, Dr. John Bain Sutherland's was
unquestionably to be the gridiron's No. 1

powerhouse.

There were other good teams to be

sure. There were Cornell, Dartmouth and

Fordham in the East; Ohio State, Minne-

sota and Illinois in the Big Ten. Jimmy
Phelan's Washington Sun Dodgers were

the standouts on the Coast, with South-

ern California and Stanford right up there

with them. Denver, Utah and the

Whizzer-Whiteless, but still potent, Colo-

rado U. were the red hots of the Rockies,

while down in the Southwest where they

wean 'em on footballs now instead of six-

shooter slugs, it would be Rice, Texas

A. & M., Texas Christian, Baylor and

Southern Methodist.

The Missouri Valley offered Nebraska,

Kansas, Oklahoma and Kansas State;

Deep Dixie had Louisiana State, Auburn,

Alabama and possibly Tulane, Vander-

bilt and Tennessee. In the Near South, it

was North Carolina with North Carolina

State and Duke not many parasangs

behind.

If anybody'd been asked to venture a

guess as to which individual might use

the national gridiron as a personal stage

after the fashion {Continued on page 60)
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{Continued frow page 50)

of Grange, or Booth, or Berwanger, Cap-

tain Robert MacLeod, of Dartmouth, six

feet, 2 inches of self-starting thunder-

bolt, who'd never tasted defeat, not

even in high school, would undoubted-

ly have got the nomination. Most critics

gave it to him anyhow. Captain Mac-
Leod was a halfback, and a holy hum-
dinger. His team was veteran and hadn't

been trounced since early October of

1936.

And then, in a blare of bands, and to

the rocketing rhythm of cheers, the entire

parade teed off!

From the first bloop of the first kick

on every front in the nation, Madrid with

Franco at the gates or Albania the day

Mussolini came calling was a quiet Sab-

bath at Aunt Mary's in comparison!

The debris was knee deep after the

first general salvo, and in not much more

than a month, almost no recognizable

landmark was left on the horizon in any

direction.

Face down, at the very first blaze of the

guns, dropped Illinois, Washington,

Southern California, Stanford, Rice, Ne-

braska, Kansas State, Louisiana State

and Tulane. The next round took Ohio

State, Kansas, Auburn, Georgia Tech,

North Carolina State and some more.

The third salvo caught Fordham, Cor-

nell, Texas A. & M., Northwestern and

North Carolina.

And so it went until practically the

entire proud array lay in rubble and

wreckage all over the terrain.

When it was all over, not Pittsburgh,

nor Washington, nor mighty Minnesota,

but Duke's defensive Blue Devils pos-

sessed the one perfect record amongst the

nation's big fellows, and instead of those

leaders nominated by the valiant pre-

dictors, top sectional teams were the

likes of Texas Christian, Oklahoma and

the Tennessee Volunteers.

And after the various Bowl engage-

ments, if they can be considered an in-

tegral part of the football season, Duke
had been belted out by twice-beaten

Southern California, Oklahoma had been

hog tied by Tennessee, and Texas

Christian's routine triumph over the

"Eastern Champion," Carnegie Tech,

made it seem obvious that Texas Christian

vs. Tennessee would have been the prime

football engagement of the entire cam-

paign.

And, although Dartmouth's Bob Mac-

Leod was a unanimous choice with the

All-America selectors, and although he

did play magnificent football, the little

tyke who completely stole the national

show in the individual sense was the

famed "L'il David" O'Brien of the Purple

and White Texas Christians. For almost

a month they were flying him all over

the country to accept cups, citations and

other tokens of superlative stardom.

As for the experts, they were where

Moses was when the light went out!

And, although last season could proba-

bly stand very well as a preview of this

one, which will again see the dope kicked

all over the lot, we experts, with heads

bloody but unbowed, have emerged like

groundhogs from the holes we sought as

cover, and are prepared again to try the

trick.

We see, in case you're interested, the

Catholic colleges in charge in the East,

principally Fordham, Holy Cross and

Boston College. Pittsburgh has powerful

material left, but Coach Sutherland's

resignation—really to accept a potent

post on the Coast—and all the excite-

ment surrounding it, may have its effect

in that particular camp. Cornell, despite

heavy graduations, should have another

fine team. Nothing much can be expected

of Harvard, Yale or Dartmouth. Prince-

ton may surprise, and Brown is about to

wake up after a long hibernation.

In the Midwest, it's going to be

Michigan, with Northwestern not far

back and Minnesota very dangerous.

Likewise, watch Wisconsin in that Con-

ference. And Notre Dame, which almost

went the full distance last year, is likely

to do it this time. On the Coast, I like

Stanford, which has practically all of last

year's injured team back, plus the recruits

from her first undefeated freshman team

since 1021. But Southern Cal is again a

power out on that slope. Nebraska, Texas

Christian, Tennessee and North Carolina

are again nominees in their respective

zones.

Asked to pick the standout team, I'd

say Notre Dame, second choice Michigan.

The outstanding individual player?

Harmon, of Michigan, or Saggau of

Notre Dame, and don't forget that this

is the first year of intercollegiate eligi-

bility of young De Correvont at North-

western. If he can duplicate in Wildcat

spangles what he showed on high school

fields, his will be a record to hang in the

All-Time halls beside those of Grange,

Thorpe, Nevers and Mahan. He appears

to have everything that's required, but

his coach, Lynn Waldorf, has publicly

asked that not too much be expected of

the lad at first. That tremendous publicity

gives the young sophomore a back-

breaking burden to shoulder.

Football is hard to predict because

there's nothing static about it. Handi-

cappers rating horses have certain con-

stants they can depend upon. But foot-

ball changes with each year, bringing

new faces, new situations, often new

systems, and nobody, no matter how

experienced, can tell what a team or even

a player will do from merely a look as it

or he stands ready to go.

But, whereas the field of individual

prediction is entered at the predictor's
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own risk, the field of pointing general

facts and trends and developments is

something else again. The ground there

isn't mined in any quarter.

This commentator therefore feels no

qualms in predicting that this season will

bring you another pyrotechnical display

of fine offensive football, a thrilling brand

of the game where again both teams will

be scoring, with a lot of emphasis on open

play, and some great forward passing.

Not over a dozen years ago a crisis of

sorts had overtaken football. The rule

makers are always at some pains to pre-

serve the balance between offense and

defense, but the defense at that time had

overtaken the offense. Low scores, drab

ties and a dull show in general was the

result. Only real students of a sport,

possessed of scientific minds, are satisfied

with skillful feinting and fencing. The
average customer wants action. In foot-

ball, it's touchdowns.

A more liberal interpretation of the

pass laws and a little applied thinking

upon the part of the offensive coaches

remedied th't matter before it was too

late. But two years ago, the jitters re-

turned because of the sudden uncropping

of an old defensive wrinkle wearing a new
coat of paint and known as "the five-man

line."

Its mechanics were simple but they

likewise were deadly to a general offen-

"That reminds me
my overcoat out of

to get

hock."

sive system caught entirely unprepared.

The five-man line consisted of exactly

that on the defensive side of the scrim-

mage line, with the two other members
of the defending line, usually the strong-

est two, loitering about a yard back and
standing up so they could see.

W hen the offensive team came out of

its huddle and went into the formation

from which it planned to run its play, one

of the defenders called a defense signal

and they all shifted so as to match
strength against strength, the two back

laggers hopping up into the line with their

compatriots, sometimes even reinforced

by the defensive fullback. Thus, instead

of a five-man line, it was usually a six-, a

seven-, or even an eight-man line before

the play got away.

The dynamite in this was that it gave

the other team no chance to change its

signals. It had no opportunity to do this

unless it went back into another huddle,

and then, even provided it could beat the

time limit, it would face exactly the same
thing all over again.

It was doubly deadly because it con-

fused the blocking assignments of the

offensive players. Carefully schooled to

run definite routes predicated upon the

theory that they'd contact the opposition

at certain precise places and in certain

precise numbers, the linemen of the side

with the football were completely discon-

certed frequently to discover two men in

front of them where the coach said there'd

be one.orperhaps noneat all.witha couple

ganging some mate further down the line.

This disrupted timing, which meant
spoiling plays. It was a great refuge of

teams that hadn't much offense and could

therefore concentrate upon tearing down
the other fellow's.

But the expected general

calamity didn't come off.

Coaches with five-man-line

teams on their schedules

abandoned the huddle or mod-
ified it with sufficient checks

and refinements to permit a

quarterback or captain to

change the play with a

shouted symbol if he didn't

like the set of the defense.

Paradoxically enough, this

even resulted in some in-

stances in placing the defense

upon the double defensive.

A team would deliberately

huddle, let the five - manners
set, then switch the play in a

trice and catch the defenders

tlat footed.

In any event, there was
nothing the matter with last

year's scoring, not even
amongst the big fellows pur-

ported to be walls of granite.

Typical specimens were: Ala-

bama 19 -Southern California

7 ;
Army 20 — Harvard 1 7

;

Carnegie Tech 20—Pittsburgh

10; Auburn 23—Georgia 14,

Michigan 15— Yale 13; Texas
Christian 21—Arkansas 14; Wisconsin
20—Northwestern 13, etc. That's dyna-
mite popping all over the place.

This year will see more of the same.
There've been no changes of any sort

to stop it. The cavalry will be riding.

The ruggedest football in the nation
will be played in {Continued on page 62)

THEY ALMOST GOT

OUR BROTHER.1

Worms, I mean! We all had them, but brother

nearly died — and were we scared! Then the

Man of the House came in. "Sergeant's PUPPY
CAPSULES for you," he said, and gave us some.

V
Boy, we certainly whipped those worms! And was
the Man pleased! "With PUPPY CAPSULES now
and SURE-SHOT when you're bigger," he says,

"the worms will never get you!"

He's going to raise us by the new Sergeant's DOG
BOOK. It's got an article by Albert Payson
Terhune, too. The BOOK is free at drug and pet

stores, or with this coupon. Don't miss it!

SetqeatvVs
)

DOG MEDICINES

m POLK MILLER PRODUCTS CORP.
B Dept. GO- 10. Richmond, Va.

Please send a free Sergeant's DOG BOOK to:

Address.

City

OCTOP.FR, 1959
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Qet Tour 'Winning (colors!
(Continued from page 61)
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the Middle West and on the Pacific

Slope. The Southwest will crowd both.

The East will have an off year speak-

ing in general terms. It's about time.

They've been up there for two. Before

that, it was the Middle West, with

Minnesota on top.

When intersectional lines are crossed,

the West will usually triumph over the

East, and the North will wallop the

South. This is because the western

teams outmatch the eastern in manpower,
and because northern football, with its

major emphasis upon carrying the ball,

will usually outscore the southern sort

that emphasizes throwing it.

A volume could be written upon these

two features alone, but it suffices briefly

to explain that the big western teams,

especially those representing huge state

universities, have a choice of material

very few eastern schools can even theoret-

ically match. There are undoubtedly

as many high school and prep school

football players in the East, but there's

such an overplus of colleges, compared

to the West, that they are divided too

many different ways.

You'll probably see, however, trickier

football in the East. When you haven't

the beef, you fall back upon guile. A
good eastern game is perhaps the prettier

to watch, depending considerably of

course upon who's doing the watching.

Northern teams, or those schooled in

orthodox northern conservatism, will

continue to hold the intersectional edge,

other things being even approximately

equal, over such southern and south-

western representatives as place their

principal faith in throwing the melon

around as if it were something too hot

to handle.

Of course, the southern and especially

the southwestern teams throw the ball

with cause. The climate is right in their

regions for most of the season. They
seldom have to contend with bad weather.

This not only makes it easy for them to

throw the football, but likewise com-
mendable in the interests of conserving

strength.

And that's all right when they're

playing each other. It's exciting and

thrilling football to watch, but it places

them at a dire disadvantage in inter-

sectional competition, especially against

northern teams.

They not only play "pass crazy"

football offensively; they play it de-

fensively. In brief, they're pass crazy

two ways. Their lines aren't steeled

against the power of a running attack.

They're trained primarily to break

backward and cover.

This works in their zone, but when they

cross some territorial boundary to collide

with some team that believes with

Minnesota's Bernie Bierman that the

prime, principal and preeminent in-

gredient of football is running with it

and then running some more, they gen-

erally find themselves in fatal defensive

difficulties.

Past performances tell the story.

The outstanding example, at least the

one played upon the most prominent

stage, was the debacle of Southern

Methodist before a crippled Stanford

team in the Rose Bowl of 1936. Their

famed "aerial circus" intact, with little

Bobby Wilson, their phenomenal trigger

man, in prime condition they were com-
pletely taken apart by a Stanford team,

the stars of which, Bobby Grayson and
Monk Moscrip, were literally held to-

gether by adhesive tape.

The prescription was simple. Stan-

ford rushed Wilson, thus spoiling his

timing. Stanford poured running plays

into the Methodist line, which didn't

know a great deal about defensive

charging. They were past masters, to be

sure, at defending against forwards, but

Stanford only occasionally propelled

an aerial bomb, and then only to set up a
running play.

But the story's the same on other

fronts. At various times, the Methodists

have failed against Army, Notre Dame
and last year against Pittsburgh, al-

though it's to be admitted that the first

two were close. Texas couldn't triumph

over Kansas, and the Texas Aggies

failed against Santa Clara last year—and
so it has usually gone.

But despite all this, and, in the long

look, the biggest story in football these

days is the gradual swinging of the

national balance of power into this same
Southwest. The great Texas empire and
its closely affiliated districts is gradually

becoming the real football capital of the

whole United States. In fact, it may
already be.

Texas Christian is quite possibly the

first of a long succession of "national

teams" that will roar to glory from that

general section. The reasons are several.

Climate is one. Kids are outdoors all

year in that country just as they are in

California. Size is another, and principal

one, territorial size that means numerical

size of material—material that stays at

home now and no longer wanders.

That climate grows big, rangy youths

and a multitude of them. Oil and new
industries have boomed the entire region.

Towns have become cities in the last

twenty years. Hamlets have become

towns. Texas alone is bigger than all

New England. It's as big as Germany. It

probably by now has as many secondary

schools as either. They all have football

teams. Specifically, the State of Texas

probably has the finest state-wide high

school athletic organization of the entire

country. It turns out literally thousands

The AMERICAN LEGION Magazine



of football players annually, and it's

tine material, soundly coached.

There are but six big schools to divide

it all—no more than a half-dozen smaller

ones.

And the material stays at home in

these times. No longer is it necessary for

a Christy I'lannigan to go to Notre

Dame, an Eddie Raw to Cornell, a Benny

Boynton to W illiams, a Clarkson Meek
to Michigan, a Spider Rheinhart or a Ted
Blair to Yale to get a taste of major

college football. Those Texas teams now
travel all over the nation, and their home
country rivalry is now as thrilling, as

colorful and as hard fought as any any-

where on the map.

Just maybe, too, their "pass crazy''

football will gradually change the com-

plexion of the game in more conservative

districts. Some of the others are having

to contend with it already. Dutch
Schmidt, Ohio State's "Man of iooo

Plays," went there from Texas Christian.

He keeps the Big Ten teams in hot

water. And Ray Morrison, over at

Vanderbilt, worries the Southeast with

the razzle-dazzle he perfected at South-

ern Methodist. It's especially noticeable

that Matty Bell and Dutch Meyer are

usually members of the "faculty" at

big northern coaching schools. The
northern brethren want some of their

secrets concerning how to use the forward

pass.

Some day, perhaps, and in the not too

distant future, those Southwestern pow-

ers will blend their talented passing with

a strong running attack, and will learn

how to defend against one without sacri-

ficing the other. When that day arrives,

it's going to be a case of old men and
cripples, get back of the ropes. There'll

be no heading those scions from the old-

time cow country then.

But that's dealing in futures, and it's

the present that's with us.

The greatest of all college games still

has its abuses—yes.

It's been overemphasized at times.

False values have been placed upon vic-

tory upon occasion and false depths

plumbed in defeat, especially by over-

inspired alumni.

Too often, perhaps, is the fact utterly

lo^t sight of that it'-- only a game wherein

eleven youths at a time are engaged with

eleven similar youths, and that on any

given afternoon, one eleven will be

smarter, luckier, stronger or trickier

than the other and in all probability will

win. And also, after they've won, that

that's all it means. It doesn't mean that

the victorious gladiators come from any

finer homes, are taught by any more

noble educators, have any prettier sisters,

more charming girl friends, brighter

futures in business or any better hopes

of eventual salvation.

Most of all, it doesn't mean that one

creed or race is any better than another.

Rather does it teach that no one of them

has any monopoly on the various things

such as courage, intelligence, persever-

ance, decency and sportsmanship that

make for enlightened living and general

civilization.

Football is high-powered tonic, all the

stronger, no doubt, because its entire

and intense frenzy is tightly compressed

into seven or eight weeks of high pressure

enthusiasm. If the public, however,

especially the alumni, and most especi-

ally, the volunteer alumni, will only play

the game on the sidelines in the same
spirit of fair play and good sportsman-

ship which the uniformed warriors con-

sistently and universally follow in these

enlightened times, there'll be no cause

for any criticism whatsoever.

Football's more than a game; it's a

pattern for living.

Let's respect it as such.

Who's kicking off, captain?

^Handle with Qare
{Continued from page J5)

"Gene Tunney's article, 'Democracy
and Sport,' in the March issue, as he

portrayed the program of the A. E. F.

boxing carnival held at A. S. P. C. No. 2,

interested me greatly. I will always re-

member the main bout between Tunney
and Morrow. Little did we who watched

the bout realize that a world's heavy-

weight champion was in the bud that

night.

"I'd like to hear from some of the old

16th Company buddies."

JUST about the time you are reading

this, several score of veterans outfits

will be meeting in joyous reunions in

Chicago in conjunction with the Legion

National Convention. .Although we gave
ample warning, at least a score of outfit

reunions scheduled during the convention

OCTOBER, 1939

were reported to us too late for announce-

ments to be published in this Outfit

Notices column. Therefore, we again

want to stress the fact that reunion

announcements must be received in this

office at least five weeks prior to the

month in which the reunions are sched-

uled, so that we may be of service to you.

If your outfit failed to meet this year

with the Legion in Chicago, it is not too

early to plan for a reunion in 1940 in the

Legion's national convention city, which

will be determined during the Chicago

convention and announced in these col-

umns as promptly as possible.

Details of the following reunions and
other activities may be obtained from the

Legionnaires listed:

3d (Marne) Div., Pennsylvania Soc—One-day
reunion at Bethlehem, Pa., (Continued on jmye 64)

w MY GOOD MAN -

NOBODY PUTS IN

ANTI- FREEZE BEFORE
CLEANING OUT WITH

SAN I -FLUSH/

Before you put in anti-freeze, be sure your
radiator is clean. Clean out the rust, sludge

and sediment that are clogging the delicate

veins of the cooling system. You can do it

yourself with Sani-Flush for 10c (25c for

the largest trucks and tractors).

Just pour in Sani-Flush. Run the engine.

Drain, flush and refill (directions on the
can). Then your radiator is ready for a
winter of carefree driving. The motor won't

overheat. You don't lose power or waste
fuel. Use Sani-Flush before you put in

anti-freeze. Or ask your garage or service

station to do the job for you. Insist on
Sani-Flush. It cannot injure motor or fit-

tings. You'll find Sani-Flush in most bath-

rooms for cleaning toilets. Sold by grocery,

drug, hardware, and five-and-ten-cent

stores. 25c and 10c sizes. The Hygienic

Products Company, Canton, Ohio.

Sani-Flush
KEEPS RADIATORS CLEAN

T1A1K COUNTS—don't risk delay
ing your invention. Write for new FU
hook, "Patent Guide for Uie Inventor, *

•Record of Invention" form. N<
charge for preliminary Information.

CLARENCE A. O'BRIEN
& HYMAN BERMAN
HeKisLPrert Patent Attorneys

247-Y Adams Building, Washington. D.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel— And You'll Jump Out

of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour out two pounds of liquid

bile into your bowels daily. I f this bile is not flowing

freely, your food doesn't digest. It just decays in

the bowels. Gas bloats up your stomach. You get

constipated. Your whole system is poisoned and
you feel sour, sunk and the world looks punk.

A mere bowel movement doesn't pret at the cause.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver Pills

to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and
make you feel "up and up." Harmless, gentle, yet

amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask for Carter's

Little Liver Pills by name. 25c at all drug stores.

Stubbornly refuse anything else. ©1933. c p. inc.
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RECORD!
Last winter alone "Prestone"

Brand anti-freeze saw mo-

torists through more than 24

billion milesoftrouble

free driving!

Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so
terrible you choke and gasp for breath, if

restful sleep is impossible because of the
struggle to breathe, if you feel the disease
is slowly wearing your life away, don't
fail to send at once to the Frontier Asthma
Co. for a free trial of a remarkable
method. No matter where you live or
whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial. If
you have suffered a lifetime and tried
everything you could learn of without re-
lief; even if you are utterly discouraged,
do not abandon hope but send today for
this free trial. It will cost you nothing.
Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 23F Frontier Blilg.,
W2 Niagara St., It mi a I... IV. Y.

UAHD5II1AI1
SUPPORTER

Brand New

\\
—

•1 25 DAYS
$ TRIAL!

^Hlindle with Gare
{Continued from page 63)

Dcrnt BE HANDICAPPED
IN BUSINESS, SOCIETY OR SPORTS
WITH A BIG "TUMMY"

Lift years and pounds off your appearance and
feelings instantly! Get that military bearing:
head erect—shoulders back—stomach in

—

sprightly step—snappy movements. Shake off
that tired feeling that may be due to lugging
your big "tummy" around. Feel fit. Look fit.

Put on a GUARDSMAN. You'll at once feel a
sense of comfort that's a revelation. Glove-fits
the abdomen, giving firm but gentle uplift and
support. The way it "pulls in" your "bay win-
dow" will surprise you. Has elastic mesh Iront
with cross-stays. The non-stretch back is cross-
laced. Can be drawn up snugger, insuring longer
use of the GL,vRDSMAN and no need to take
"tucks" in it.

Send age, height, weight and measure around
body at the largest part of abdomen. Enclose
money order or check for $.?.98-or sent G.O.D.
Wear the GUARDSMAN for 25 days. Then, if you
return it, your money will be sent to you at
once. Order a GUARDSMAN right now. If more
information is desired, write:

WILLIAM S. RICE, I n c

.

,ii,iai :H»iiini«:ii :i injiiii'u«injniM

Sat., Oct, 28. O. Wallace Daugherty, chran., 325 E.
Broad st., Bethlehem.
4th Div. Assoc., New York Chap.— Regular

monthly meeting at Columbia University Club,
4 W. 43d st,, New York City. 2d Wed. each month.
W. J. Massey, secy., 259 W. 14th st., New York City.
5th Div.—Copies of divisional history are still

obtainable at five dollars from William Barton
Bruce, 48 Ayrault st., Providence, R. I.

12th (Plymouth) Div.—Proposed organization
and reunion. New England 12th vets and all 42d
Inf. vets report to L. Irving Beach, 175 High St.,

Bristol, Conn.; all other 12th vets report to Geo. H.
Thamer, 31 Thatcher av., Buffalo, N. Y.

Soc. of 28th Div.—In order to prepare up-to-
date roster, all Keystone vets are requested to report
to Walter W. Haugherty, secy.-treas., 1444 S.

Vodges st,, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dixie (31st) Div. Assoc.—All Dixie vets invited

to join recently organized association and receive
information about reunion to be held at Jackson-
ville Beach, Fla., in June, 1940. John B. Williams,
pres., P. O. Box 643, Miami, Fla.

32d Div. Vets. Assoc.—Life membership fee of

two dollars includes free divisional history. No
annual dues. Byron Beveridge, secy., State Capitol,
Madison, Wise.

35th Div. Assoc.*—Reunion, Kansas City, Kans.,
Oct. 19-20. Leo A. Swoboda, secy., Law bldg.,
Kansas City, Kans., or Mahlon S. Weed, chmn..
The Kansas City Ka/isan, Kansas City, Kans.
36th Div. Vets. Assoc.—Annual reunion of

Assoc. and Ladies' Auxiliary, Texas Hotel, Ft.
Worth, Tex., Oct, 7-8. John A. Hulen, pres., 627
Ft. Worth Club bldg., Ft, Worth.

77th Div. Assoc. extends facilities of its Club-
house, 28 E. 39th st„ New York City, to vets of all

outfits who visit the New Y'ork World's Fair. In-
formation, housing service, etc. Jos. E. Delanev,
secy., 28 E. 39th st., New Y'ork City. Copy of 77th
Division History may be obtained at fifty cents
from Chas J. Cah'll, asst. treas., at same address.
Wildcat (81st) Div. Vets. Assoc.—Natl, re-

union, World's Fair Grounds, New Y ork C ity, Sept.
30-Oct. 2. Jas. E. Cahall, natl. adjt,, Citroneile, Ala.

83d Div. Vets. Assoc.—To complete roster,
write OUie J. Haag, adjt., 312 Akron Savings &
Loan bldg., Akron, Ohio.
89th Div. Soc.—Proposed organization of East-

ern Sector in N. Y'. Metropolitan area. Write Louis
A. Falk, 107 Kensington av., Jersey City, N. J.

CurhW our
papet* dolls

91st Div. Assoc., Wash. Sector—Annual re-

union, New Washington Hotel, Seattle, Wash., Sat.,
Sept. 30. B. K. Powell, secy., 204 American Bank
bldg., Seattle.

Gen. Hq. Bn., A. E. F. (Chaumont & Bourges)—Reunion meeting, Detroit Leland Hotel, Detroit,
Mich., Oct, 29. J. H. Nampa, secy.-treas., 521 Park
av., Bay City, Mich.

5th Inf.—Proposed organization & reunion.
1 -ins Siegel, 9925 I12d dr., Forest Hills, N. Y.
308th Inf.—Heunion dance, McAlpin Hotel,

New York City, Sat., Oct. 14, auspices 308th Inf.

Post and Aux. Proceeds for welfare fund. L. C.
Barrett, 157 Beechwood av., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
313th Inf. Vets.—Annual reunion, Montfaucon

Post Clubhouse, Baltimore, Md., Oct. 7. B. E.
Wigley, adjt,, 924 St, Paul st., Baltimore.

1 1 j Co., 108th Inf.—9th annual reunion of The
Old Outfit, Fox Head Hotel, Niagara Falls, Ont.,
Nov. 4. Laurence L. Varley, secy., 733 Tonawanda
et., Buffalo, N. Y.

Co. II (3d N. J. N. CO Assoc. (later Co. E, 114th
Inf.)—21st annual reunion, Asbury Park, N. J.,

Nov. 10, with ex-Gov. Harold G. Hoffman as master
of ceremonies. 10. Knierim, secy., Asbury Park Post,
Amer. Legion, Asbury Park.

Co. G, 127th Inf.— 15th reunion, Beloit, Wise ,

Oct. 7. Matt J. Lynaugh, secy., 2613 Van Hisc av.,
Madison, Wise.
Co. I, 141st Inf.—Reunion, Texas Hotel, Ft.

Worth, Tex., Oct, 7-8. W. E. Suter, 2305 Forrest
st., Beaumont, Tex.

Co. E, 168th Inf.—To join Last Man's Club,
send name and address to Everett I. Briggs, secy.,
1005 S. Elm, Shenandoah, Iowa.

Co. I, 364th Inf.—21st annual reunion banquet,
Tulare Winery, Tulare, Calif., Sat,, Nov. 11. Write
W. W. Sunkel, 712 Mariposa St., Tulare, to join
Last Man's Club.
3d Pioneer Inf. Vets. Assoc —Get-together

party, Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 13 Joel T. John-
son, chmn., 411 Essex bldg., Minneapolis.

52d Pioneer Inf. Assoc. A. E. F.—Annual re-
union and dinner, Park Central Hotel, New Y ork
City, Nov. 11. N. J. Brooks, 46 W. 48th st.. New
Y'ork City.
312th F. A. Assoc.—Annual reunion and ban-

quet, New York City, Oct, 21-22, in conjunction
with World's Fair. 500 members and families ex-
pected. Leonard B. Katze, chmn., 5018 Larchwood
av., Philadelphia, Pa.

323d Lt. F. A—Annual reunion, Ft. Pitt Hotel,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Sat., Oct. 28. Write Edw. C. Ifft,

secy., 1023 3d av., Beaver Falls, Pa.
Btry. D, 80th F. A.—Reunion, Washington,

D. C, Nov. 18. Harry Ecklotf, 6430 Ridge dr.,
Brookmont, Md.

Btry. B, 112th H. F. A.—14th annual reunion,
Artillery Armory, Camden, N. J., Sat,, Nov. 4.
M. L. Atkinson, secy., 1020 Linwood av., Collings-
wood, N. J.

Btry. E, 136th F. A.—20th annual reunion,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Sat. eve., Nov. 11. John H. Pugh,
secy., 1308 Chamber of Commerce bldg., Cincinnati.

Btry. B, 326th F. A. Assoc.—3d reunion. Field
Artillery Clubhouse, Brownboro Road, Louisville,
Ky., Oct. 1. Write W. C. Brown, pres., Box 112,
Cynthiana, Ky.

55th Art. A. E. F. Vets. Assoc.—10th annual
reunion, reception and banquet, Hotel Bradford,
Boston, Mass., Oct. 13-15. J. A. Murray, chmn.,
c o United Drug Co., 63 Leon st., Boston.

Btry. F (61st C. A. C.) Overseas Club—To
complete roster and get information of reunions,
write G. C. Hopkins, secy., 1118 E. 39th st.,

Savannah, Ga.
43d Prov. Co., CAC (Presidio & Ft. Winfield

Scott)—For roster, vets write to H. M. Smith, 445
Omaha Natl. Bank, Omaha, Nebr.

301st Trench Mortar Btry.—Annual reunion,
Bristol, Conn., Sat., Oct. 7. W. F. Welch, secy.,
N. Main st., Southington, Conn.

1st U. S. Cav.—Reunion held in Los Angeles in
1938. For roster, write to Harold B. Stephens,
Municipal Band, Long Beach, Calif.

6th U. S. Cav.—Vets interested in organization
and reunion, write Orlo W. Allen, 212 Green st.,

Schenectady, N. Y".

Vets. 13th Engrs. (Ry.)—Annual reunion,
Springfield, Mo„ June 21-23, 1940. Jas. A. Elliott,

secy.-treas., 721 E. 21st st,, Little Rock, Ark.
37th Engrs., Pittsburgh Chap.—Annual re-

union banquet, Ft. Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa., Sat.,
Nov. 4. C. W. Reynolds, secy., 2228 Saranac av.,
Pittsburgh.

109th Engrs. Assoc.—6th biennial reunion.
Council Bluffs, Iowa, Oct, 7-8. E. W. Rockwell,
secy., 1815 Avenue E, Council Bluffs.
304th Engrs. Vets. Assoc.— 19th annual re-

union, Philadelphia, Pa., Sat., Nov. 11. Dave
Bainbridge, 208 Y'eakel av., Erdenheim, Phila., Pa.
314th Engrs. Vets. Assoc.—Annual reunion,

Y'ork Hotel, St. Louis, Mo., Sat., Nov. 18. Write
Vincent K. Kemp, 5889 Lotus av., St. Louis.

402d Tel. Bn., Sig. Corps—Reunion, Atlanta,
Ga., Oct. 13-14. Write John L. Jacobs, Box 2211,
Atlanta, Ga.

1st Pursuit Group (Sqdrns. 27, 94, 95 & 147)

—

Reunion, New Y'ork City, Nov. 11. Finley J. Strunk,
176 Hoosevelt av., Bergenfield, N. J.

6th Army Corps Hq. Troop—Proposed reunion,
including 10th Balloon Co. and Hq. Del. Wm. J.

Meoni, 702 N. 34th st., Richmond, Va.
First Marine Aviation Force Vets.—Reunion,

Chicago, 111., Nov. 11-12. For details, write Jas. F.
Boyland, 105 S. LaSalle St., Chicago.
350th Aero Sqdrn.—Annual reunion and ban-

quet, Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 14. Thos. C. Daily,
1331 W. Jefferson st., Philadelphia.
879th & 880th Aero Sqdrns.—To compile

roster, vets report to Robt. F. Wright, 1335
McFerran st., Philadelphia, Pa.
Base Hosp. 26—Annual reunion, Minneapolis,

Minn., Fri., Oct, 20. Write Robt. B. Gile, 514
Second av. S., Minneapolis, Minn.
Base Hosp. 48—Reunion dinner-dance and

entertainment. New Y'ork City, Oct. 14. Doctors,
nurses and enlisted personnel invited. Miss Elsie C.
Street, R. N., 1160 Fifth av., New Y'ork ( Sty.
Base Hosp. No. 116—21st annual reunion, Hotel

McAlpin, New Y'ork City, Sat,, Nov. 11. Dr. Torr
\\ llarmer, 415 Marlborough st., Boston, Mass.
Field Hosp. No. 39—Vets interested in reunion,

write Erwin G. Rhoades, 61 Pleasant st., Oxford,
Mich.
U. S. S. Solace—Annual reunion, Philadelphia,

Pa., Sat,, Nov. 4. Dr. R. A. Kern, University
Hospital, Philadelphia.

Yeomen F, Marines F and World War
Nurses—Annual Armistice reunion, New York
City, Sat., Nov. 11, under auspices United Women
Vets. Council. Sally R. Wolf, comdr., 3400 Tryon
av., Bronx, N. Y.

John J. Noll
The Company Clerk

The AMERICAN LEGION Maeazine
Whin Answering Advertisements Please Mention The American Legion Magazine
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BILL FOR TAXES
{Federal, State andLocal

)

One million dollars

a day $1

BEER

000 000 00

FREE booklet describing the brewers ' self-regulatory program

will be lent on request to United Brewers Industrial Foundation,

Dept.O-7, 21 East 40th St., New York, N. Y.

"U FO

A BEVERAGE OF MODERATION FOR THE NATION
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"
I know from years of

experience that Camels

give a longer smoke

—

milder, cooler,

mellower"
SAYS JOE WILLIAMS,
FAMOUS SPORTS EXPERT

Does it "burn fast"— or is it "/owg^r-burning"? That's

the new angle on cigarettes that is being widely dis-

cussed today. "I get an extra measure of smoking because

of Camel's long-burning feature," says Joe Williams, the

famous sports expert. "With Camels, I get an overtime

amount of true cigarette contentment." More tobacco in

every Camel, by weight—slozvcr-bummg— they hold their

ash longer (see full details, above left). No wonder Camel's

choice quality tobaccos win the praise of men and women

everywhere who appreciate smoking pleasure at its best!

Don't deny yourself the enjoyment of qualitywhen Camels,

with their costlier tobaccos and unusual slow burning,

give more pleasure per puff! And more puffs per park.

CAMELS— Long-Burning Costlier Tobaccos


